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Abstract

Small photon fields are used to deliver two important modern radiotherapy tech-
niques, stereotaxy and intensity modulated radiotherapy. Accurate characterisa-
tion of small-field dosimetry requires measurements with precisely aligned spe-
cialised detectors and is thus time-consuminganderror-prone. Atfield sizes below
3 cm,electronic equilibrium may not be established on central axis so the profiles
will be peaked. The fluence perturbations caused by finite detector size and any
measurement geometry inaccuracies are more significant, and new phenomena,
such as occlusion of the photon source edges by the linac jaws, will be apparent.

A Monte Carlo model of a 15 MV photon beam wasvalidated against precise
large-field measurements and then used to predict small-field dosimetry. The
sensitivity of small-field dosimetry to a wide range of parameters including mea-
surement misalignments and variation of focal spot width was investigated with
the Monte Carlo model. The effects of detector geometry, atomic composition
and physical density on dosimetric measurements were also evaluated.

Due to their small sensitive cross-sections, unshielded diodes were expected to
produce someof the most useful data. The Monte Carlo modelcorrectly predicted
diode-measured PDDs and profiles for field sizes down to 0.5 cm. Whilst the
agreement between modelled and measured output factors is good over the range
1 to 10 cm thereis a significant discrepancy for very small fields. The variation
with depth orfield size of both the silicon:water mass stopping power ratio and
mass energy absorption coefficient ratio is minimal. Monte Carlo modelling shows
that the overall response of the unshielded diodeis constant with field size between
1 and 10 cm. However, a correction of 3% is needed for a field size of 0.5 cm.
Analogouscorrection factors have been calculated for diamond andair detectors.

The output factor for very smallfields is shown to be extremely sensitive to focal
spot width, mainly due to the influence of source occlusion however the small-field
phantom scatter factor also changes with extreme variations of spot width.

Thus, while Monte Carlo models based exclusively on large-field data can quite
accurately predict small-field profiles and PDDs, in the absence of experimental
methods of determining initial electron beam profile it will remain necessary to
measure small-field output factors, fine-tuning modelled spot sizes to ensure good
matching between the Monte Carlo and measured output factors.

Finally while both the silicon:water mass stopping power ratio and mass energy
absorption coefficient ratio do vary slightly with field size and depth, the more

significant cause of error when using small detectors is the non-water like den-

sity. The distortion of the electron fluence (compared to that of the undisturbed

medium) by the dense silicon diode not only increases the measured small-field

output factor but alsoartificially slightly narrows the profile as the integral dose

remains constant, making it hard to correct for. This distortion is much greater

for either air or diamond so the silicon diode remains the optimum choice of

detector.
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beam width

BEAMnrc

BEAMdp

CAX

depth dose

dinax

dose

DOSRZnrc

DOSXYZnre

FLURZnrc

FWHM

gray

isocentre

IMRT

The width of the radiation field, usually specified as the distance be-

tween 2 points receiving 50% of the central axis dose at the isocen-

tre.

Monte Carlo code for modelling beamsin linacs.

Code which allows analysis of fluence spectra, energy spectra, and

spatial distributions of Monte Carlo phase-spacefiles.

The central axis of the beam, defined as the centre of rotation of

the linac collimator.

The variation in dose with depth along the central axis.

The position of the maximum dose along the central axis.

The energy delivered to material in the form of ionising radiation.

Measured in gray.

Monte Carlo code which models passage of beam through a phan-

tom specified in cylindrical co-ordinates.

Monte Carlo code which models passage of beam through a phan-

tom specified in Cartesian co-ordinates.

Monte Carlo code to produce energy spectra.

Full width at half maximum, a measure of the width of a curve.

A unit of dose equal to one joule per kilogram, Gy.
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Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy.
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linac

MLC

PEGS4

phantom

PRF

Ser

Spee
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Kinetic energy released per unit mass.

Linear accelerator used to treat patients with radiotherapy. Elec-

trons are accelerated to energies of mega-electron volts before either

being passed through a scattering foil (to produce an electron beam)

or directed to a bremsstrahlung target to produce a photon beam.

Multileaf collimator, use to shape the beam for conformal or IMRT

treatments.

Output factor, the ratio of the dose on central axis for a specified

field size to the dose for the reference field size, see also Sep.

Preprocessor for EGS, a program that generates the cross-sections

required for the EGS system.

A volume of water, or tissue-equivalent material used to mimic a

patient in dose calculations and/or measurements.

Pulse repetition frequency, the frequency of electron pulses acceler-

ated down the linac’s wave guide to hit the target.

The variation in dose across a beam at a fixed depth in the phantom.

Head or collimator scatter factor defined as the ratio of the in-air-

fluence for a given field size to that for the reference field.

Alternative symbol for the output factor, used when decomposing

the output into separate contributions.

Flattening filter scatter factor which accounts for all scatter from

the linac head. It is defined here as the central axis energy fluence

due to scattered radiation for a given jaw setting, normalised by

the primary energy fluence for a largefield.

Source occlusion factor, defined here as the fraction of the total

direct primary energy fluence on central axis for a given jaw setting.

Phantom scatter factor, this accounts for the increase in the dose

on central axis caused by the presence of the phantom (or patient)

and is simply calculated as the ratio of the output factor and the

collimator scatter factor.
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SRS/SRT Stereotactic radiosurgery or radiotherapy uses high precision lo-

calisation and small beams to treat tumours to very high doses.

Radiosurgery consists of a single fraction, whilst SRT may befrac-

tionated.

SSD Source-to-surface distance, measured from the nominal position of

the focal spot to the surface of the patient or phantom.

terma Total energy released per unit mass.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Project Outline

Radiotherapy uses beams of photons to irradiate tumours, with the aim of de-

positing sufficient energy to kill tumourcells. The beam maybeshapedlaterally

by lead jaws or collimators, however in the direction of the beam the photon flu-

ence is determined by attenuation, resulting in an exponentialfall-off with depth.

The amount of photon scattering, which broadens the photon fluence, and the

rate of attenuation, will be affected by the exact energy spectrum of the photons

produced by the linac. In addition the linac head contains components which

modulate the photon fluence (such as the flattening filter) and maintain its sta-

bility (such as a monitor chamber). The exact photon fluence profile at depth

is thus complex. The interaction of high energy photons with matter produces

electrons that travel a distance from their point of creation, depositing energy

through multiple Coulomb interactions with surrounding atomsalong their path.

The distance and direction travelled will, in part, be determined by the energy

of the electron but also subject to random variation. Thus, the resulting dose

distribution is affected by many factors andis difficult to predict analytically.

Conventional radiotherapy uses fields shaped to cover the tumour with a mar-

gin to allow for microscopic spread, set-up errors and movement of the organs

during treatment. Cranial stereotactic radiosurgery, Figure 1.1, immobilises the

patient using a frame that is either screwed into the skull or fitted by a dental

impression, and utilises precise patient positioning systems to reduce thesize of

margin required. Radiosurgery is generally used to treat small tumours, which

combined with narrow marginsresults in treatmentfields that are less than 3 cm

in diameter. Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy, IMRT,utilises a combination of

many small beamlets to produce a modulated photon fluence across the tumour,

Figure 1.2, allowing better shaping of the dose distribution. IMRTis used totreat

larger tumours andis particularly useful where the target is concave, such as the

1
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Figure 1.1: Stereotactic radiosurgery using multiple small shaped beamsto ir-

radiate an acoustic neuroma, planned using the Pinnacle Treatment Planning

System. (Philips Radiation Oncology Systems, Fitchburg, WI)

prostate. Depending on the target size and shape and the level of modulation

required, some of the beamlets may be smaller than 1 cm?.

Thesefield sizes are quite comparable to both the range of secondary electrons and

the size of some detectors used to measure the dose distribution. Therefore small-

field dosimetric measurements are subject to problems not usually encountered

for larger fields. These problemsare illustrated briefly below, and then explained

in more detail with reference to published literature in section 2.2.

Because the field central axis is very close to the field edge, the assumption of

lateral electronic equilibrium is not valid and the central axis effectively lies in

both penumbrae,resulting in a peaked dose profile, Figure 1.3. Without a central

plateau region the geometric positioning of the detector becomes morecritical,

as an offset of just a few tenths of a millimetre from the central axis will alter

the measured profile as it will no longer include the maximum dose. The peaked

dose distribution also means that averaging over the surface of the detector will

reduce the apparent central axis dose in addition to the penumbra broadening

effect which occurs even for large field measurements, Figure 1.4. The area of the

detector covered by the peak dose will vary with depth due to beam divergence

and so we might expect a distortion of measured depth doses.

The lack of electronic equilibrium on the central axis of small fields means that

the dose:kerma ratio is not the same as for larger fields, and the reduction in

scatter results in a harder energy spectrum, both effects potentially altering the

dose response of any detector placed in the beam. Perturbations caused by the

presence of a detector (whether an air cavity or a chip ofsilicon or diamond) in

the beam will affect a much larger fraction of the total irradiated area for smaller

beams, and hence the non-water equivalence may have a greatereffect.
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Figure 1.2: Beam segmentsof various sizes sum to produce an intensity modulated

dose distribution across the field. Images from the Pinnacle Treatment Planning

System.

LPIA
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram ofprofiles as field size decreases. For the smallest

fields, the central axis is in the penumbral region (lateral electronic equilibrium

is not established) and so the dose is reduced.
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Figure 1.4: Effect of finite detector width on measured large and small field

profiles.

Finally the output may be decreased further as the jaws becomeso close together

that they occlude the outer portion of the focal spot from a detector placed on

central axis, thus reducing the primaryfluence.

This dissertation describes work using highly precise measurements and Monte

Carlo modelling to explore the ‘idealness’ of a range of detectors, a possible

method of eliminating the need for small-field dosimetric measurements, the effect

of certain machine parameters on small-field output factors and head scatter;

and modelling small-field dosimetry by commercially available clinical planning

systems.

The thesis starts with a review of the literature to set out the current state

of knowledge of small radiotherapy field dosimetry and the detectors used to

measure small-field dose distributions. Chapter 3 provides background details

of the methodology used in the project. Experimental techniques and set-up

used for the dosimetry measurementsare described, as well as a discussion of the

details of the Monte Carlo modelling.

Chapter 4 presents the preparation and validation of a Monte Carlo model of

the 15 MVphoton beam generated by our Varian 2100c linac. Model parameters

have been selected to match data measuredfor large (3-40 cm) square fields. The

model has then been used to evaluate the response of a variety of small detectors.

Monte Carlo calculations are also presented exploring the field-size dependence

of the ratio of the dose to a small piece ofsilicon placed within a water phantom

in the beam to the dose to the water that it displaced. This is done in two ways,

first by considering the changein silicon:water restricted stopping powerratio and

4
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mass energy absorption coefficient ratio with the change in energy spectrum with

both field size and depth. Secondly a stack of two silicon voxels (representing

an unshielded ‘electron’ diode) is placed in the water phantom used to calculate

dose profiles, this more explicit calculation of detector response alleviating the

need for an exact analytical model of the response properties of a small ‘cavity’

of silicon.

This work shows that a Monte Carlo model fitted to large-field data produces

small-field profiles and depth doses which agree with those measured with an

unshielded diode; however the calculated and measured output factors for the

smallest fields (<1 cm) differ significantly, and the cause of this discrepancy is

explored in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5 also explores the impact of the electron focal spot size on both penum-

bra and output factor calculations. The size of the photon focal spot emerging

from the target is affected by the width of the incident electron beam, which will

vary between linacs. The focal spot width in turn affects the penumbra, with

a wider spot giving a more blurred beam edge. However for small fields, the

focal spot width will also affect the amount of source occlusion on central axis

and thus alter the output factor. If a Monte Carlo model is to be based purely

on large-field measurements, the the spot size must be accurately determined by

considering the large-field penumbra widths. For such a model to be useful in pre-

dicting small-field dose distributions the uncertainty in spot size must be small

enough to leave a minimal variation in the possible small-field output factors.

This work shows that it is possible to get good agreement between our Monte

Carlo model and small-field output factor data whilst still maintaining a match

to large-field profiles and penumbra, but that without more accurate methods

of measuring penumbra width it is essentially impossible to determine the spot

width sufficiently precisely to be able to correctly predict small-field output using

a Monte Carlo model.

In Chapter 6 a new formalism is presented, separating the output factor into its

constituent parts — flattening filter scatter, phantom scatter and source occlu-

sion. Monte Carlo modelling is used to evaluate the variation of these components

with both field size and focal spot size. A numberof different virtual miniphan-

toms are considered for calculation and potentially measurement of small-field

head-scatter factors, and again Monte Carlo modelling is used to determine the

validity of these approaches.

Monte Carlo calculated correction factors for diode, diamond and pinpoint cham-

bers in water are presented in Chapter 7. This work attempts to separate the
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effect of voxel size, voxel composition and voxel density on the correction factor

by calculating correction factors required both for voxels of silicon, diamond or

air surrounded by a water phantom and for water-voxels with densities equal to

those of silicon, diamond orair.

Having shown the value of a Monte Carlo model, based on large-field data, in pre-

dicting small-field dosimetry, a similar concept is applied to a commercial treat-

ment planning system using a superposition/convolution algorithm in Chapter8.

The time taken to create a Monte Carlo model of a linac beam and then calcu-

late the dose distribution in a phantom (or patient) is currently too long to make

this a feasible approach for routine treatment planning. Although in the future

computer speeds mayincrease so that more patient treatments are planned using

Monte Carlo techniques, the current standard clinical methodis to convolve (or

more accurately superpose) a dose distribution kernel (which may be generated

from Monte Carlo data) with a photon fluence distribution, representing quite

an accurate description of photon beam dosedistributions in water, though not

a mechanistic description of radiation generation by the linac treatment head.

Therefore, the ability to predict small-field dose distributions from large-field

data using a commercial planning system would beclinically useful.

Parts of this work, chapters 4, 5 and 6, have been published in two articles in

Medical Physics|1],[2].

To summarise, the main objective of this thesis is to determine how accurately a

Monte Carlo model based on broad-beam data can predict the dosimetric proper-

ties of smallfields thereby reducing the measurements required to introduce IMRT

or Stereotactic techniques. The idea of using large-field data to predict small-

field properties has been extended to a simpler, commercially-available planning

algorithm to replicate what might be possible in a busy clinic without sufficient

time to produce an accurate Monte Carlo model.

In the course of this investigation a numberofdifferent detectors were used and

Monte Carlo modelling techniques have been applied to evaluate the variation

in their response due to size and composition. In addition the Monte Carlo

model has been used to investigate the effect on small-field dosimetry of various

linac parameters, and to describe fully the influence of source occlusion and head

scatter on the output factor.

As will be seen, the approaches used have several limitations. The Monte Carlo

calculations were carried out on a dual core computer and were rather time con-

suming, therefore the time required to obtain a reasonable uncertainty level in
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each Monte Carlo calculation was quite long and so the modelling process was

slow.

The choice of a 15 MV beam for this modelling work may seem counter-intuitive,

the majority of stereotactic radiosurgery is carried out with 6 MV beams whilst

IMRT mainly uses energies <10 MV (although Memorial Sloan Kettering, one of

the pioneering hospitals for this technique, did use 15 MV beams|3]). However

the wide penumbrae mean that small-field effects are likely to be much more

evident at larger field sizes and so it represents a ‘worst case’ scenario.

It is a limitation of this work that it uses a model of a single energy beam from

a Varian linac, while most of the conclusions will be applicable to other energies

and different manufacturers it would be useful to model at least one other beam

to assess the potential variation in the size of each effect, however there was

insufficient time in the course of this PhD (see Chapter 10 for a discussion of

future work).



Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Detector design and properties

A numberof detectors have been used for small-field dosimetry, as discussed by

McKerracher and Thwaites [4] and Das et al. [5]. Here they are divided into

three broad types: ion chambers (with volume), solid state detectors (diamond

chips and a numberof used and film. Many different ion chamber designs are

commercially available, optimised for a variety of purposes, however for small-field

dosimetry cylindrical chambers with volumes ranging from 0.02-0.12 cm? are most

useful. Solid state detectors generally offer higher sensitivity and smaller active

volume than ion chambers, we consider the diamond with similar dimensions

to the smallest ion chambers and a number of diodes that can potentially offer

greater resolution. Unlike the other detectors considered in this literature review,

film records the integral dose, and offers a very high geometric resolution.

2.1.1 Ion chambers

Air is considered an electrical insulator but the interaction of radiation with its

constituent molecules forms electron-ion pairs. In the presence of an applied

voltage, the electron and ion move in opposite directions and a current flows. By

carefully designing a chamber, the properties can be adjusted to produce a linear

dose response.

The dose-to-air (in the chamber)is related to the dose-to-medium (surrounding

the the chamber) by the restricted stopping power ratio according to Spencer-

Attix theory|6],[7]. This assumes that any electron with an energy above a cutoff

A escapes the gas cavity and does not result in additional dose to air.
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For relative dose measurements under conditions where the stopping power ratio

is constant, the dose-to-water is considered proportional to the signal recorded

on the electrometer. However if absolute dose measurements are required or the

change in energy spectrum across profile is sufficiently large to cause significant

variation in the restricted stopping power, a correction factor must be applied.

If the chamber wall or central electrode are not medium-equivalent (in terms of

Z) the dose-to-air will be affected by electrons created in these components rather

than the surrounding medium. Thus a more complex cavity theory is required

which uses the restricted stopping power ratio between the wall material and the

cavity and the mass energy absorption coefficient ratio between the medium and

the wall to account for the change in photon fluence. The exact value of this

correction factor depends on the fraction of electrons crossing the cavity which

are formed in the wall instead of the surrounding medium.Asthis is difficult to

determine practically other methods of assessing the correction factor have been

employed.

Ma and Nahum [8] used Monte Carlo modelling to elucidate the influence of elec-

trode material and design on ion chamber response. They found a small (~ 0.5%)

increase in dose measured with an aluminium rather than graphite electrode but

a larger (~3.5%) variation with electrode diameter. However they modelled the

NE2561 and NE2571 detectors with sensitive air volumes of 0.33 and 0.6 cm?

respectively, and the effect for smaller chambers, where the electrode occupies a

larger proportion of the cavity, may be greater.

The magnitude of the signal produced by an ion chamber mayvary if the polarity

of the central and outer electrodes is reversed. This polarity effect has a number

of causes and maybe affected by the design of the chamber and electrodes. Kim

et al. [9] describe methodsof calculating the size of the effect. Measured values

have been reported by Stasi e¢ al. [10] and Francescon et al. [11] for pinpoint

chambers. If the effect is constant with field size, beam energy and doserate it

can be ignoredfor relative measurements but will be significant for determination

of absolute dose; however for very small fields it may not be valid to assume a

constant effect.

Small ion chambers such as the RK

The RK ion chamber! is frequently used for commissioning measurements in

the UK, asits size (4 mm diameter, 10 mm length, 0.12 cm? volume) meansit
 

1Scanditronix-Wellhéfer, Schwarzenbruck, Germany
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can be used to measure dosesin relatively small (~3 cm) fields whilst its rugged

waterproof design makesit highly practical for everyday use. The inner and outer

electrodes are madeof graphite (in epoxy resin) to maintain water equivalence.

However for smaller fields, the size results in a large perturbation of the field;

and modern planning techniques require an accurate characterisation of the dose

gradients in the penumbra which is not possible with a detector with 4 mm

diameter.

RK chambers(and others with similar dimensions) are often used as a baseline

for chamber comparisons

Pinpoint and micro-ionisation chambers

Because modern treatment techniques increasingly use smallfields and tight shap-

ing of the beam edge to the target, chambers with volumes less than 0.02 cm?

have been designed. Such small detectors offer increased resolution and decreased

perturbations with respect to more conventional ion chambers; however the re-

duced volume also decreases the signal to noise ratio of any readings. Also, the

compromises required to physically manufacture such small chambers have forced

some manufacturers to use less ideal (water-equivalent) materials and designs.

Martenset al. [12] compared the resolutions of a PTW pinpoint chamber and

a similarly sized diamond detector (discussed in section 2.1.2) by measuring the

width of the penumbra (defined as region between 80 and 20% of central axis

dose). At 5 cm deep and 6 MVthe diamond detector measured a width of 3.0 +

0.1 mm whilst the same value for the pinpoint chamber was 3.8+0.1 mm. Similar

differences were reported for other beam energies and at different depths. This

broadening was attributed to both the volume averaging effect of the chamber

and the non-water equivalence of the air (giving a much larger electron range).

Martens et al. [12] also compared the dose measured by a pinpoint detector to

that of a more conventional (0.125 cm?) ion chamber over a range of depths and

field sizes. This ratio was seen to increase by 3.4% between 5 and 15 cm deep

for 25x25 cm fields. Energy dependence (over response of the pinpoint chamber

in regions with a high proportion of low energy photons) was explained by the

increased photoelectric effect in the central steel electrode in the PTW cham-

ber compared to the RK chamber which uses a more tissue equivalent graphite

electrode.

Micro-ionisation chambers also suffer from an increase in the relative leakage as

the sensitive volume(and therefore the signal) is very small. Leybovichetal. [13]

10
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found that the leakage for an Exradin 1A chamberwith a volumeof 0.009 cm? was

between 0.72 and 1.5% when measuring a dose of 2 Gy in a 10x10 cm field, but

a significantly larger correction (7-16%) was needed when the chamber was used

for absolute dosimetry of IMRT beam as the doses recorded for each beamlet

are substantially lower. Their poor sensitivity also meant that some scattered

radiation from beamlets remote from the chamber was not recorded as it was

below the sensitivity threshold. This may also be significant if the detector is

used to measure the dose in out-of-field regions of a fluence profile.

2.1.2 Solid state detectors

The higher density of material in the solid state increases the probability of

radiation interacting in a given volume. This allows the production of detectors

with smaller volumes and/or higher sensitivities. Although the sensitive volume

may be very small, these detectors are often encased in epoxy resin to make

them more rugged and easily positionable. Metal electrodes are also required to

carry the charge collected during radiation to an electrometer. This additional

epoxy and metal may reduce the idealness of the detector. McKerracher and

Thwaites [14] have used a mammographic X-Ray unit to produce detailed images

of the construction of a numberof solid state detectors. Their work stresses

the difference between individual detectors of the same type (especially diamond

detectors) and also possible discrepancies in the manufacturer specifications.

Silicon diodes

Silicon diodes used for radiation dosimetry are usually of p-type, that is they

consist of a substrate of p-type (acceptor doped) silicon onto which a small region

of n-type (donor doped) silicon is added. Majority carriers, holes in the p-type and

electrons in the n-type regions, diffuse across the junction and recombine causing

a depletion of charge carriers. The recombination leads to charge building up on

either side of the junction, producing a potential difference across the depletion

zone. This prevents further diffusion of the majority charge carriers and a stable

state is reached.

Irradiation of such a chip produceselectron-hole pairs. Minority carriers which

diffuse to the depletion region are swept across underthe influence of the built-in

potential and therefore contribute to a flowing current. Consequently, the current

measured is proportional to the radiation incident on the region within the dif-

fusion length (of the minority carriers in each region) of the depletion zone. This

11
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volume is very narrow (~ 10s of microns), giving the silicon diode a high spatial

resolution.

The sensitivity of diodes has been shownto vary with both total dose accumulated

and instantaneousdose rate. Shi et al. [15] examined the instantaneous dose rate

effect from a theoretical perspective. They suggest a fraction of the excess carriers

generated by radiation are captured by the dopant centres thereby reducing the

sensitivity of the diode. When the numberof excesscarriers increases, the number

of dopant atomsavailable to trap carriers represents a smaller proportion of the

total carrier population and the sensitivity increases.

Wilkins et al. [16] considered the interaction between diode degradation with

use and dose rate dependency by comparing two identical diodes that had been

pre-irradiated (through previous use) by different amounts (13 kGy and 30 kGy).

Whilst the sensitivity offirst diode was independentof dose rate, varied by chang-

ing the SSD, the second diode showed a variation of 13% (as the dose per pulse

varied from 0.02-0.64 mGy).

The high atomic numberof silicon (compared to water) means that diodes exhibit

an enhanced response for low energy photons, as the photoelectric effect cross-

section scales heavily with Z, increasing the dose measured in large fields by up

to 10% (Yin et al. [17]). Gager et al. [18] introduced a high density shield to the

diode design to reduce the amount of low energy backscattered radiation reaching

the depletion region. Rikner and Grusell [19] also discussed a number of materials

for this purpose and evaluated the directional dependence of this approach.

The narrowness of the sensitive region of the diode leads to a large directional

dependence due to purely geometric factors. To measure current flowing in the

depletion region metal electrodes are required, and in diodes designed for photon

measurements a tungsten shield is placed behind thesilicon; the design of these

parts can also affect the directional response of the detector. Beddar et al. [20]

investigated this directional dependence by measuring smallcircularly collimated

beam profiles with the diode in three orientations (vertical, horizontal with the

stem leading, horizontal with the stem following). Whilst the field width (at

50% of the central axis dose) was almost identical in all cases, the 90% and 10%

widths differed by up to 6 mm. This is probably due to the different scattering

properties of the material surrounding the diode chip: in front of the chip is a

thin layer of plastic casing whilst behind the sensitive volumethere is more silicon

(the dye onto which the n-type material is grown) and the metal electrodes. This

difference leads to asymmetric profiles, the dose measured in the penumbra region

12
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depending presumably on whether the electrodes andsilicon dye are in the beam

or outside it — an issue investigated further in section 3.2.3.

Griessbach et al. [21] showed that the response of a shielded diode (PTW 60008

sensitive volume 1 mm?x2.5 jum) resulted in excessive dose being recorded in

the build-up region of a 10x10 cm photon field, and for small photon fields

output factors were obtained that were considerably higher than the diamond

detector they considered to be the gold standard. They identified the cause of

these imperfections to be electron scattering from the metal shielding material,

and therefore they compared the shielded diode with a new design of unshielded

diode (based on the 60008 but replacing the tungsten shielding with a water-

equivalent polymerto eliminate backscatter from the shield) and found the latter

had significant advantages for small-field dosimetry although it could not be used

for accurate measurement of large-field output factors.

Dedicated stereotactic (unshielded) diodes are commercially available with active

areas of around 0.6 mm diameter. They have been discussed fairly widely in

the literature [4, 14], although McKerracher and Thwaites [4] found that the low

signal to noise ratio of this detector limited its use and later reported[22] that

it showed a larger asymmetry in its response (4%) than either the shielded or

unshielded (electron) diode. They were not, therefore, evaluated in this work.

Diamond detectors

Diamondsnaturally have a high electrical resistance due to the large numberof

covalent bonds. Irradiation will cause the formation of electron-hole pairs that

under the application of a bias voltage can be made to transverse a small chip.

The mathematics of charge transport in insulating materials such as diamond

has been discussed by Fowler [23] and more recently by Laub et al. [24]. One

significant variable is the level of impurity in the diamond. Doping produces

electron traps which will quickly combine with electrons produced by ionisation

allowing the holes to move across the chip with a significantly reduced chance of

recombination. This leads to a more linear dose rate response curve. However

dopants also act to reduce the sensitivity of the detector. Natural (type Ila)

diamonds have been utilised as they appear to have the correct concentration of

impurities to optimise the balance between sensitivity and linearity.

The properties of various designs of diamond detector have been explored by

numerousauthors including Hobanet al. [25], Laub et al. [26] and Angelis et al.

[27]. Dose rate linearity was assessed by either varying the dose per pulse (most

13
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usually by increasing the source-to-surface distance, SSD or depth) or occasionally

varying the pulse repetition frequency, PRF. The linearity is most often expressed

as a power law, A,wherethe current is

I= p4

Reported values of A have ranged from 0.91—0.98 (Hobanet al. [25]) to 0.994+0.002

(Fidanzio et al. [28]), however Laub et al. [24] found no measurable dose rate de-

pendence. The general trend from the literature appears to be for a reduction in

the size of this effect in more recent papers, possibly representing improvements

in the design and manufacture of the detectors.

It is interesting to note that the effect is seen by varying either the average or

instantaneous dose rates (by changing the SSD and PRFrespectively). Since

the time taken for a charge to transverse the diamond chip is significantly less

than the inter-pulse interval, this suggests that the mechanism for the dose rate

dependenceis not simple recombination (which causes ion chamber response to

vary slightly with instantaneous dose rate) and rather depends on the production

of traps in the band structure.

One major advantage of diamond detectors over silicon diodesis their near tissue

equivalence. The effective atomic numberoftissue (~7.42) is sufficiently close to

that of carbon that the photoelectric and Compton cross-sections are virtually

the same. The cross-sections for electron energy loss due to either collisions or

radiation (bremsstrahlung) are also similar. Therefore no mass energy absorption

or stopping powercorrection is needed to convert between dose-to-diamond and

dose-to-tissue.

The high density of diamond (3.5 g/cm*) means that the detector is very sensitive;

however it may also distort both the electron and photon fluences compared

to that in the undisturbed water phantom as more photons and electrons are

scattered or absorbed in the dense material.

2.1.3. Film

Problems with detector positioning are removed by using a planar detecting sys-

tem such as film. However the density of the material used to coat the plastic

sheet may perturb the dose distribution.

Two main types of film are used for photon dosimetry, silver halide and ra-

diochromic, the latter having the advantage that it does not require processing

14
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with chemicals before the optical density can be read out. Zeiden et al. [29]

compared the dose distributions measured for small fields using twosilver-halide

films with those obtained with two radiochromic ones. They found nosignificant

difference between depth dose curves and profiles determined using each of the

four films. Since Clatterbridge Centre for Oncology does not have a radiochromic

film dosimetry system, silver halide film is used in this work.

The high resolution of film might be expected makeit ideal for measuring penum-

bra widths. However densitometers used to measure the optical density have fi-

nite resolution, and so Metcalfe et al. [30] found nosignificant difference between

widths measured with film and an unshielded diode. More modern scanners might

be expected to increase the resolution somewhat.

The dose responseoffilm is not particularly linear, with a background fog present

on unirradiated areas and saturation of the silver halide grains meaning that the

dose response is supralinear. There mayalso be significant variation between

batches of films, due to inconsistencies in the manufacturing process and within

batches due to differences in the length and conditions of storage. The high

atomic numberof silver halide increases the contribution of the photoelectric

effect (relative to water) at low energies, increasing the sensitivity. Therefore it

is important to calibrate the film under similar conditions as will be used for

measurements.

2.2 Small-field dosimetry

Thevariation of the dose distribution with field size is currently well understood

for fields used for conventional therapy (i.e. larger than 4x4 cm). As the field

size gets smaller, assumptions madein the large-field case (such as electronic

equilibrium on the central axis) becomeless valid, and new models are required.

2.2.1 Loss of lateral electronic equilibrium

When a photon interacts with matter it often passes energy to an electron. This

electron will possess momentum which meansthat the energy lost from the photon

beam will be deposited a little distance away along the track of the resultant

electron. In most circumstances however the photon fluence gradientis relatively

flat so that the ‘electronic equilibrium’ assumption, that the same amount of

energy leaves a voxel due to secondary electrons as enters it from secondary

electrons formed in neighbouring voxels, is valid. For voxels closer to the field
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edge than the mean range of a secondary electron, this is no longer true as the

outward electron fluence is more than the inward fluence, and so in these areas a

direct relationship between the photon fluence and the dose deposited does not

exist. For small fields, the field width may be less than twice the mean free path

of the secondary electrons, so even on central axis there is no lateral electronic

equilibrium. This can lead to errors in the measurement of both the central axis

depth dose curve andfield size dependent output factor.

2.2.2 Geometric precision

For large fields the variation of dose around central axis is minimal, and so a

small error in geometric setup will not significantly alter the dose distribution

measured. For a smallfield the peaked dose distribution may mean that an offset

of less than 0.5 mm changes both the shape of the profile measured, and the

on-axis dose.

Paskalev et al. [31] considered the validity of using very narrow radiation beams

for clinical treatments given the uncertainty in position of the radiation isocentre

with respect to the laser isocentre (used to align the patient). Using radiochromic

film (section 2.1.3) they found that the offset between the two isocentres was

approximately 0.5 mm in both the X and Y directions and deduced that this was

sufficient to allow the use of 3 mm diameter beams.

Li et al. [32] proposed a method of reducing the geometric error in small-field

measurements by comparing the dose recorded by a detector placed on central

axis when irradiated by four fields, each slightly larger than a quadrant. If the

detector was exactly positioned the doses recorded should be equal; if this was

not the case the detector was repositioned. This proved a quick and reliable

technique for centring the detector.

2.2.3. Volumeeffect

The detector size will also affect the measured dose distribution. For the slowly

varying interior of a large-field distribution, averaging the dose over the sensitive

area of the detector will have little impact. However for small fields with peaked

dose distributions the effect of averaging over the detector will be to reduce the

peak dose, Figure 1.4. As the beam diverges with depth, the width of the peak

will also broaden meaning that the fraction of the detector covered by the peak

dose will increase. Thus we would expect small-field depth doses measured with

a large detector to be too shallow.
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Sibata et al. [33] identified two separate detector size dependent effects on mea-

sured dose profiles, a blurring due to averaging over the volume of the detector

and a perturbation due to the introductionof a finite sized cavity into the medium

in which the dose was to be measured. They evaluated two methods of reduc-

ing the effect of finite detector volume, deconvolving the measured profile with

a detector response function or extrapolation of profiles measured with detectors

of various sizes to deduce the profile with a zero-width detector. There waslit-

tle difference between the profiles produced by these methods but a significant

discrepancy between the ‘corrected’ measured data and that recorded with film.

They attributed this difference to a perturbation in photon fluence caused by the

presence of the detector in the beam.

This idea was expanded by Higginset al. [34] who deconvolved the detector’s effect

on penumbra measured for small stereotactic cones. They used a small cylindrical

ionisation chamber with a 3.5 mm internal diameter (12 mm long)aligned parallel

to the beam, to measure profiles for cones with diameters ranging from 7.5—

35 mm. They found the deconvolution technique worked well for reconstructing

penumbra. However the reduction in central axis dose due to a large detector,

which is only significant for narrow peaked dose distributions, was not easily

corrected by the deconvolution technique.

Chang et al. [35] also considered theeffect of detector size on penumbra, using a

computer simulation to produce penumbra ‘measured’ with circular detectors of

various sizes. They then determined the exact dependence of penumbra broad-

ening on detector diameter and inherent penumbra width, finding that while

larger detectors always increased the measured penumbra width more than small

detectors, the size of the effect was less when the inherent penumbra was wider.

2.2.4 Head scatter

The radiation reaching a point can be divided into the primary portion coming

from photons that travelled in a direct line from the source to the point and

scattered radiation. The scattered component canitself be divided into the scatter

coming from the head of the linac and that arising from photonsscattering in the

medium in which the dose is being measured (phantom, patient etc). Although

the scattered component is small compared to the primary, it is of a different

nature (in terms of spectrum, angular distribution etc) and therefore needs to be

considered separately in an accurate beam model. For very small beams the jaw

size might be such that the source is occluded thereby reducing significantly the

amount of both primary and secondary radiation reaching the detector.
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The head scatter factor for a field of size r, S.(r), is defined as the dose in air

on the central axis normalised by the dose from a referencefield, e.g. 10x10 cm.

Yanget al. [36] used Visual C/C+ to model the linac output as three components.

The primary photons are represented by a small disc, a larger disc source was

added to account for the extra focal scatter from the flattening filter and an

annulus represented scatter from the primary collimator. The scattered sources

were placed down stream from the target. The algorithm also considered theeffect

of backscattered radiation into the monitor ion chamber. The parameters were

chosen to optimise the fit to measured data for symmetric fields. The algorithm

was then used to calculate S, values for a range of asymmetric beams and the

results were seen to agree with measurements to within 0.4%. However, they

did not consider beams smaller than 4x4 cm andtherefore the issue of source

occlusion did not arise.

2.3. Monte Carlo Modelling

Monte Carlo modelling uses pseudo-random numbersandinteraction cross-section

data to simulate the paths of photons and charged particles as they pass through

a medium. By following a large numberof‘histories’, the method predicts the

effect of a beam of radiation. With detailed knowledge of the cross-section of each

particular interaction type and the geometry being modelled, the results can be

highly accurate within the statistical uncertainties.

A numberof systems have been used for modelling radiotherapy linacs. The three

systems most frequently used in medical physics are BEAMnrc? which uses the

EGSnrc code?, PENELOPE‘ and MCNP?.

BEAMnrc (Rogersetal. [37]) is a package that allows the user to quickly describe

the geometry of their model and choose suitable values for parameters without

advanced knowledge of a programming language. The beam path is specified

by choosing from a series of geometric component modules (for example a stack

of cones) which can represent the individual parts of the linac head (cones can

represent the flattening filter and the primary collimator). The Monte Carlo

algorithms are based on the electron gamma shower (EGSnrc) code which is

an advanced version of the EGS code initially designed at the Stanford Linear
 

2Developed by the National Research Council of Canada, based in Ottawa, Canada

3Electron Gamma Shower,originally developed by SLAC, Stanford Linear Accelerator Cen-

ter

‘Developed by the Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

®Developed by the Los Alamos national laboratory in the USA
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Accelerator Center (SLAC) to model the output from the high energy beamline,

but now optimised for the energy ranges found in radiotherapy.

PENELOPE,uses a Class II (mixed) approach to electron transport in which

interactions are classified as hard or soft according to a user-defined parameter

which can be set for individual regions of the simulation. Hard interactions are

modelled in an analogue way whilst the soft interactions are modelled by faster

but less accurate ‘condensed’ Monte Carlo methods. Geometry is defined by

producing a file specifying the quadric surfaces of the linac. This allows for

great versatility however no GUIis available. A package called ‘penEasy’ has

been designed to simplify the tallying required for radiotherapy and dosimetry

simulations. One advantage of the PENELOPE system over EGSnrcis that it

displays the current result during the calculation so you can halt the simulation

as soon as the required accuracy is reached.

Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP)is a general-purpose code designed in Los Alamos.

It models the linac as an arbitrary configuration of materials in geometric cells

and is therefore very versatile, however it is perhapsa little less user friendly for

a novice. The particle transport codes were designed for the high energy physics

applications studied Los Alamos and therefore and not optimal for the lower en-

ergy (scattered) particles that contribute significantly to the dose delivered by a

linac.

A simple search of the Ovid® database for papers with abstracts containing the

words‘linac’or ‘linear accelerator’ plus the name of a Monte Carlo coderetrieved

nearly four times as many papers for BEAMnre as MCNP or PENELOPE. As

the department had some familiarity with this system, and a suitable training

course was available, BEAMnrc wasusedfor this project.

2.3.1 Modelling a linac

A linac creates a photon beam by steering pulses of high-energy electrons onto

a metal target. Bremsstrahlung interactions in the metal produce photons with

a range of energies and directions. Before the photons are used to treat patients

they pass through a numberof devices to collimate and flatten the beam, mod-

ulate the photon energy spectrum etc. An accurate Monte Carlo model must

include the properties of each of these components.

It is often easier to divide the linac into two parts, as van der Zee and Welleweerd

[38] did. The first section will be the same for all beam sizes, consisting of
 

®Ovid Technologies, Wolters Kluwer Health, New York, NY, USA
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the initial electron beam, target, primary collimator (to reduce the radiation

leakageof the linac head), flattening filter (to reduce fluence and energy variation

across the beam), ion chamber (to monitor the dose delivered and the flatness

of the beam) and a thin Mylar mirror (to reflect a light through the jaws for

positioning). The output from this stage can then be used as the source for the

second stage where thick metal jaws are used to shape the beam into a rectangle

and a multileaf collimator (MLC) can be used to shape the beam further. The

advantage of the two stage process is that the passage of radiation through the

upper part of the linac need only be calculated once and then can be used to

calculate dose distributions for various jaw/MLCpositions in the second section.

The disadvantage of this methodis that it requires the storage of a large phase-

spacefile and the reading of particle details such as position, direction vector etc

which slows the calculations slightly. Representing the whole linac in one model

allows a full calculation of any backscatter to the monitor chamber from thelinac

jaws, but will also produce many large phase-spacefiles.

Analternative method has been proposed by Kawrakow and Walters [39] which

models each component of the linac as a photon (and/or electron) source; for

example the jaws act as a source of a small number of scattered photons. A

number of geometric sources are available which can be customised in terms of

dimensions andrelative importance to achieve a goodfit to the measured data.

Once a suitable model has been found the simulation can be used as a source for

further calculations (e.g. to work out the dose delivered to a water phantom) by

generating particles on-the-fly. There is no need to store bulky phase-spacefiles.

Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [40] discuss the impact on the final beam of incident

electron energy, target and flattening filter composition and primary collimator

geometry. In principle, it is possible to experimentally determine the true values

of all these parameters, however, in practice, they are often difficult to measure

on commercial machines. Details may be obtained from manufacturers but some

information is usually withheld either for reasons of commercial confidentiality

or because they vary slightly between linacs of the same model. Sheikh-Bagheri

and Rogers [40] found that the agreement with measurements was very sensitive

to changes in the mean incident electron energy and the focal spot size but less

so to the spread of electron energies used. Off-axis factors (the ratio of the dose a

distance from the central axis to that at the central axis) vary linearly with aver-

age beam energy. Lower energy beamsare associated with greater dose variation

across the field as differential energy hardening throughout the flattening filter

becomes moresignificant. The spread of electron energies used was found to have

a minimaleffect on the beam profile mainly attributed to non-linear variation of
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attenuation/scattering coefficients with energy. Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [41]

also used the BEAM codeto study the energy spectra of a range of photon beams

from commercially available linacs, publishing values of the initial electron en-

ergy spectrum and the lateral spot size required to give a good match (<1%) to

depth-dose and in-air profile measurements.

2.3.2 Modelling detectors

Monte Carlo has also been used to model the response of various detectors, both

commercially available and simplified ideal designs. For example Ma and Nahum

[8] calculated the dose recorded in a Farmerstyle cylindrical chamber with central

electrodes of various widths and compositions. These values were compared with

data calculated for an ideal (but unachievable) air electrode to determine the

most ideal of design of a practical chamber.

Mobit et al. [42] modelled the response of small chips of diamond to different

radiation qualities, comparing the dose-to-water at various depths in phantom to

the dose in the same voxels if the water was replaced with diamond. They found

the dose response ratio mirrored the carbon:water mass energy absorption ratio

with a slight discrepancy at kilovoltage energies.
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Chapter 3

Methods and measurements

3.1 Measurement types

3.1.1 Profiles and depth dose curves

Profiles and depth doses have been measuredusing either the Scanditronix RFA300

or Scanditronix ‘Blue’ water tank with the linac head at 0°(the beam angled ver-

tically downward). The tank was positioned so that the chamber could be moved

parallel to the jaws and along the central axis of the beam, as defined by the

cross wires marked on the Mylar exit window. Large-field profiles were taken at

two depths (5 and 20 cm) to check that, at the origin, the centre of the chamber

(not necessarily the same asthe centre of the casing) coincided with the radiation

isocentre and that the beam axis was aligned vertically. Adjustments were made

where necessary.

It is usual to measure profiles and depth dose curves with a small reference de-

tector in a corner of the beam to monitor the output of the linac and allow a

correction to be made for any instability in the photon fluence. A diodeis of-

ten used as it is highly sensitive and small enough not to perturb the beam too

much. With very small beams however, the perturbation is no longer negligible

and efforts to minimise the volume of diode in the field result in high noise in

the reference-detector readings. Therefore, all measurements below 3 cm were

performed without a reference detector. To determine the variation in linac out-

put, the MU/min values measured by the linac’s internal monitor chamber were

recorded every few secondsfor the length of a scan (~10 minutes). For the 15 MV

Varian beam, no discernible trend was seen over the course of the scan and the

standard deviation of the values recorded wasless than 0.2%.
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Whenusing a water tank it is important to minimise ripples caused by the move-

ment of the detector carriage as these can lead to variation in the attenuating

depth over a short time period and therefore distort the profile. The measurement

speed wastherefore set to low and the queue orderaltered so that X profiles were

consecutive, avoiding excess movementof the carriage. The profile measurements

spanned 5 cm eitherside of the beam to provide out-of-field data and allow time

for any ripples to decay. All profiles were measured in the samedirection to avoid

problems with hysteresis in the movement mechanism leading to uncertainties in

position. This, unfortunately, causes more movement of the detector carriage and

hence more ripples, which are substantially minimised by the methodsdetailed

above.

Evaporation of water from the tank could potentially cause an error in the depth

of measurement, and has therefore been monitored. The maximum recorded

evaporation was 1 mm over a period of a day. This would not have distorted any

of the profiles (by changing the depth significantly during a profile acquisition)

and the resulting uncertainty in the measurement conditionsis less than 0.1%.

Although great effort was made to ensure the centre of measurements coincided

with the central axis, small deviations (of less than 0.5 mm) were seen for some

beams, although the beam profile was essentially symmetric. These may have

been dueto instabilities in the water tank servos leading to uncertainty in detector

position or due to errors in the calibration of the jaws. Profiles were centred to

reduce the effect of this deviation and then mirrored to minimise noise.

3.1.2 Output factors

Output factors are defined as the ratio of the dose delivered to a certain point

in a phantom, using a particular field size, to the dose to the same point for a

referencefield size and the same numberof monitor units. Although a water tank

is not required to measure them, the advantage of using a plotting tank is that

it is easier to ensure the chamberis centred.

Output factors are usually expressed as the ratio of doses at dmax (the position

of the maximum central axis dose), however the position of dmax changes slightly

with field size, and measurements at this depth are likely to be affected by con-

tamination from electrons produced in the linac head. Therefore readings are

usually made at. 5 cm deep but subsequently corrected to dmax using previously

measured PDDs. Asthe validity of the PDDs measured for small fields is not

certain, the results presented in this thesis are not corrected to dmax.
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Profiles were measured at two depths to ensure the beam was running vertically

and then centring profiles were taken at 5 cm deep. Once the detector position

was confirmed, it was disconnected from the scanning software and connected

to an electrometer. Repeated readings were taken for 100 MUasthefield size

was varied between 10 and 0.5 cm. For the smallest fields the measurements were

repeated with the collimator rotated by 90°and with the jaws driven out and then

replaced to test the reproducibility of the result. To verify that the centre of the

large fields was identical to the centre of the smaller fields, measurements were

made with the detector shifted by 0.5 mm (theresolution of water tank) in both

the X and Y directions to search for the true maximum. In all cases the centre

was found to be closer to the position suggested by the large field than any of the

offset ones.

3.2 Experimental set-up with each detector

The properties of many of the detectors used have been thoroughly discussed in

the literature review (Chapter 2); this section gives a brief description of how

each detector was used when taking measurements.

3.2.1 RK chamber.

The RK ion chamber (volume 0.12 cm3, length 10 mm, inner diameter 4 mm)

was positioned horizontally and moved in the direction perpendicular to its long

axis only, being repositioned between in-plane and cross-plane measurements.

Two measurements of the depth dose were also made turning the chamberaxis

through 90°.

As this detector is larger than the smallest beam, it was not used to measure

output factors.

3.2.2 Pinpoint

At the beginning of this study, the smallest ion chamber the department owned

was the RK chamber. This was considered too large for accurate measurements of

small fields and penumbra therefore a number of commercially available chambers

with active volumesless than one third that of the RK chamber were assessed to

decide which would be most suitable, table 3.1.
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Manufacturer Name Volume Length} Diameter Wall Electrode

cm cm cm

Scanditronix RK 0.12 1.0 0.4 Graphite Graphite

Scanditronix CCO01 0.01 0.36* 0.2 Plastic Steel

Scanditronix CC04 0.04 0.36* 0.4 Plastic Plastic

PTW a 0.016 0.29 0.29 Graphite Aluminium

PTW Pinpoint} 0.015 0.5 0.2 Graphite Aluminium

Model Tissue Tissue

Exradin 14 0.009 0.22* 0.4* Equiv. Equiv.

Plastic Plastic

Air Air

Exradin Mowe 0.007 0.25* 0.24* Equiv. Equiv.
Plastic Plastic         
 

Table 3.1: Properties of a range of very small ion chambers. (The figures marked

with a * are estimates from volume and diameter values.)

The PTW CC04 chamberoffers no real improvement in the resolution, its mini-

mum dimension being the sameas that of the RK. The CCO1 hasa steel electrode

which has been suggested as a possible cause of energy dependence by Martens

et al. [12] in a paper about an earlier model of the PTWpinpoint. The only

chambers that are considerably smaller than the RK chamberin all dimensions

are the PTWpinpoint 3D and the Exradin Model 16. The latter offers slightly

better resolution however the very small volume will reduce its sensitivity and

may lead to excessively high noise levels.

Linearity and constancy of response

Having purchased the PTW pinpoint 3D, Figure 3.1, the linearity of the chamber

The chamber

was placed at a depth of 2.8 cm in a Plastic Water! phantom,irradiated by a

response with dose was compared to that of the RK chamber.

6 MV beam. The charge collected was recorded for repeated irradiations ranging

from 2 to 100 MU and Excel? used to determine the deviation from linearity for

each chamberand the estimated associated uncertainty. The results are shown

in table 3.2. The pinpoint chamberreadings were approximately one tenth those

for the RK chamber meaning that measurement times would have to increase

significantly to maintain the samelevel of precision.
 

'CIRS, Norfolk, Virginia, USA
2Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA
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Figure 3.1: X-Ray image of the PTWPinpoint 3D chamber (with its waterproof

cover) in a Plastic water Phantom.

 

 
 

 

   

Chamber Drift over approximately 30 Deviation from linearity with

minutes MU delivered

RK 0.476% 0.369 + 0.066%

Pinpoint 0.008% 0.388 + 0.030%
 

Table 3.2: Linearity of the response with dose and stability with time for the two

detectors (uncertainty of 2c).
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Chamber Chambercurrent (pA) Stem current (pA) Stem/Chambercurrent
 

 

RK ~234 ~0.9 0.004
 

    Pinpoint ~23 ~0.5 0.022  
 

Table 3.3: The effect of irradiation of the chamber stem for both the PTW

pinpoint and RK chambers

The dose for 100 MU measurement was repeated 30 minutes after the first mea-

surements to assess the drift with time of the chamber response. This is consid-

erably larger for the RK chamber, table 3.2. This may prove a problem when

taking a complete set of profile and depth dose measurements which may take

considerably longer than 30 minutes to acquire. The difference in linearity of the

two chambers was within that expected from the standard deviation.

These results are broadly in agreement with those published by Stasi et al. [10]

who found excellent linearity for the pinpoint detector down to 3 MU. They did

however, notice a small deviation from linearity of the pinpoint chamber for 1 MU

when compared to other small ion chambers or a diamonddetector.

Stem effect

As has been previously noted, e.g Martens et al. [12], McCaffrey et al. [43], the

small volume of pinpoint chambers can reduce the sensitivity to such a level that

the noise in the measurementis intolerable. The charge detected by the electrom-

eter will depend not only on the ionisation in the chamber but also on random

fluctuations in the ion chamber/electrometer system and charge buildup in the

stem and cable of the chamber. To investigate this, readings were taken with a

small field centred over the chamber(so as to minimise the length of stem/cable

irradiated) and with thefield centred on the stem (minimising ionisation effects).

For both the pinpoint and the RK chambera small leakage current was recorded

as the stem wasirradiated. As the results in table 3.3 illustrate, the size of the

stem current is similar for both chambers however, since the sensitivity of the

pinpoint is around one tenth that of the RK, the effect is more significant. To

minimise this problem, a constant amount of the stem should bein thefield for

relative dosimetry measurements, which wasachieved by positioning the chamber

co-axially with the beam.
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Figure 3.2: Polarity effect for a PTW pinpoint chamber at 15 MV (with 20

uncertainty)

Polarity effect

Some ion chamber designs give different dose responses depending on the sign

of the voltage of the central electrode compared to the chamberwall, so before

using the pinpoint chamberthesize of this effect was evaluated. For field sizes

above 2 cm there was a constant 1.7% difference between polarities, which could

be ignored for relative measurements, however this difference dropped rapidly as

the field size decreased below 2 cm, Figure 3.2. At these very small field sizes

the detector is likely to be very close to the penumbraand so the assumption of

charged particle equilibrium may no longer be valid. Under these conditions the

position of the positive electrode, attracting scattered electrons from the material,

may besignificant.

All output factors were therefore calculated from the average of measurements

made with the central electrode at both positive and negative voltage.

3.2.3. Unshielded (electron) and Shielded (photon) diodes

Profiles have been measured with the diode aligned both parallel and perpen-

dicular to the central axis of the radiation field, Figure 3.3. The small width of

the silicon diode’s depletion zone, when it is aligned with its stem perpendicular

to the beam, might be thought to make this orientation preferable. However,
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Figure 3.3: Parallel and perpendicular orientation of the unshielded diode (after
Beddaret al. |20]). The curved line drawn at one end of the diode represents the

position of the depletion region within the epoxy casing.

electron ranges in the material behind the depletion zone are shorter than those

in the water in front of it, asymmetrising the sensitivity of the diodein this per-

pendicular orientation and leading to asymmetries in measured penumbra widths

and shapes as described by Beddaret al. [20].

Repeat profile measurements have been averagedto give best estimates of 20-80%

widths. The averaged values have a 2c uncertainty (95% confidence interval) of

around 0.2 mm, which could be reduced further by averaging over more profiles

but is already small in comparison with factors likely to create systematic errors

in measured penumbra widths, such as the 0.5 mm spacing of measurement points

and thefinite size of the detector.

Depth dose and output factors were measured with the diode aligned co-axially

with the beam, as the width of the silicon chip was covered even by the smallest

field size and this orientation gave best resolution in depth.

3.2.4 Diamond detector

This detector was also aligned co-axially for all profile, depth dose and output

factor measurements for similar reasons to those outlined above for the diodes.

The centre of the sensitive region of our detector was found to beoffset by about

1 mm from the centre of the casing and appropriate geometric setup corrections
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Densitometer Poseidon

Field size / cm Output / cGy | OF; Output / cGy OF3

0.5 32.290 0.481 36.92 0.494

1.0 51.896 0.773 57.84 0.773

2.0 60.984 0.908 67.87 0.908

3.0 67.154 1.000 74.78 1.000       
Table 3.4: Small-field output factors (relative to a 3 cm field) calculated for film

for an 80 MU exposure

were made for this. The diamond detector was pre-irradiated to a dose of 5 Gy

before any reading, to achieve a stable sensitivity.

3.2.5 Film

Limited film measurements were made to provide another estimate of output

factors. Kodak X-OMATfilms were placed at 5 cm depth in a solid water phantom

and irradiated with 80 MU. Six calibration films were taken for the 4 cm square

field using between 30 and 80 MU.A relatively large numberof calibration points

were used as the response curve at these doselevels is supralinear. Since film over-

responds to low energy scatter, it was important determine the calibration curve

at field sizes similar to those being measured. All output factors were calculated

relative to a 3 cm field.

3 using Poseidon software’,The films were analysed with both a Vidar scanner

and a spot densitometer’. The Poseidon software producedprofiles through the

centre of the fields from which the maximum and background optical densities

were estimated. Since the film itself is not totally transparent there is also a low

level fog which affectsall film including those not exposed to radiation. This con-

stant background was therefore removed from calibration measurements. After

correction for background fog, the spot densitometer gives the average density

for a circular region (1 mm diameter). The film was moved slowly by hand until

a maximum value was found.

The resulting calibration curves were fitted to a second order polynomial to ac-

count for the small supralinearity in the values. The calibration curves, Figure 3.4,

and outputs, table 3.4, recorded by both methods agreed well with each other.
 

3VIDAR Systems Corporation, Alleréd, Denmark
4PrecitronAB, Uppsala, Sweden

5R.Y Parry Ltd, Newbury, England
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Figure 3.4: Calibration curves for two methodsof film analysis

3.3 Large-field data

3.3.1 Depth dose curves

The variation in the depth dose curves measured for the 10 cm field using the

different detectors was less than 0.04% per cm, with the photon diode giving a

slightly lower reading at depth than the other detectors. For the 3 cm field the

pattern is similar with the pinpoint, RK and diamond detectors giving broadly

similar results but the shielded (photon) diode giving a lower reading at depth;

the unshielded (electron) diode produces an intermediate result. The variation

in dose between detectors is 0.1% per cm. This equates to a 2% difference in the

dose measured at 20 cm whichis clinically significant. Below 3 cm field size the

variation between detectors continues to increase although the divergence between

the photon diode and diamond depth dose curves remains approximately constant

(~0.1% per cm) whilst the RK and pinpoint ion chambers start to give higher

results. The increase in the measured dose at depth for the pinpoint and RK

chambersis likely to be due to their larger size, resulting in them not being fully

covered by the central plateau region of the beam at all depths. Divergence of

the beam meansthat the area of the high dose plateau will increase at depth and

so the relative detector coverage and thus the reading will be higher. The RK

chamberdepth dose curve, broadly agrees with that measured with the diamond

detector down to 3 cm field size whereas the smaller pinpoint chamber shows
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good agreement down to 2 cm. Fora 1.5 cm beam,the width of the region where

the dose is above 98% of the central axis dose is only 4 mm wide at dmax; this is

comparable to the size of the pinpoint detector and much smaller than the RK

chamber.

3.3.2 Profiles

The cross beam profile can be divided into three main sections, the out-of-field

low dose region, the in-field high dose plateau and the penumbra. For the 10 cm

field the variation in measured dose between detectors in the plateau region, for

profiles normalised on central axis, is less than 1%. In the out-of-field region

the variation in dose is similar or even less, but since the dose is less than 10%

of the central axis value the relative variation is increased to around 5%. For

the 10 cm field the pinpoint chamber demonstrates an asymmetry in the dose

recorded in the out-of-field region in the in-plane direction, (the dose on oneside

is three times that on the other). This is not evident in profiles measured in the

cross-plane direction or for the 3 cm field. This suggests it may have been caused

by the variation in the amount of cable in the beam.

The penumbra width for each detector exhibits a linear increase with depth as

expected. The larger RK and pinpoint ion chambers consistently give penumbra

widths that are 1.5 mm greater than those measured with the diodes, the diamond

penumbra width being approximately 1 mm greater than the diode value.

For the 3 cm field, the dose in the central region measured with all detectors agrees

to within the level of the noise (1%). In the out-of-field region the variation in

dose between the diodes, RK chamber and diamond detectorsisstill comparable

to the noise although this represents about 10% of the (much lower) signal. The

pinpoint chamber gives a symmetric result for this region but it is about twice

as high as that recorded with the diode. This suggests that the correction for

background leakage was not sufficient.

Penumbral widths in the 3 cm field showsimilar trends to those measured for the

10 cm field: they increase with depth, and the diode readings are about 1.5 mm

less than those for the ion chambers and 0.5 mm less than those for the diamond

detector. The increase in penumbral width with depth is less severe for the 3 cm

field than for the 10 cm field.

Thefield width, defined as the distance between two points receiving 50% of the

central axis dose, should increase linearly with depth due to beam divergence.

Measured widths were compared to the predicted width at a range of depths
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to assess the effect of detector choice. All measured widths agreed with the

predicted values to within 2%. For both the 10 and 3 cm fields, the pinpoint

and RK chambers tend to give widths that are a few tenths of a millimetre lower

than those recorded with the diamond and photon diode. This might suggest

a volumeeffect; however the unshielded diode provides widths that are smaller

still. A possible explanation is changes in the calibration of the jaws between

measurements. The diamond and photon diode measurements were performed

on the same day and agree well, suggesting that hour-to-hour reproducibility

of the machine is good whilst the day-to-day calibration may vary by as much

0.5 mm.

3.4 Monte Carlo Modelling

Monte Carlo methods have been discussed thoroughly in section 2.3 however this

section describes the implementation of the BEAMnrcsystem for this project.

3.4.1 Use of phase-spacefiles

It is possible to use a phase-spacefile (detailing the position, direction of travel,

energy, weight and position of last interaction of each individual particle scored

at a plane) as a source for a Monte Carlo calculation. A commonuse of this tech-

niqueis to separate the linac head into two sections. Thefirst part is independent

of field size and includes the target, primary collimator,flattening filter, monitor

chamberand any secondary shielding. The second part includes the jaws and the

MLCs. Using this system a single phase-space file can be generated for the first

section and then used with various jaw settings in the second section. However

this neglects backscatter between the two sections. The amount of backscatter

largely depends on the jaw position, with smaller fields producing more scatter

than larger ones. Its effect is to increase the dose measured by the monitor cham-

ber and so reduce the beam-on time per MU.This in turn affects the output factor

and head scatter factor. Initial calculations of the the variation in backscatter

with field size for the linac modelled, Figure 3.5, were deemed significant.

In this work the linac wasinitially modelled in two sections for speed and simplic-

ity, and subsequently converted to a single calculation when reasonable agreement

had been achieved in order to correctly account for backscatter.
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Figure 3.5: Variation in the dose to the monitor chamber with jaw position for the

15 MV Varian beam modelused later in this thesis. The reduction in backscatter

from the jaws causes the dose to drop by around 5% as thefield size increases

from 0.5 cm to 40 cm. (with 2c uncertainty)

3.4.2 Variance reduction

A numberof methodsof reducing the variance for a given numberofhistories have

been developed, allowing the user to produce simulations more quickly, howeverif

they are not applied correctly artifacts may arise and cause errors. This work used

a bremsstrahlung splitting technique as implemented in the BEAMnrcsystem,

Rogerset al. [44].

Bremsstrahlung splitting

Whenan electron undergoes a bremsstrahlung interaction, it loses energy in the

form of a photon. If bremsstrahlung splitting is used, the modelled number of

photons produced is increased to a value NBRSPL (which may be 500+) but

the weight of each photon is reduced to 5 where W,is the weight of the

initial electron. The energy and direction of each of the photons produced is

sampled independently from the relevant distributions, whilst the energy of the

initial electron is decreased as if only one full-weight photon were produced (en-

ergy again being randomly selected from the relevant distribution). Thus, while

energy is not conserved for a given history, it is conserved when averaged over

all histories. The simplest technique uniformly splits the photons produced from
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the bremsstrahlung interactions of electrons. Asit is inefficient to track many

particles which will fall outside the region of interest (close to or within thefield)

more sophisticated methods have been developed which vary the numberof pho-

tons tracked depending on the probability that the particle will be relevant to

the final output. In BEAMnrcthis is called directional bremsstrahlungsplitting,

DBS.

DBSplays Russian Roulette with any photon aimedoutside of the defined field

of interest, eliminating the majority of the misdirected photons and giving the

remaining ones a higher weight ( misdirected photons survive and their1
NBRSPL

weight is increased by a factor of NBRSPL, bringing the total weight back to

unity). DBSalso splits the result of any Compton interaction by NBRSPL, playing

Russian Roulette with misdirected scattered photons and all charged particles.

Using splitting in this way vastly increases the number of low-weight photons

within the region of interest whilst maintaining a few standard-weight photons

aimed away from the field. Only a small numberof (high-weight) electrons will

be present, and while this speeds calculations it also increases the statistical

uncertainty in the final electron dose. Thereforeit is usual to stop charged particle

Russian Roulette at a certain point to increase the total numberof electrons. To

ensure all charged particles have similar weights, a splitting plane is introduced

a little further from the target, such that any fat (full-weight) electron reaching

the splitting plane is replaced with many low-weight electrons.

For this work directional bremsstrahlung splitting was used with a radius that

was at least 10 cm larger than the field size (i.e. 50 cm for the 40 cm field,

12 cm for the 2 cm field). The splitting plane was placed towards the bottom of

the flattening filter with the Russian Roulette plane (at which charged particle

Russian Roulette is halted) about 2 mm aboveit, as recommended by Kawrakow

et al. [45].

3.4.3. Hardware

Monte Carlo calculationsare trivially parallelisable, with different histories being

followed by separate processors and the results summed together. Calculations

can therefore be performed on a grid of computers, greatly decreasing the time

to obtain the required level of accuracy. However at the time this PhD work

commenced, access to such a grid was difficult to obtain and so the majority of

the calculations were performed on a stand-alone computer with a 1.83 GHzIntel

Centrino Duo processor, with the calculations split across the two cores. On this
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hardware, the calculation of a phase-space file for a 10 cm field, using 6.410’

histories and a DBSsplitting numberof 100, was 125 hours. For smallerfield sizes

the fraction of the particles emerging from the jawsis less and so the calculation

time is increased; to achieve a similar uncertainty for a 1 cm field took around

225 hours.

Using the phase-space files to model dose distributions in water requires a pro-

gram called DOSXYZnrc (or DOSRZnrc for cylindrical co-ordinate systems). The

number of photon histories used, and the length of the calculation per history,

depend heavily on the geometry of the phantom being simulated. Large numbers

of small voxels, needed to model the penumbrafully, slow the calculation down as

the program hasto correctly account for each particle as it crosses a voxel bound-

ary. Modelling the dose distribution for a 1 cm field, for 2.0x108 photonhistories

took around 1.5 hours; a similar calculation for a 10 cm field took 20 hours.

3.5 Modelling the Varian 15 MV Beam

Using BEAMnrc, the linac was modelled to produce a good match to the mea-

sured data for field sizes between 3 and 40 cm. The linac geometry was taken

from the data provided by Varian and modelled using the component modules

available in the BEAM software.

A limitation of the BEAM software is that only one component module may be

used at each point in along the beam axis (it is possible to write custom user

modules but that lies outside the scope of this project). In this case the shield-

ing material which surrounds the linac head adding to the out-of-field scatter is

modelled, rather than the mirror (thin layer of mica and silver) which is in the

beamline at the same height.

With the linac geometry defined, Figure 3.6, the initial beam energy and spot

size could be chosen to provide the best match to the measured data. These

values are likely to drift slightly with use of the linac and so may not be exactly

as specified by the manufacturers. Other parameters that were investigated in-

cluded the material used for the flattening filter since this was not clear from the

manufacturers data.
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Figure 3.6: Outline of modelfor the Varian linac at 15 MV, image from BEAMnrc
software. The Y jaws are not shown since they are perpendicular to the page,

but are positioned above the X jaws. The MLCsare positioned well out of the

field.
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Figure 3.7: Variation of resultant photon spectrum with energy spread of the

initial electron beam for a 10 cm field size.

3.5.1 Mean energy and spectrum of the initial electron

beam

The most obviouseffect of increasing the initial electron beam energy is to produce

a harder photon beam which therefore produces depth dose curves that fall off

less steeply. This is more significant in narrower beams where the fraction of

(low energy) scattered radiation on the central axis is smaller. The hardness of

the beam also modifies the effectiveness of the flattening filter and will alter the

beam profile slightly. It is therefore useful to look at large-field profiles to ensure

that the mean electron energy chosen is correct.

The energy of the electron beam that hits the target in a linac is fundamen-

tally governed by the accelerating potential applied to the waveguide. Sinceall

electrons entering the waveguide experience the same accelerating potential it

is expected that a beam will consist of electrons over a narrow range of ener-

gies. Other papers|40, 41] have suggested that the beam energy had a Gaussian

distribution with an FWHMof around 3%.

A 10 cm field was modelled using both a monoenergetic electron beam and a

beam with a Gaussian spread of energies of 3% (FWHM). The difference in the

spectra leaving the linac, Figure 3.7, was minimal as were the differences between

the profiles and depth doses produced in a water phantom,Figure 3.8.
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The minimaldifferences in these curves suggest that a monoenergetic beam can

be used to model the linac. This makes changing the energy considerably easier

as it does not require a new spectrum file for each energy tested.

Even for 3 cm field, the energy dependence of depth dose curves is weak with a

2% change in the dose at 10 cm deep for a 2 MV increase in energy. A similar

increase in energy results in a 5% changein the off-axis factor for large (40 cm)

fields, making this a moresensitive method of determining the true energy.

3.5.2 Spot size

Thesize and radial distribution of the electron beam hitting the target affects the

width of the photon beam emerging from the target. This in turn affects both the

penumbraof the fields and the beam profile as the fraction of the beam passing

through each part of the flattening filter is altered. Both of these factors are

also dependent on the beam energy: the penumbra width depends weakly on the

beam energyas this determines the rangeof the electrons produced in the material

and therefore the part of the penumbra width dueto the distance between photon

interaction and dose deposition; the profile flatness however depends moredirectly

on the beam energy as a higher energy is more penetrating and so the flattening

filter is less effective.

Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [40] found a variation of 10% in the off-axis factor

(15 cm from CAX) for an 18 MV beam asthe electron spot size was varied from

0.1 mm to 2 mm. Forlarger spot sizes the effect of the filter is lessened so the

beam becomes more forward peaked. Since the shape of the beam profile changes

with depth (as the attenuation preferentially removes the low energy components

and the scatter causes more dose to reach the central axis) it is impossible to

design a flattening filter that is perfect for all depths. It is usual therefore for

the beam to be flattest at 10 cm deep. However, comparing the ‘unflat’ profiles

at other depths with measurementsis also useful in determining if the spot size

gives a good match.

The beam was modelled using spot sizes ranging from 0.1 mm to 2 mm for a range

of field sizes. They were then assessed in terms of profile match and penumbra

matching. Figure 3.9 shows that for a 10 cm field the 1 mm spotsize gives best

agreement in terms of the profile.

The measured penumbra widths varied markedly due mainly to the range of

detector sizes. The unshielded diode consistently gave the smallest value and so

the Monte Carlo model wasfitted to these measurements.
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Effect of focal spot size on profiles
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Figure 3.9: Variation in Monte Carlo calculated profile with spot size for a range

of depths

The penumbra width calculated by the Monte Carlo calculation was also depen-

dent on the voxel size in the penumbral region. A voxel width of 0.5 mm gives

a good compromise between accuracy and speed of calculation, estimated statis-

tical errors similar to the measurement errors being achieved with a calculation

lasting a few days.

The ideal spot size is seen to vary with field size andis slightly less than 1 mm,

Figure 3.10. However, since a good match to the profiles was obtained with a

1 mm spot size andthis gives results within the estimated errors of the measured

penumbrawidths, the 1 mm spot size model was usedinitially, see Chapter 5 for

a refinement to this approach.

3.5.3 Flattening filter material

The exact material used to make the flattening filter for the 15 MV beam is not

known with complete certainty. The initial information supplied by the company

was that it was made from copper, however this was later corrected to tungsten

with a density of 17 g/cm®. The standard density of tungsten is 19.3 g/cm? which

suggests the filter is not made from pure tungsten. Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers

[40] discussed the importanceof the density of the material used for the flattening
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filter and found a difference of up to 6% in the profiles generated from tungsten

filters whose density was varied by 1 g/cm® (~5% variation in density).

Initially it was thought that the filter material might have been tantalum (which

has a density of 16.7 g/cm® and a similar name to tungsten). This also has a

lower hardness (6.5 vs 7.5 Moh) which would make machining the metal into the

precise shape required for the flattening filter easier. However, it seems probable

that the filter is actually made from heavimet (89% W, 4% Cu and 7% Ni,

density 17.1 g/cm?) which is a commercially available tungsten alloy designed to

be easily machinable whilst maintaining many of the properties of tungsten. The

PEGS(preprocessor for EGS|46]) generated cross-sections for the three materials,

Figure 3.11, prove there is little difference in the type of interaction a photon

undergoes when passing through thefilter. Therefore the profiles generated are

likely to be similar, Figure 3.12. ‘Light tungsten’ was used for this project as

this is the data provided by the manufacturer and it behaves very similarly to

heavimet.
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Figure 3.11: Relative cross-sections for photon interactions with energy for three

possible flattening filter materials. There is almost perfect agreement over the

whole energy range for the ‘light’ tungsten (density 17 g/cm?) and heavimet,
implying that the added copper and nickel havelittle effect. The tantalum only

differs around the position of the K-edge.
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Chapter 4

Using a Monte Carlo model to

predict dosimetric properties of

small radiotherapy photon fields

4.1 Introduction

Small radiation fields are used increasingly in the delivery of advanced techniques

such as intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and stereotactic radiosurgery

(SRS), requiring their geometry and dosimetry to be accurately characterised so

that dose distributions calculated by treatment planning systemscorrectly reflect

the doses delivered. However, accurate measurement and modelling of small

radiation fields presents some challenges not encountered for larger fields.

Because the physics of small radiation fields differs from larger fields, measure-

ments are more sensitive to the properties of the radiation detectors used. Differ-

ences in beam physics includelossof lateral electronic equilibrium for small fields

and possible source occlusion, the field size at which these become significant

depending on beam energy, focal spot size and jaw design. Measurement-based

effects include fluence perturbations caused by detectors with dimensions similar

to the dimensions of the radiation field, dose averaging effects for measurements

of peaked dose distributions, and the increased errors introduced, for very small

fields, by slight geometrical detector misalignment. For example, Paskalev et al.

[31] found for a 1.5 mm diameter beam, that a 0.2 mm misalignment caused a

5% variation in measured dose with resultant distortions in the percentage depth

dose (PDD).
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Thereis little consensus about which detector type might be best for measuring

profiles and PDDsfor small fields; a comprehensive review by McKerracher and

Thwaites [4] concluded that no single detector was ideal. Westermark et al.

[47] found good agreement between small-field PDDs measured with a diamond

detector, unshielded p-type diode and plastic scintillator. However they found

significant variations in measured output factors, which they were unable to fully

account for in terms of detector construction. More recently, Sauer and Wilbert

[48] catalogued the wide range of detectors used in the literature to measure

small-field output factors. They investigated variation in the energy response of

solid state detectors, reporting that for a shielded diode the required correction

was less than 1%.

The size of most detectors used for measuring larger fields (e.g. RK cylindrical

ion chamber!) makes them unsuitable for use in fields narrower than 2 or 3 cm.

For such narrow fields, lateral electronic equilibrium does not hold on central

axis resulting in a peaked doseprofile. Small geometric imprecision, which would

have no effect in larger fields, will therefore alter the measured profile, and using

too large a detector will average out the dose on the central axis by an amount

that varies with depth due to divergence. However, the design of smaller solid-

state detectors and pinpoint ion chambers may affect their energy and dose-rate

dependence.

Monte Carlo modelling of linacs is well established (Section 3.4) — numerous

codes exist which accurately model particle transport, allowing users to define

the exact geometry and composition of the various components. Heydarian etal.

[49] used EGS4 to model the output from a 6 MV Siemens mevatron linac with

fixed circular collimators of diameter 5 to 23 mm. They found good agreement

between Monte Carlo modelled PDDs and those measured with a diamond detec-

tor, diode measured PDDsfalling off more steeply, and RK ion chamber PDDs

decreasing less rapidly. More recently a combined approach of Monte Carlo mod-

elling and measurement using a range of detectors for 6 MV beams has been

used by Cheng et al. [50] to extrapolate small-field PDDs to the zero-field size

case, and by Francescon et al. [11] to calculate scatter factors for the small cir-

cular collimators of the Cyberknife radiosurgery system?. Both papers report

good agreement between Monte Carlo calculations and measurements made with

diodes and micro-ionisation chambers, and raise doubts about the use of diamond

detectors due to instability and variability in manufacture.
 

1Scanditronix-Wellhéfer, Schwarzenbruck, Germany

? Accuray Inc, Sunnyvale, CA
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This chapter describes Monte Carlo modelling of a Varian linac beam?, match-

ing the model to large-field data. The model’s small-field dose calculation is

then checked against measurements, and further modelling is used to explore the

causes of measurement variation between detectors for very small fields. Whereas

Heydarian et al. [49] used published Monte Carlo spectra as an input for their

EGS4 model, here the linac is modelled explicitly, beginning with an electron

beam hitting the target and including the effects of spot size, flattening filter,

jaw divergence and any sources of head scatter.

The majority of small-field dosimetric papers concern SRS (Verhaegen et al. [51];

Vlamynck e¢al. [52]; Heydarian et al. [49]) which is almost universally conducted

at 6 MV. However IMRT maybedelivered at higher energies, Zelefsky et al. [3]

using 15 MV to treat prostate cancer and Pirzkall et al. [53] reporting that use

of a higher energy beam reduces hot spots in organs at risk for plans with fewer

than 9 fields. Little dosimetry research has been carried out for small fields using

higher energy beams. The range of secondary electrons produced increases with

energy and so thefield size at which small-field effects start to become apparent

may also increase. I therefore decided to model our Varian 2100C linac’s 15 MV

beam.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Dosimetry

Detectors used

Ion chambers are frequently used to measure dose distributions because they are

widely available, can easily be calibrated, and their recombination factors are

almost constant over the range of dose-rates delivered by a linac. The variation

of their response with energy is well defined, SAnchez-Dobladoetal. [54] showing

that the energy dependence leads to a variation with field size of around 1%

in the ratio of the measured ionisation to dose to water. The Scanditronix RK

ionisation chamber is commonly used for measuring larger fields; however its

3 sensitive volume) makedimensions (4 mm diameter, 10 mm length, 0.125 cm

it unsuitable for use in the smallest fields. It is used here as the gold-standard

detector for large-field measurements, whilst for small fields RK readings are

compared to measurements made with a variety of other detectors. The detector
 

3Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA
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has been used with its long axis aligned perpendicular to both the beam and the

direction of travel to give the best resolution.

The PTW Omni-directional pinpoint chamber‘ has a volumeof 0.016 cm? (diam-

eter and length = 2.9 mm). While other similar sized chambers havesteel central

electrodes which may cause their output to vary significantly with beam energy,

the PTW pinpoint chamber has an aluminium electrode, reducing (though as Ma

and Nahum [8] show, not eliminating) the non-water-equivalence of the central

electrode material. The small chamber volume makesit particularly sensitive

to irradiation of the stem and cable. Initial investigations showed that the dose

recorded for stem irradiation alone was about 1% of that when the chamber was

in the beam. To minimise this effect, the detector has been used with its stem

aligned with the beam to ensure uniform stem irradiation, the cable being po-

sitioned to minimise its irradiated length while allowing full movement of the

detector. Whilst Stasi et al. [10] reported a polarity effect of less than 0.2%,

Francescon et al. [11] reported a value of 2.2%. For our detector, the effect was

1.7% for field sizes above 2 cm, dropping rapidly for smaller fields. The aver-

age value measured with positive and negative polarities was therefore used for

output factor calculations.

Diodes have been used to measure beam profiles because their small active vol-

umes give them superior spatial resolution. The Scanditronix shielded and un-

shielded diodes both have active volumes of 2 mm diameter and 0.06 mm thick-

ness’. While it may seem logical to orientate them perpendicular to the beam

axis, so as to optimise their spatial resolution across the beam, here they have

been aligned with the axis parallel to the beam to avoid measurement distortions

caused by the unequal distribution of material around the chip, as recommended

by Beddaret al. [20]. The diodes differ due to the addition of a small amount of

tungsten-doped epoxylocated behindthesilicon chip in the shielded diode. This

reduces the numberof low-energy photons back-scattered from the surrounding

water which reach the detector, with the intention of making it less energy depen-

dent. Rikner and Grusell [19] showed the addition of a small amount of tungsten

behind the silicon reduced the overestimation of depth dose from 3% to 1% for a

20 cmx20 cm °°Co field. However, since the amount of scattered radiation is low

in small fields, this additional shielding may not be useful under the conditions

studied in this thesis, and of course locates non-water equivalent material in close
 

4Model 31016, PTW, Freiburg, Germany
5Many papers quote the diameter of these diodes to be 2.5 mm, however the technical

specification in the company’s brochure gives the chip diameter as 2.5 mm, whilst the active

area is a circle of 2 mm diameter. This value is used throughout this work.
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proximity to the sensitive volume of the detector. Indeed Griessbach et al. [21]

favoured an unshielded diode for measurement of small-field output factors in a

6 MV beam and showedit gave good agreement for PDDs measured in an 18 MV

beam (they did not measure small-field output at 18 MV). Lee et al. [55] used

Monte Carlo modelling to show that a low-buildup diode (with carbon-epoxy

rather than tungsten-epoxy shielding) correctly measured small-field output fac-

tors at 6 MV. Sauer and Wilbert [48] extrapolated a linear relationship between

diode response andfield size (fitted to fields bigger than 5 cm) to smallfields

to give good agreement of output factors measured with a variety of solid state

detectors.

Planskoy [56] first discussed the properties of diamond detectors for radiation

measurements in 1980, since when their use has become widespread. A small

dose-rate dependence has been reported by Hobanet al. [25] and Laubetal. [26].

However, comparing PDDsfor a 10 cm square field, measured with a standard

RK chamber and our diamond detector, the diamond reading (R) was found to

vary with dose-rate (D) as R = aD* +c with A = 0.995 + 0.001, resulting in an

apparent increase in the diamond PDDofless than 0.5% at a depth of 15 cm.

The response of this particular diamond chamberwas therefore considered to be

essentially independent of dose-rate. The detector was pre-irradiated to a dose

of 10 Gy immediately before taking readings to ensure stable sensitivity. The

active volume consists of a chip of natural diamond and consequently there is

some variation in size and degree of dose-rate dependence between detectors.

Our detector has a certified sensitive volume of 1.8 mm® and an area of 6.9 mm?

(implying a thickness of 0.26 mm), although the diamond chip’s shape is not

defined in the specification certificate. McKerracher and Thwaites [14] reported

unexplained differences between the measured chip dimensions and those speci-

fied by the manufacturer, suggesting some uncertainty in the lateral dimension

estimate of 2.96 mm (diameterofcircle) or 2.6 mm (side of square). McKerracher

and Thwaites [4] have also shown that the centre of measurement may not be per-

fectly aligned with the central axis of the detector casing — for our detector this

displacement was just under 1 mm. As with the diodes, the detector casing was

aligned parallel to the beam axis.

The properties of the different detectors are summarised in table 4.1. Diodes

should provide the best determination of beam profiles because of their small

dimensions; however the possible energy dependenceofsilicon has caused their

suitability for PDD or output factor measurements to be questioned. Conversely,

the diamond detector is expected to have minimal energy dependence and so

produce accurate PDD and output factor measurements, but the uncertainty
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Manufacturer Sensitive Potential problems

Dimensions/mm

RK Scanditronix @=4, L=10 Size

Chamber

Pinpoint PTW O= L = 2.9 Energy dependence — Al anode?

Chamber Size?

Diamond PTW @=2.96, L=0.26 Dose-rate dependence?
Detector Size?

Shielded Scanditronix @=2, L=0.06 Energy dependence — Si ?

Diode Energy dependence — W

backing ?

Unshielded} Scanditronix ©=2, L=0.06 Energy dependence — Si ?
Diode

X-OMAT Kodak scanner Energy dependence,

Film resolution set to Supralinearity,

0.5 mm      
 

Table 4.1: Summary of properties of detectors used, © represents the diameter

and L the length of the sensitive volume.

about its size makes it difficult to correct for the effects of dose-averaging in the

smallest fields.

Measurement details

Profiles and central axis depth doses have been measured for squarefields, with

edge lengths ranging from 0.5 cm to 40 cm in a Scanditronix RFA300 water tank.

All measurements have been madeat a source to surface distance (SSD) of 100 cm

and with the multileaf collimator (MLC) fully retracted, field edges being defined

by jaws alone. Throughoutthis thesis field sizes are specified by their edge length

at the isocentre — a squarefield of size 2x2 cm? at the isocentre being referred

to as a 2 cm field.

For the larger fields, the signal from a reference diode, placed in the corner of the

radiation field, has been used to correct for any linac output instability. For fields

smaller than 3 cm this was not possible, as the perturbative effect of the reference

detector distorts their profiles. Therefore, measurements for smallfields have been

made without using a reference chamber, instead monitoring dose-rate changes

during the course of measurements. Although dose-rate fluctuated rapidly, the

amplitude of the fluctuation was less than 0.2% and there was no overall trend

with time. The scanning speed wasset low to reducetheeffect of this fluctuation.
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Although measuring tissue maximum ratios (TMR)offers several advantages over

PDD,including minimising detector positioning errors and the effect of beam

divergence, the latter are easier and quicker to measure as there is no need to

change the water level in the tank. Therefore in this study, PDDs have been

measured, and theeffect of small-field divergence studied separately.

Output measurements have been made 5 cm deep in water to reduce the impact

of contaminant electrons on both measurements and calculations, delivering 100

monitor units (MU) for every measurement. In this work, output factor is defined

(4.1)

where z is the length (cm) of the side of a square field, and 5 (cm) indicates the

measurement depth in water. The 3 cm referencefield size used here is convenient,

since it is closer to the small-field dimensions than the more standard 10 cm field

whilst still being easily measurable with a variety of detectors.

Scans were performed before each measurement to verify the detector was cen-

tred, and repeated readings displaced by 0.5 mm were taken to ensure that the

highest (and therefore central axis) dose had been found. For smallfields, output

factors have also been measured using Kodak X-OMATfilm (Carestream Health,

Rochester, NY) in solid water. This approach eliminates detector positioning

errors, since the central axis dose can be located after irradiation; however film

measurements are affected by oversensitivity to low energy scatter and supralinear

dose response. Thefilm was calibrated using 4 cm fields, which are close enough

to the referencefield size to minimise the effect of low energy scatter, whilst still

offering a plateau region where the dose is well defined. The dose delivered was

reduced to 80 MU (70 cGy) to ensure the film was used in the near-linear re-

gion of the response curve. Additionally, a large numberof calibration points

have been used to correct for any residual supralinearity. Profiles have not been

measured across the films, as this would involve analysing a large range of dose

levels (from central axis to out-of-field region) over which the calibration would

no longer hold. Films have been analysed using a Vidar scanner® together with

Poseidon software’, and checked with a spot densitometer®.
 

®Vidar Systems Corporation, Allergd, Denmark

7PrecitronAB, Uppsala, Sweden
8R.Y. Parry Ltd, Newbury, England
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4.2.2 Monte Carlo calculations

Matching the beam data

BEAMnrc component modules (Rogers et al. [37]) have been used to model the

2100C Clinac, setting the physical machine dimensions to values provided by

Varian Medical Systems Ltd. Previously, van der Zee and Welleweerd [38] have

suggested splitting the linac into two sections and modelling the upper part (which

is field size independent) and the lower section (consisting of jaws and MLCs)

separately. The advantage of this approachis that the passageof particles through

the first section of the linac need only be calculated once, the resulting phase-

space file being used as a sourcefile for multiple subsequent field size dependent

calculations. However, Liu etal. [57| and Lam etal. [58] have shown that changes

in the backscatter from the jaws with field size causes significant variation of the

dose to the monitor chamber, andsoit is important to model the jaws and monitor

chamber in the same section to correctly determine the output factor, Section

3.4.1. Initial calculations showed that the monitor chamberdoses calculated in a

BEAMntrc‘dose region’ consisting of the volume of air within the chamber vary by

0.11% per cm changein field size. Consistent with the size of changes measured

and modelled by Verhaegen et al. [59], 4.1% less dose was recorded perinitial

incident electron for a 40 cm than for a 3 cm field, Figure 3.5.

Consequentially, in this study the whole linac is modelled in one section, compris-

ing standard component modules representing the target and primary collima-

tor, flattening filter, monitor chamber, secondary shielding (which adds a small

amount of scattered radiation), jaws, MLC and the exit window. Directional

Bremsstrahlung Splitting (DBS) has been used at the level of the flattening fil-

ter, with a splitting number of 100, see section 3.4.2 for details. DBS is a variance

reduction technique that preferentially creates particles directed towardsthefinal

region of interest (Kawrakowet al. [45]). The splitting radius was set to be 10 cm

larger than the field size to account correctly for scatter into the field. Photon

and electron cutoff values, PCUT and ECUT, wereset to 0.01 and 0.7 MeV re-

spectively. Calculations for particles with total energies (kinetic and rest mass)

below these values were terminated, with the energy deposited in the current

voxel, in order to reduce calculation times. The numberof histories was adjusted

for each field size so that particle numbers in the final phase-space file exceeded

1.5x10° per cm?: 20x10® histories were needed for the 10 cm field, but only

13x10° histories for the 3 cm field. This gave an uncertainty in the dose to the

monitor chamberof 0.3%.
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The Monte Carlo linac model produces a phase-spacefile which acts as a source of

particles for the DOSXYZnrc program used to model the water phantom in which

dose measurements are made. The dimensions of the modelled water phantom

have been set large enough to fully account for scatter, even for the largest fields.

Voxel lateral dimensions have been selected flexibly to maximise resolution whilst

minimising calculation time: hence 0.5 mmx0.5 mmxz voxels have been used in

penumbral regions while voxels of up to 1 cmx1 cmxz have been used in the

central section of the 40 cm field. On central axis, lateral voxel dimensions of

2 mm have beenusedforall field sizes to minimise the effect of volume averaging

on calculated depth dose curves. Similarly, while a voxel depth (z) of 2 mm

has been used close to dmaz, the depth of the maximum central axis dose, this

was increased to 1 cm at depths below 20 cm. Dose in regions shielded by jaws

(attributable to scatter and transmission) varies slowly and has therefore been

calculated in 1 cm x1 cmxz voxels to 5 cm beyond thefield edge. The uncertainty

(1c) in dose to a central axis voxel, 5 cm deep, was less than 1% forall field sizes

whilst in the out-of-field region the uncertainty rises to 3% as the number of

particle interactions is lower.

User-definable model parameters have been selected so that the dose distributions

generated by the Monte Carlo calculations match measured datafor fields between

3 and 40 cm, 3 cm being chosen as a lower limit since good agreement between

measurements made with the range of detectors is expected and achieved down

to this field size.

Initial beam modelling assumed a 15 MeV mono-energetic electron beam with a

Gaussian focal spot of 1 mm full width half maximum (FWHM), and because

no noticeable difference in profiles or PDDs resulted from introducing a ‘real-

istic’ 3% energy spread into the model, mono-energetic beams have been used

for simplicity in all further calculations. Spot size was varied between 0.1 mm

and 2 mm andthe resulting penumbra widths compared with those measured

with the unshielded diode, this detector being chosen for matching because of

its small sensitive area. An average spot size of just less than 1 mm produced

a good match to penumbra measuredfor fields between 3 and 10 cm. Electron

energy was then varied iteratively to produce the best match to PDDs for 40,

10 and 3 cm fields. After achieving a good PDD match using a beam energy of

14.8 MeV the spot size was fine-tuned, as Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [40] have

shown that large-field profiles change with spot size. The spot size producing the

best agreement for both the profile and penumbra measurements was found to be

1.0 mm for the 14.8 MeV beam, agreeing well with the literature (Jaffray et al.
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[60] and Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [40]). The final model used a mono-energetic

14.8 MeV electron beam with a Gaussian focal spot of 1.0 mm FWHM.

Using the model to investigate small-field properties

The Monte Carlo model has been used to calculate PDDs, profiles and output

factors for small fields (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2 cm), repeating the calculations with

central axis voxel lateral dimensions ranging from 1 to 4 mm to estimate the

impact of varying detector size. The value of ECUT was reduced to 0.521 MeV

to account for the smaller voxel size.

The water phantom is represented in the DOSXYZnrc code using a Cartesian

arrangement of voxels; however most detectors, with the possible exception of

the diamond, have circular symmetry — a difference that may be significant for

very small fields where the dose distribution across the area of a detector placed

on central axis is affected by beam divergence and the distance from the edge

of the detector to the penumbral region. Therefore, calculations have also been

performed using the DOSRZnrc code, which allows a cylindrical voxel geometry

to be specified. PDDs and output factors have been generated for a range of

circular voxel diameters (1, 2 and 3 mm) by summing the doses recorded in

annular voxels.

Energy dependenceof silicon detector in water

Although generally used to model the linac head, BEAMnrc can also be used to

simulate a cylindrical water phantom by repeated use of the CHAMBER module,

using a phase-space source file generated from the simulation of the linac head.

Output phase-spacefiles, produced after each module, have been analysed (using

BEAMdp)to determine differential particle fluence spectra for both photons and

electrons in 75 keV bins between 0 and 15MeV.Thesespectra have been calculated

for a region 2 mm square aroundthe central axis, at depths between 2.5 and 15 cm

for field sizes between 0.5 and 10 cm.

Following the derivations in Attix [6], and Khan [61], the average mass energy

absorption coefficient Hae, d) for a beam offield size, x, at depth, d, is defined

 

 

as
E=15MeV

Len _ OW,(z,d) Hen(Z)—“(c,d)= > —e*6E (4.2)
E=A

where “@® is the normalised differential photon energy fluence specified in5E
bins 0F wide and heal is the mass energy absorption coefficient at the specified
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energy as published by NIST®. Similarly the average restricted mass collision

stopping poweris

> E=15MeV

 
La 0®,(z,d)  La(E)“2(0,d)= Yo AAO PO) oe (4.3)

E=A

where eed) is the normalised differential electron particle fluence specified in

energy bins dF wide and Za) is the restricted mass-collision stopping powerat

the specified energy, excluding energy deposition from secondary electrons above

the energy, A, also from NIST. As in Yin et al. [17], A was set to 189 keV

representing an electron range of around 0.5 mm in silicon, comparable to the

average dimensionsof the detector.

Substituting the calculated spectra into equations 4.2 and 4.3, the average re-

stricted mass stopping powers and mass absorption coefficients have been deter-

mined for variousfield sizes, at a range of depths, for both silicon and water.

For small sensitive volumes for which the Bragg-Gray conditions hold energy

response is dominated by stopping powerratios, whilst for large volumes the re-

sponse is determined by the mass energy absorption coefficient ratio, dose being

predominately due to photon interactions within the detector. Yin et al. [17] pro-

vide a thorough analysis of the interaction of these two factors for intermediate

volumes such as the diode. However, if both the average mass absorption and

stopping powerratios change minimallyasfield size is varied, then the diode’s en-

ergy dependence will be unimportant when making output factor measurements.

Likewise, if these quantities vary little with depth, as field size is held constant,

then one would expect the diode to be quite reliable for measuring PDDs.

A more explicit set of calculations has also been performed to determine the

combinedeffect of mass energy absorption and restricted stopping power on the

dose measuredin silicon. The unshielded diode was simulated in DOSXYZnrc as

two voxels of silicon at 5 cm deep, with lateral dimensions of 2mm. The depth of

the first voxel was set to 0.06 mm representing the sensitive region of the diode,

whilst the second voxel was 0.44 mm deep representing the silicon chip. For

simplicity, neither the small volumeof the metal contacts nor the tungsten-epoxy

backing of the shielded diode were included in the simulation. The dose to the

thin silicon voxel was then calculated for field sizes between 0.5 and 10 cm and

compared to the dose for a similar voxel of water.
 

°www.physics.nist.gov
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4.3 Results

Throughout this section the relative differences (2 — 1) between two values

(x1, Z2) are reported, rather than absolute differences (x; — x2), and quoted un-

certainties are two standard deviation unless otherwise specified. When con-

sidering the match between modelled and measured data, Venselaar et al. [62]

recommend tolerances of 3% across the field and up to 30% outside the beam

edges, where both differences are relative to the central axis dose. Difference

plots are provided for profiles at 5 cm deep, for which the dose on central axis has

been normalised to 1. Ratios of the measured dose to Monte Carlo calculation

are provided for PDDs beyond dmaz, Venselaar’s tolerance for this region being

2% or a ratio between 0.98 and 1.02.

4.3.1 Large-field data match

The model replicated large-field profiles well, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The

agreement is within the tolerances suggested by Venselaar et al. [62] within the

main beam,in the penumbral region and outside the beam edges. A slight mis-

match between the modelled and measured profiles in the the upper part of the

penumbrais evident for the 10 cm field but not for the 3 cm field. The difference

may be dueto differences in resolution between the measurement and calculation

at that point.

Depth dose measurements made with the diodes, diamond detector, and RK and

pinpoint chambersare quite consistent, differences between PDDs measuredusing

the various detectors for the 3 cm field size being less than 1% down to 15 cm

deep. Modelled depth doses also agree well with measurements for fields between

3 and 40 cm (see Figure 4.2) with a slight deviation at dmaz, possibly due to

electron contamination as discussed by Ding [63].

Output factors measured using the various detectors over the range 3-40 cm

(normalised to a 10 cm field) agree with each other and the Varian golden dataset

to within 1%, while the match to Monte Carlo factors is within calculation errors

(<1%).

4.3.2 Energy dependenceofsilicon in small fields

The variation with depth of the spectrally-averaged mass energy absorption ratio

La is shown in
water:Si

(4) and masscollision stopping power ratio
P /water:Si
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Figure 4.1: Profiles (at depths of 2.5, 5, 10, 15 and 25 cm) for field sizes of

(a) 40 cm, (b) 10 cm and (c) 3 cm. The black line represents the Monte Carlo
model and the red dashed line the measurement. The 40 cm field data was

measured using an RK ion chamberand so the penumbra measurements will not

be accurate, a low resolution calculation was therefore used and no difference

data are shown in the penumbra region. The profiles for 10 and 3 cm fields are

measured with a shielded diode and so are expected to give good resolution in

the penumbralregion.
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The black line represents the Monte Carlo model and the red dashedline the

measurement. Diodes were used for the 10 and 3 cm field whilst the 40 cm depth

dose was measured using a small ion chamber (RK).
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Figure 4.3 for field sizes from 0.5 to 10 cm at 15 MV. Thevariation of both mass

energy absorption ratio and stopping powerratio with eitherfield size or depth is

small, less than 1.1%. Whilst the stopping powerratio varies monotonically with

field size, the mass absorption ratio appears to be highest for a 3 cm field size

at all depths. However, a numerical analysis shows the variation with field size

is within the errors of the calculation. Since the central axis spectra for a given

field size are calculated from the same Monte Carlo phase-spacefile, the values at

each depth will be correlated, hence the variation with field size is approximately

constant with depth.

The minimal changes in stopping power ratio with depth andfield size will have

negligible effect on diode based dose measurements. Although the variation of the

mass absorption ratio with depth andfield size is slightly more pronounced,it too

should have little impact on solid-state detectors, suggesting that output factors

and depth doses determined from the diode reading uncorrected for changes in

(4) or (45) should be quite accurate.
PY} water:Si P water:Si

A more explicit calculation of the difference in the dose to a silicon voxel posi-

tioned at 5 cm deep in water, compared to the dose to a voxel of water in the

same location shows a variation of around 0.06% with field size between 1 and

10 cm, Figure 4.4. However for the 0.5 cm field, the ratio falls by around 3%.

Unlike the mass absorption and stopping power ratio calculations, this method

takes into account perturbationsin the particle fluence due to the presence of the

small, relatively dense (9=2.33 g/cm?) silicon detector in the field and accurately

mirrors the depth of the sensitive depletion region in the silicon. Since the diode

covers over 15% of thefield area for a 0.5 cm field, we might expect perturbations

due to the presence of the detector to be significant.

Of course, these calculations do not account for the presence of any high Z ma-

terial within the detector; and while the unshielded diode response will probably

be relatively unaffected by the presence of electrical contacts due to their small

volume, the tungsten backing added to the shielded diode may well modify its

energy response.

4.3.3 Profiles

Small-field penumbra

A marked variation is seen in (20-80%) penumbra widths measured using the

range of detectors, with the diodes consistently measuring the narrowest penum-
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Figure 4.3: Variation with depth in water of the water:silicon mass energy ab-

sorption coefficient ratio (a) and restricted stopping power ratio (b) for various
field sizes at 15 MV (including 2c error bars). The right-hand graphsof each pair

show the variation with field size at a depth of 5 cm. Sinceall spectra for a given
field size are generated from the same phase-spacefile, errors will be correlated so

similar graphs would be generated at all other depths. The apparent difference

between the “2 for 3 cm field and other field sizes is seen to not be
ter:Si

significant. =
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bra whilst the RK chamber produces the widest penumbra — see Figure 4.5 and

table 4.2.

The effect of averaging over the sensitive region of a detector is most notable in

beam penumbra, with diode detectors expected to be the most accurate in this

region due to their small volume.

Monte Carlo penumbra widths match those measured with the shielded and un-

shielded diodes over the full rangeoffield sizes (also see table 4.2). The pinpoint

chamberappears to broaden (by 0.60.4 mm) the penumbraof the 0.5 and 1 cm

fields less than the penumbraoflarger fields (1.2+0.2 mm broadeningforfields

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Average increase in penumbra

width (mm)

Sensitive dimension Unshielded Diode Monte Carlo

Shielded Diode 2mm -0.15+0.48 -0.09+0.18

Unshielded Diode 2mm NA 0.12+0.18

Diamond Detector 3 mm 0.62+0.46 0.71+0.38

Pinpoint Chamber 3mm 0.89+0.82 0.99+0.64

RK Chamber 4mm 1,230.58 1.32+0.28      
 

Table 4.2: Increase in measured penumbra width compared to the unshielded

diode and Monte Carlo calculated data. Values are averaged overall field sizes

between 0.5 and 10 cm and at two depths, 5 and 15 cm and quoted +2c.
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Figure 4.5: The penumbral region of a 1.5 cm beam at 5 cm deep in water

measured using several detectors. The shielded and unshielded diode results are

indistinguishable at this scale and so are represented by a single black continuous

line. Diamond (green dotted line), pinpoint chambers (blue dashed line) and RK
chamber (red dot-dashed line) all show broader penumbra. The Monte Carlo
result is shown as bluefilled circles.

between 1.5 and 3 cm), perhaps dueto the increased irradiation of the stem and

cable for the larger fields. Martensetal. [12] found a small energy dependencefor

the pinpoint detector which madeit less suitable for measuring in areas with sig-

nificant scatter contributions (penumbra and out-of-field regions), although that

work used an earlier model of PTW pinpoint chamber with a steel electrode.

Field widths

Field width, Wg, defined as the distance between the two points with 50% of the

central axis dose along a profile measured at depth, d, can be calculated from

100 +d

100
 Wa = Wsap x (4.4)

where Wsapis the field size measured at 100 cm. Forfields with central plateau

regions wider than the detector diameter, Wsap will equal the value set on the

machine, Wjaw, to within calibration tolerance. However, for very small fields,

reduction of the measured central axis doses, caused by either detector averaging
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over the peaked dose distribution or occlusion of the source by the jaws, will lower

the measured maximum dose andtherefore increase Wsap relative to Wjaw.

Monte Carlo calculated small-field profiles match measured profiles well, in partic-

ular those measured using the diodes which have minimal penumbra broadening,

Figure 4.6a. Measured field widths all lie within 0.5 mm of their machine set

values (i.e. Wsap = Wjaw) — except in the case of the 0.5 cm field measured with

the diamondand pinpoint detectors, for which the measured widths, Wsap, of the

0.5 cm field are larger than the set value, Wjaw, by 1.00.2 mm and 1.40.2 mm

respectively, perhaps because of central axis dose averaging. For the samefield,

the shielded and unshielded diode widths are 0.140.1 mm and 0.3+0.2 mm too

narrow respectively.

Monte Carlo field widths are slightly, but consistently higher than machine set

values. For field sizes between 1 and 10 cm this discrepancy of 0.2+0.2 mm may

be explained by the 0.5 mm dose calculation resolution in the penumbral region.

However, the Monte Carlo width for a 0.5 cm field is 0.55 cm — 0.5+0.2 mm

larger than the set value and therefore around 0.7+0.4 mm larger than the width

measured several times with the diodes (Figure 4.7a), perhaps suggesting a mis-

match between the jaw positions specified in the Monte Carlo calculation and

the physical jaw position. A reduction of 0.5 mm in the 0.5 cm jaw width set in

the software provides a good match between the resulting Monte Carlo profiles

calculated for a nominal 0.45 cm field and those measured with the unshielded

diode with a physical jaw width W;,,, of 0.5 cm, Figure 4.7b. This might be

explained by a small miscalibration of the linac jaws but since each detector’s

dataset was acquired in a single scanning session, any such miscalibration would

be evident in both the profiles and output factors. As the measuring sessions

for the different detectors were all within a few months of each other it is likely

that the jaw calibration was not adjusted between sessions and so comparison

between datasets is also valid. The Monte Carlo profiles from the adjusted field

width agree with measurement to within 0.09+0.16 mm so we would expect the

model to also accurately predict the PDD and output factor.

An MLCcollimated field would be equally vulnerable to such small miscalibra-

tions and since each individual leaf must be calibrated there is more chance ofat

least one leaf being out of calibration. Since the MLC would be mounted further

from the source than the jaw a 0.1 mm errorin positioning would have a smaller

effect on the overall field size. A possible way of eliminating this uncertainty

would be to use a fixed collimator of known dimensions howeverthis is outside

the scope of this work.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Cross beam profiles (at 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 25 cm deep) for a 1.5 cm
field, measured with a shielded diode(red dashedline) and calculated (black line)
(b) Depth dose curves (normalised at 5 cm) for the same field. Over the range
13-15 cm deep the shielded diode measurement (black line) is lowest, with the

unshielded diode 1% higher (red line), the diamond detector 1.5% higher (green
line) and pinpoint and RK chamber both 2% higher (blue and yellow lines). The
MCresult is represented by thefilled blue circles.
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Figure 4.7: Cross beam profiles (at 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 25 cm deep) measured with a

shielded diodefora field size of 0.5 cm set on the linac (red dashed line) compared

to Monte Carlo (black continuousline) with the software jaw position set to (a)
0.5 cm and (b) 0.45 cm to achieve a better profile match. The difference in
field width averaged over all depths for (a) is 0.62+0.12 mm whilst for (b) it
is 0.09+0.08 mm. Corresponding measured and calculated depth dose curves

(normalised at 5 cm deep) are shown in (c), there being no noticeable difference
in PDDsfor jaw settings of 0.5 and 0.45 cm. The shielded and unshielded diode

results are indistinguishable (black continuousline), whilst diamond (green dotted
line), pinpoint chamber(blue dashed line) and RK chamber(red dot-dashedline)
are all higher at depth. Monte Carlo results are shown as bluefilled circles.
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4.3.4  Small-field depth doses

For consistency with profile and output factor measurements, PDDs are nor-

malised to 100% at 5 cm rather than dyjgz. Variation between PDDsis conve-

niently characterised by relative PDD differences averaged over the range 13-

15 cm. Because beam energy spectra change with depth due to beam hardening

and increased scatter, it is often assumed that diodes should not be used for

PDD measurementassilicon is not water-equivalent. However, the small changes

in water-to-silicon mass stopping power and mass energy absorption ratios with

depth found earlier suggest diodes may still provide accurate depth dose data.

Detector-to-detector differences

PDDs measured using the various detectors differ by less than 1% for the 2 cm

field, rising to 2% for the 1.5 cm field at a depth of 15 cm as shown in Figure

4.6b.

Detector-to-detector variation is greatest in the case of the 0.5 cm field as shown

in Figure 4.7. The diamond and pinpoint PDDs are 3% and 5% higher respec-

tively than those measured with the unshielded and shielded diodes (which are

indistinguishable), while the RK chamber PDDis 13% higher because the diver-

gence of the beam causes more of the chamberto lie within the high dose area at

greater depths.

Monte Carlo calculations

PDDs have been calculated with circular and square voxels of 2 mm diame-

ter/length to represent the size of the diodes’ sensitive region, however the dif-

ference between the PDDscalculated with circular and square voxelsis less than

0.5%, even for the 0.5 cm field. The PDDs measured by diodes show excellent

agreement with the Monte Carlo calculated PDDs (<0.05%) down to the 1 and

0.5 cm field sizes. Correcting the jaw positions for the calculation of the smallest

field from 0.5 cm to 0.45 cm has no discernible impact on the Monte Carlo PDD.

There is no difference between the PDD for a 2 cm field measured with a di-

amond detector and that calculated with Monte Carlo. For the 1.5 and 1 cm

fields, PDDs measured with the diamonddetector are slightly higher (0.5% and

0.8% relatively) than the Monte Carlo calculation whilst for the 0.5 cm field the

diamondis 2.6% higher, (Figure 4.7c). To some extent the 0.5 cm diamond PDD

is increased because the detector’s sensitive diameter is 3 mm rather than 2 mm.
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However repeating the calculation using 3 mm square and circular voxels only

raises PDD(0.5,15) by 0.8+1.4% and 1.140.8% respectively, not fully accounting

for the measured differences — although repeating the calculation with 4 mm

voxels does generate increases of 2.1+1.4% and 1.9+0.8% for square andcircular

voxels respectively.

Effects of possible geometric set-up errors of the detector relative to the linac jaws

have also been investigated using the Monte Carlo model. An offset of 1 mm from

central axis results in an increase in the calculated PDD(0.5,15) of 0.8+0.4%,

while a 0.3° rotation of the measurement axis from the beam direction leads

to a 1.5+0.6% decrease in this value assuming correct centring of the detector

at the water phantom surface. Thus the most likely cause of the discrepancy

between PDDs obtained with diamond detector measurements and Monte Carlo

calculations is that the diamond detector volume is slightly larger than that

specified (as suggested by McKerracher and Thwaites |14]), possibly combined

with a small offset in detector position.

4.3.5 Small-field output factors

The small sensitive cross-sectional area of unshielded diodes, together with the

limited variation in calculated dose-to-water dose-to-silicon ratio with field size,

suggests that diodes should be useful for measuring output factors (at least for

fields between 1 and 10 cm). This would be convenient asideally a self-consistent

dataset should be measured using onesize of detector, so that dose averaging

effects on measured profiles and PDDsarealso reflected in the measured output

factors. Consequently it might be expected that the Monte Carlo model, which

describes small-field diode profiles and PDDs well, would also agree with diode

output factors.

Detector-to-detector differences

Figure 4.8 shows output factors measuredforfield sizes below 4 cm: the different

output factors (excluding film results) agree to within 1% downtoa field size of

2 cm, and 2.8% for a 1.5 cm field. However, for a 0.5 cm field the absolute spread

in measured output factors is 8.5%, representing a relative spread of 17.8%. For

all field sizes below 3 cm, the shielded diode output factor is higher than that

measured with the unshielded diode, a difference attributable to the presence

of tungsten-epoxy backing in the shielded diode. The diamond and pinpoint

chamber small-field output factors are consistently lower than those measured
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Figure 4.8: Output factors measured with a variety of detectors (pinpoint cham-
ber — filled circles, diamond detector — diamonds, shielded diode — squares,

unshielded diode — triangles, film — crosses). The continuous line represents

the Monte Carlo calculated output factor using 2 mm square voxels, whilst the

dashedline is the calculated value including a 0.5 mm reduction in the modelled

jaw width for the 0.5 cm field to make the Monte Carlo profiles match those

measured. If the larger sensitive areas of the diamond and pinpoint chamberare

modelled, the calculated 0.5 cm output factor drops further.

with the unshielded diode, partly because of their larger sensitive areas. The

difference between the diamond and pinpoint (which have similar dimensions)

is likely to be caused by perturbations of the fluence caused by the density of

diamond andair differing from that of water.

Monte Carlo calculations

Monte Carlo output factors have been derived by dividing the dose calculated at

a depth in water of 5 cm, by the monitor chamberdosefor the samefield size, and

then normalising by the 3 cm field value. A 2 mm cubical voxel provides good

error statistics and matches the lateral dimensions of the diode. Asillustrated in

Figure 4.8, Monte Carlo calculations agree well with output factors measured by

the diamond detector, pinpoint chamber and unshielded diode detector down to

a field size of 1 cm, the tungsten-backed shielded diode giving a slightly higher

value for the 1 cm field.
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With the jaw width set to 0.5 cm in the Monte Carlo calculation, an output factor

of 0.49+0.02 is obtained, in good agreement with the unshielded diode value of

0.48+0.02, table 4.3. However, reducing the Monte Carlo jaw width to 0.45 cm

(to give good agreement between calculated and measured 0.5 cm profiles) lowers

the Monte Carlo output factor to 0.45+0.02,as illustrated by Figure 4.8. Thus at

this very smallfield size, the output factor is seen to vary very rapidly with field

size, a 0.5 mm increase in jaw size producing a relative increase in output factor

of around 10%. The agreement between the Monte Carlo modelled profile width

and the measuredprofile width is 0.09 mm for this jaw setting which equates to

a relative uncertainty in the output factor of around 2% (1% absolute), similar

to the error caused by the statistical uncertainty.

Correcting the unshielded diode measurement to account for the reduction in the

water-to-silicon dose ratio at very small-field sizes reduces the measured output

factor to 0.467+0.02, 4.5% higher than the Monte Carlo calculation.

At first sight the Monte Carlo value calculated for the 0.45 cm field agrees well

with the diamond output factor (0.44+0.02), however, this apparent agreement

is misleading, since the sensitive area of this detector (~3 mm width) is larger

than the 2 mm voxel used for the calculation. Repeating the calculation using a

3 mm voxelsize leads to an output factor of 0.42+0.02, which agrees better with

the pinpoint chamberresult.

The effect of detector size on measured output factors has been further explored

by repeating the MC calculation for square and circular voxels sizes between 1

and 3 mm. Results are summarised in table 4.4. As expected the larger voxels

reduce the calculated outputs for the smallest fields, due to averaging, although

for fields larger than 1 cm this voxel size effect is minimal because a fluence

plateau region exists at the centre of the field. No significant differences are seen

in output factors calculated using square andcircular voxels.

4.4 Discussion

Ideally dosimetric data should be measured using detectors of the same size to

provide a self-consistent dataset, although there may need to be some compro-

mise since no one detector offers both a perfect energy-response and high reso-

lution. However, calculation of water-to-silicon restricted mass stopping power

and energy absorption ratios shows thatsilicon’s response is almost independent

of energy changes with depth andfield size for the 15 MV beam studied, making

diodes a good choice of high resolution detector for measuring such self-consistent
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Field} Monte] Diamond Pinpoint Unshielded| Unshielded}| Shielded} X-OMAT

size Carlo Detector Chamber Diode Diode Diode Film

(cm) (2mm)} (3mm) (3mm) (2mm) Corrected (2mm) (0.5mm)

0.45*| 0.446 0.440 0.416 0.479 0.467 0.525 0.506

0.5 0.488

1.0 0.740 0.747 0.724 0.752 0.749 0.772 0.781

1.5 0.862 0.864 0.854 0.869 0.871 0.880 -/-

2.0 0.918 0.931 0.926 0.934 0.941 0.939 0.911

a 0.010 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001 | 0.018 
 

Table 4.3: Measured and calculated output factors for small fields. *The 0.45 cm

values are calculated with the jaw separation in the Monte Carlo calculation

reduced by 0.5 mm in order to match 0.5 cm field profile measurements. Sensitive

dimensions are shownin brackets below the detectors type to illustrate the area

over which doses are averaged, larger areas resulting in lower measured doses.

Unshielded diode values are also shown corrected by the ratio of dose-to-water

and dose-to-silicon. Quoted uncertainties are lo estimates averaged overallfield

 

 

 
 

 

 

          

S1Z€S,

field 2 mm square square voxel length circular voxel diameter

size (cm) output factor 1mm 3 mm 1 mm 2mm | 3mm

0.45 0.446+0.020 3.942.4 -6.142.0 4.142.6 1.342.2 -3.342.2

0.5 0.488+0.018 2.241.6 -4.941.2 2.741.4 0.541.2 -3.34+1.2

0.740+0.016 0.3241.2 -0.441.0 0.541.6 -0.141.2 -0.4+1.2

0.918+0.018 1.641.6 0.541.2 1.0+1.6 0.7+1.4 0.34+1.4  
 

Table 4.4: Percentage increases in calculated output factors (+20) with central
axis voxel size and shaperelative to a standard 2 mm square. All voxels are 2 mm

thick.
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datasets for this beam. The reduction of around 3% in the water-to-silicon dose

ratio for the smallest field (0.5 cm) is not predicted by the simple estimates of the

variation of mass stopping poweror energy absorption ratios andis likely to be

due to the greater density of the silicon perturbing the photon distribution. More

accurate calculations including the contacts are considered beyond the scope of

this study, however given the 10% increase in the shielded diode’s 0.5 cm output

factor compared to the unshielded diodeit is likely that the effect of the tungsten

epoxy is to further decrease the dose-to-water dose-to-diode ratio.

Whilst profiles and PDDs measured with the shielded and unshielded diodes agree

well with each other, shielded diode small-field output factors are greater than

those measured using the unshielded diode. The sole difference in the design of

these detectors is the small quantity of tungsten-epoxy backing includedin the

shielded diode design and as tungsten is highly non-water-equivalent it seems

reasonable to assume that the unshielded diode results represent dose-to-water-

based output factors more accurately than those obtained with the shielded diode.

A Monte Carlo modelfitted to large-field data (for which there is good agreement

between different detectors) accurately predicts both unshielded and shielded

diode PDDs,profile and penumbra measurementsfor field sizes down to 0.5 cm.

Differences between Monte Carlo values and data measured with diamond and

pinpoint chambers for such small fields can be explained by the larger volumeof

these detectors and small geometric misalignments.

Monte Carlo calculated output factors also agree well with unshielded diode mea-

surements for fields down to 1.5 cm. For the 0.5 cm field, the output factor mea-

sured with the unshielded diode, corrected for the water-to-silicon dose ratio, is

4.5% higher than that calculated by the Monte Carlo model, although the output

factor measured with the pinpoint detector agrees well, once the larger size of the

detector is accounted for.

The poor agreement of the silicon diode output factor for a 0.5 cm field was not

expected as good agreement between measured and modelled profiles and depth

dose curves had been achieved, and the water-to-silicon dose ratio correction

had been explicitly modelled. The output factor measurements were repeated

over several days obtaining highly reproducible results. Precise geometric set-

ups were used to ensure the centre of the detector was aligned with the beam

axis, however even if the detectors were slightly offset from the centre of the

radiation field, this would act to reduce rather than increase measured output

factor values. Therefore, it is unlikely that the discrepancy between the Monte

Carlo and unshielded diode output factors is caused by a measurement error.
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For small fields, output factors depend on several factors — phantom scatter,

head scatter and source occlusion. The Monte Carlo model correctly accounts

for changes in head scatter and phantom scatter for field sizes of 1.5 cm and

above since, for fields of this size, measured and calculated output factors are

in good agreement. As head scatter can be expected to vary little for fields

smaller than 1.5 cm, and because the Monte Carlo physics should continue to

correctly account for changes in phantom scatter for small fields, the discrepancy

between the 0.5 cm Monte Carlo and measured output factors is presumably

due to the modelling of source occlusion, a factor that only becomes relevant

when the physical jaw separation and spot size, both viewed from the point

of measurement, are similar. Together with the jaw setting and location of the

measurement point, the extent of any source occlusion is determined by the shape

of the photon spot, which in turn depends on the size, shape and fluence profile

of the electron beam hitting the target. In this work, as in Sheikh-Bagheri and

Rogers [40], it has been assumed that the electron focal spot profile is Gaussian

shaped, with the spot size set so that the 20-80% penumbra width reasonably

matches unshielded diode measurements. However for very small beamsthe size

and shapeof the focal spot influences the dose on central axis, McKerracher and

Thwaites [64]. To ensure these parameters are correctly modelled a very tight

penumbra match, particularly around the 90% level may be needed for accurate

central axis dose prediction. Chapter 5 will explore the impact on calculated

source occlusion factors of using different focal spot profile models, and links

between the modelled profiles and penumbrashapes.

Lastly, it should be noted that any adjustment of the Monte Carlo model to

match the corrected unshielded diode 0.5 cm output factor will make the pinpoint

chamber appear to read low compared to the model — result that may be due

to the air in the chamberbeing substantially less dense than water and therefore

perturbing particle fluence in the opposite way to the high density silicon diode.

This is explored further in chapter 7.

4.5 Conclusions

The small cross-section of the sensitive region of a diode detector suggests that

unshielded diodes are a good choice of dosimeter for measuring small radiation

fields. There is minimal variation in the dose-to-water to dose-to-silicon ratio for

field sizes between 1 and 10 cm at 15 MV,although a correction of around 3% is

required for the diode output factor measured in a 0.5 cm field.
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A Monte Carlo model of a Varian 2100C 15 MV beam has been matched to

large-field data, and successfully used to predict dosimetric properties for field

sizes down to 1.5 cm measured using an unshielded diode. For fields of 1 and

0.5 cm the model continues to accurately predict unshielded diode measured

profiles and PDDs. However a difference of around 4.5% exists between the

modelled and measured output factors for the 0.5 cm field. This discrepancy is

most likely related to source occlusion — Monte Carlo modelled source occlusion

factors for small fields being highly sensitive to the fluence profile of the electron

beam incident on the linac target, which in turn defines the fine detail of the

penumbra shape. Detailed modelling of connections between electron fluence

profile, penumbra shape and source occlusion factors will be described in the

next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Interdependences of penumbra

width, output factor and focal spot

SIZe

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 showed that a Monte Carlo model matchedto large-field measurements

of a 15 MV Varian 2100C beam! could accurately predict small-field profiles

and percentage depth-doses, PDD. This beam energy is used for IMRT in some

centres[3]'[53], and because its secondary electron range is larger than for lower

energy beams, it might be expected to show some small-field effects at slightly

widerfield sizes. For square fields down to 1 x 1 cm?, Monte Carlo calculated

output factors agreed with unshielded silicon diode measurements, after making

(Monte-Carlo-based) corrections|1] for the size and density of the diode’s sensitive

region. However even after this correction, the output factor calculated for a

0.5 cm field worked out 4.5% (relative) lower than the measured value. This

discrepancy may have been caused by an incorrect choice of electron focal spot

size in the Monte Carlo model, although the Monte Carlo modelled penumbra

widths appeared to agree quite well with measurements.

The next two chapters aim to quantify the variation of both penumbra width

and output factor with electron focal spot size and to explore the mechanisms

which cause small-field output factors to vary with electron focal spot size. In

this chapter the interdependencesof focal spot size, penumbral width and output

factor are explored using Monte Carlo modelling. A spot size is found that
 

IVarian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA
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simultaneously matches beam penumbra and output factors for all field sizes

down to 0.5 cm, completing the data-matching of the small-field linac Monte

Carlo model. Then in chapter 6, a formalism is developed splitting output factor

into constituent parts — phantom scatter, flattening filter scatter and source

occlusion. Monte Carlo modelling is used to explore which components are most

sensitive to changes in focal spot andfield size, to relate variations in the different

components back to changes in overall output factor, and to study the design of

miniphantoms used in small-field dosimetry.

5.2 Background

The penumbra width of a radiation field at depth is determined by the range of

scattered electrons in the phantom and the width of the in-air photon fluence

penumbra. The first factor is governed by the radiation energy spectrum while

the second dependsonthesize of the photon focal spot, and thus the incident elec-

tron beam width, and the source-to-collimator distance, SCD. The non-linearre-

lationship between the width of the incident electron beam and penumbra width,

together with penumbra measurement accuracy limitations, may mean that a

range of electron spot sizes generate experimentally indistinguishable penumbra.

The dose delivered to a point comprises scatter from the linac head and the

phantom, which varies with jawsetting, and non-scattered ‘primary’fluence direct

from the photon radiation source (electron target) which changes little with field

size. But at very small field sizes the jaws may be so close together that the

photon focal spot is partly occluded when viewed from the isocentre, reducing

the on-axis primary fluence as described by Dasetal. [5], Figure 5.1.

Sharper portal images[65] and improved dose distributions can be generated by

linac beams with smaller focal spots. However, the thick targets needed to pro-

duce stable, high fluence photon beamsinevitably broaden photon focal spots

beyond incident electron beam widths, limiting the sharpness of the resulting

photon beam penumbra. Karzmarket al. [66] have reported typical focal spot

widths of 2-4 mm and angular divergences of +1—5 mrad. Morerecently Sheikh-

Bagheri and Rogers [40] have Monte Carlo modelled Varian and Elekta linacs

using a non-divergent beam with a Gaussian full width half maximum (FWHM)

of 1-2 mm,selecting the spot size to produce the best match to the large-field

profiles and PDD.For the Varian 15 MV beam they used a spot size of 1.7 mm

although the manufacturers specified the spot as being 1 mm. Keall etal. [67|

have reported similar FWHM values for a Varian linac at 6 and 18 MV.
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Figure 5.1: Schematicillustration ofthe effect of field size on dose profile, adapted

from Daset al. [5]. For most field sizes the whole of the focal spot can be seen
from the detector location on central axis, and so the direct primary fluence

component remains approximately constant. However for very small fields the

jawsare so close that the outer edges of the focal spot are occluded and the dose

on central axis drops significantly.
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Jaffray et al. [60] used a CT reconstruction technique to measure photon focal

spot profiles for several linacs. They found spot widths in the range 0.5-3.4 mm

FWHM,which wererelatively stable for linacs of the same design (~1.3 mm for

a Varian 18 MV beam) and over a time period of at least 2 years. Measured

spot profiles were approximately Gaussian in shape and the spots of Siemens and

Varian machines were roughly circular.

The quantitative relationship between the width of the initial electron beam and

resulting photon focal spot profile is unclear. Wang and Leszczynski [68] reported

for the Siemens Primuslinac 6 MV beam that the photon focal spot width (scored

just after the target) varied from 2.8 to 4 mm astheincident electron beam width

changed between 0.5 and 2 mm. This perhaps explains someof the differences in

spot widths catalogued in the literature, as it is sometimes unclear whetherelec-

tron or photon spot widths are being reported. As in chapter 4, modelled focal

spot widths reported here refer to the FWHMof the incident electron beam, un-

less otherwise specified. A comparison between Monte Carlo calculated electron

and photon focal spot widths for our beam model, produced by a similar method

to Wang and Leszczynski [68], is presented in Figure 5.2. Note that although

the incident electron beam has a uniform energy spectrum across its width this

is not true for the resultant photon beam,and so the width of the photon energy

fluence is less than that of the photon particle fluence. As expected, the 15 MV

beam is more peaked than the 6 MV beam so an electron beam with a FWHM

of 0.7 mm would produce a photon focal spot which is 2.9 mm wide at 6 MV[68]

and only 2.3 mm wide at 15 MV.

5.3. Methods

5.3.1 Monte Carlo Beam Model

The BEAMnrc[37] Monte Carlo model described in the previous chapter was used

a basis for the calculations in this study, with electron focal spot size varied as

necessary.

5.3.2 Measurements

The unshielded electron diode measurements described in earlier chapters were

used in this study. For the perpendicular diode orientation, penumbra widths

measured as the diode exits the beam (Figure 3.3) are around 0.2 mm larger than
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Figure 5.2: Photon spot widths (scored at the bottom of the target) for various
widths of incident electron beam, calculated using BEAMnrc. (with 20 uncer-
tainty)

widths measured as the diode enters the beam. The wider exit measurements are

viewed as more accurately reflecting the true in-water dose distributions, because

the decreased electron ranges in the material behind the depletion zone will ar-

tificially narrow rather than broaden the measured penumbra|20]. Therefore for

the perpendicular diode orientation, exit penumbra widths are tabulated and

analyzed here.

Measured output factors, S.p, are defined non-isocentrically here (according to

ourclinical usage)

D(JS, SSD, dies)eg &

ioiieelll

ad

1

d.1
ei P D(TSree, SSD, Aref) ( )

where D is the dose measured on the axis of a square field per 100 monitor units,

JS (cm) is the jaw setting projected to isocentre, and dyer (cm) the measurement

depth in water. A reference field JS,e¢ of size 3 cm is used here, closer to small-field

dimensions than the more standard 10 cm field, but still accurately measurable

using the unshielded diode[1] and large enough for photon fluence and dose to

be changing quite slowly with field size. The reference depth is taken as 5 cm,

reducing the influence of electrons and low-energy photons, and measurements

have been made at 100 cm SSD. The amount of backscatter to the monitor
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chambervaries minimally for smallfields (less than 1% over the range 0.5—4 cm|1])

and has therefore not been factored into Monte Carlo calculations.

The on-axis doses, D, have been measured using an unshielded silicon diode

oriented parallel to the field axis. Measurements have been corrected by a

Monte Carlo-derived factor which accounts for changes with field size in the

water:unshielded-silicon-diode-in-water dose ratio, as calculated in Scott et al.

[1]. The dose ratio accounts for the perturbing effect of the higher density sil-

icon being placed in water. This effect is virtually constant for most field-sizes

and therefore the factor is unity except at the smallest field-size studied here

(0.5 cm) for which the doseratio increases, causing an artificial over-read of 2.5%

compared to wider field measurements.

5.3.3. Monte Carlo calculations

In-water profiles have been calculated for a variety of electron spot sizes, using a

0.5 mm voxel resolution in penumbraregions. This voxel sizeis significantly larger

than the width of the sensitive region of the diode when aligned perpendicular to

the beam (60 ym), but has been chosen to match the spatial sampling of the water

tank measurements and to keep statistical errors reasonably small. The increased

width of the unshielded silicon diode in the parallel orientation is accounted for

by averaging over four adjacent voxels, creating calculated penumbra with the

same 0.5 mm sample spacing as the measured profile and with the 2 mm spatial

resolution of the diode. For output factor calculations, doses have been computed

for 2 mm wide voxels located on-axis.

To explore the validity of penumbra measurements made using the Scanditronix

unshielded diode oriented parallel to the beam central axis, profiles were calcu-

lated for a 0.5 cm field with voxels representing the silicon diode placed at various

isolated positions in a phantom otherwise entirely composed of water. The de-

tector was modelled as twosilicon voxels with lateral dimensions of 2 mm and

depths of 0.06 and 0.44 mm,representing the sensitive depletion region and the

silicon dye respectively, stacked parallel to the field axis. The dose calculated to

the thin upper voxel being used to represent the diode signal. Calculations have

been carried out with the detector placed at several positions in and around the

penumbra region, to give a good estimate of the 20-80% penumbra width while

not requiring an excessive number of Monte Carlo runs.
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5.4 Results

Ratios of Monte Carlo calculated to measured penumbra widths are plotted in

Figure 5.3 and can be seen to vary appreciably with modelled spot size. Data

measured with the diode oriented perpendicular to the radiation beam are com-

pared to Monte Carlo calculations for a 0.5 mm voxel size and sampling, while

parallel oriented diode measurements are compared to calculated profiles with

2 mm spatial averaging and 0.5 mm sampling. Each plotted point is an average

of the individual ratios obtained for 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 cm field sizes. With

the experimental uncertainty in the averaged penumbra measurements (displayed

as the shaded region) it can be seen that a spot size between 0.4 and 0.7 mm

provides the best match between measured and calculated penumbra widths. It

may also be observed that the best-fit spot size is slightly larger in the Y direc-

tion, the degree ofellipticity being comparable to that reported by Jaffray et al.

[60] for Varian 2100C clinacs. There is little difference between the spot sizes

suggested by matches of calculations to measurements made using parallel and

perpendicular diode orientations.

Effects of the width and composition of the voxels used to calculate a 0.5 cm

field profile are shown in Figure 5.4. As expected, the 20-80% penumbra width

calculated for 0.5 mm wide water voxels is narrower than that for 2 mm voxels.

Interestingly, little difference is seen between penumbra obtained from calcula-

tions in a grid of 2 mm water voxels alone and from calculations in 2 mm silicon

voxels (representing the detector in the parallel orientation) embedded at iso-

lated measurement points in water — suggesting that used in this orientation,

the diode distorts penumbra measurements simply by spatial averaging overits

sensitive volume.

Theeffect of spot size on output factor is shown in Figure 5.5. x? analysis shows

that differences between the output factors calculated for the range of spot sizes

0.1-1.0 mm are insignificant at the 0.05 level for field sizes of 1 cm or more.

However the 12% variation for the 0.5 cm field is highly significant (p = 0.001),

with the best match to measured data being obtained at a spot size of 0.7 mm.

5.5 Summary of dose distribution characteristics

influenced by spot size

A +0.1 mm measurement uncertainty (lo ) in measured penumbra width leads

to around 0.3 mm uncertainty in the electron focal spot FWHM of a Monte
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Figure 5.3: Ratios of calculated penumbra widths to those measured with an

unshielded diode for a 15 MV beam. Plotted points are average ratios for field

sizes between 0.5 and 4 cm. The shaded region represents 20 uncertainty in the

measurement.
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voxels (squares), 2.0 mm wide water voxels (crosses) and repeatedly using an
isolated stack of two 2.0 mm widesilicon voxels to represent the unshielded diode

in the parallel orientation (circles).
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Figure 5.5: Theeffect of electron spot size on the ratio of Monte Carlo calculated

output factor to that measured with an unshielded diode (and corrected by a
Monte Carlo calculated factor[1]), plotted as a function of field size for a 15 MV
photon beam. Error bars represent 20 uncertainty.
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Carlo linac model matching the measured penumbra width. For the smallest field

studied here (0.5 cm), this 0.3 mm FWHMrangecorresponds to a 5% relative

variation in predicted output. Consequently, when fine-tuning small-field Monte

Carlo models it is important to choose spot widths which adequately match both

penumbra and very-small-field output factors.

Electron spot sizes obtained by the penumbra matching are around 0.5 mm

FWHMin the X direction and 0.7 mm FWHMin the Y direction. Aselliptical

focal spot shapes cannot be modelled in BEAMnrc, the 0.7 mm value, which also

produces a good match to the measured 0.5 cm field output factor, is used as

a reference spot size in this work. This FWHM is smaller than some literature

values — although it corresponds to a photon focal spot width of around 2.1 mm

(Figure 5.2), and the general trend is for narrower focal spots on more modern

linacs.

Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [40] and Keall et al. [67] have shown that large-field

profiles change to some extent with modelled spot size, and so it is important to

check that fine-tuning of the focal spot size to match the penumbra and small-

field output factors does not degrade the matching of measured and Monte Carlo

large-field profiles. For our model, large-field profiles calculated with electron

focal spot FWHMsof 0.7 and 1.0 mm agree well with measured data, while a

spot size of 0.1 mm increases calculated off-axis doses a little at shallow depths.

The 0.7 mm spotsize used hereis slightly narrower that the 1.0 mm spot used

in the original beam model, chapter 4. However the earlier study ignored small

(0.1 mm) discrepancies between measured and calculated penumbra widths, and

produced a Monte Carlo calculated output factor that was 4.5% lower than the

measured value for the smallest (0.5 cm) field size. Both inconsistencies are

removed by using the smaller focal spot size.
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Chapter 6

A descriptive framework for linac

output, source occlusion and head

scatter factors

6.1 Background

This chapter explores further the mechanisms behind the dependence of small-

field output factors, S.5, on electron beam focal spot size. Zhu and Bjarngard

[69] have reported a steep decrease in head scatter factors at small field sizes and

suggested this may be dueto occlusion of the photon focal spot. The effect of focal

spot size on head scatter factor has also briefly been discussed by McKerracher

and Thwaites [64]. Here a framework is developed which splits the output factor

into constituent parts; then Monte Carlo modelling is used to analyse the variation

of each component with field size and spot width.

The development begins classically by separating S,p into phantom and head

scatter factors S, and S,, and then explores the dependence of S, on jaw setting.

S, is often thought of as the ratio of in-air energy fluence for a given jaw set-

ting to that for a reference jaw setting|[61|. In practice, however, ratios of doses

in small miniphantoms are usually measured, rather than energy fluences. In

miniphantoms wide enoughforlateral electronic equilibrium to exist on axis, but

narrow enough for most phantom-scattered photons to escape, these doses will be

proportionalto collision kerma (the photon energy transferred to electrons in the

phantom and not subsequently re-irradiated as photons). Because unscattered

primary and head-scattered radiation do not necessarily have the same energy

spectrum, the spectrally averaged mass energy absorption coefficient (4) may
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change with field size (see equation 6.5 below), causing collision kerma not to

scale exactly with total energy fluence. In the development of this formalism,

miniphantom-based S, is modelled as depending on collision kerma, with results

presented later to justify this assumption. In larger, patient-like phantoms some

dose will also be deposited by secondary photons generated within the phantom.

This additional contribution is accounted for by the S, factor, which varies with

the area of phantom irradiated. Given collision kerma-based 5S, factors, S, (de-

fined by equation 6.1 below) scales collision kerma into absorbed dose, which lies

somewhere between collision kerma and terma (total energy transferred to scat-

tered photons and secondary electrons by the incoming energy fluence) except

when charged particle equilibrium breaks down, when dosefalls below collision

kerma.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Framework development

Output factor is split into head and phantom scatter factors|61], S, and S,

Sep(JS, SSD, dyes) = Se(JS) x Sp(JS, SSD, dree) (6.1)

and S, is defined as the ratio of the on-axis in-miniphantom collision kerma per

monitor unit (MU), Kawu, at the jaw setting JS to that at the reference setting,

lovee

— Kag(JS) — B(JSe) Ke(JS)
Sc(JS) = Fe(Ser) BIS) Ke(JSver) (6.2)
 

where K, is the collision kerma per electron fluence incident on the linac target

and the factor ae describes the ratio of monitor chamber readingsper electron

target fluence for field sizes JS;¢¢ and JS. For small fields and a 3 cm JSye¢ it was

B(JSret)shown previously (Figure 3.5) that “Busy iS generally close to one and therefore

this factor is set to unity throughout the rest of this development.

Because S, variation is driven by in-air fluence changes with field size, which can

result from source occlusion as well as changing amountsof linac head scatter,

S. is referred to throughout this chapter as the in-air fluence (rather than head

scatter) factor. For ease of reading, only the dependences of S.p, S, and S, on

JS are written explicitly in the following nomenclature — although these factors

are all potentially functions of electron spot size SS, and S,p and S, also depend

on source-to-surface distance SSD and measurement depth dreg.
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The total in-air photon energy fluence (per electron incident on the target) on

axis, V, can be expressed as the sum of two independent contributions|70][71]

— the true direct primary radiation, Wy, from photons that do not interact

between the target and the detector, and scattered radiation, Vy, from photons

that interact with the flattening filter and other components of the linac head

U(JS) = Wy(JS) + Vy(JS) (6.3)

This energy fluence corresponds to a collision kerma

 K(JS) = (42)9)
p

= / peeadE (6.4)

which can be split into components K,.y and Ky describing the collision kerma

from the primary and head-scattered elements of in-air energy fluence respectively

  

  =)Uy(JS) + (4) Us,(JS) (6.5)
PJs

Kus) = (4

= K.x(JS) + Kex(JS)

where (4) and (4) are spectrally-weighted mass energy absorption coeffi-
I y

cients calculated for primary and head-scattered photons in the water-equivalent

phantom material.

For small fields, the direct primary photon unscattered in-air energy fluence (per

incident electron fluence), Wy, will be reduced as the source becomesoccluded;

but for larger fields source occlusion will be negligible and Vy will be a constant

Wy, equal to the total energy fluence from the photon source attenuated by the

flattening filter, and generating a collision kerma K.y. A source occlusion factor,

Socc, can then be defined as the fraction of the total collision kerma K.y-, or direct

primary energy fluence Vy, reaching a detector on central axis for a given jaw

 

  

  

 

setting.

>J Wr (JS Wy (JSSoce(JS) = “B® = 7), i ) 7 (6.6)
Len * =
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An analogous factor can be defined for the head scatter radiation

 

 

  

 wy - SsBeg
Srp is referred to as the flattening filter scatter factor, since Ahnesjé [72])|73] has

shown that the majority of radiation scattered within the linac head emanates

from the flattening filter. Notice that Spr does not necessarily reduce to a simple

ratio of energy fluences, because the primary and head-scatter energy fluence

spectra may differ.

Consequently

K.(JS) = Ken(JS) + Kes(JS)

= Kor x (SecaJ) + Sr (JS)) (6.8)

and from equations 6.2 and 6.8 it follows (for B(JS) = B(JSre¢)) that

Soce(JS') + Spr(JS)

Bolus) ~ Soce( JSref ) + Sep (SSret)

(6.9)

and therefore for a reference field size large enough for source occlusion to be

negligible
Soce( JS) + Srr(JS)

Se(J5) ~ 1+ Str (SSreg)
(6.10)

Source occlusion factors, Socc, can be calculated if values of K.n(JS), the collision

kerma(perincident electron fluence) excluding contributions from head-scattered

photons, can be determined. This can be achieved by allowing radiation only to

reach the detector from a small solid angle, either by using lead shielding or

by computationally excluding head-scattered photons from Monte Carlo calcula-

tions, Figure 6.1. The flattening filter scatter factor Spp can then be evaluated

from total and direct primary kerma values by rearranging equations 6.6 and 6.8

K,(JS) _ Kn(JS)
Ser (JS) = K ‘7

(6.11)

Phantom scatter is often defined as the ratio of dose measured (at a given reference

depth and SSD) when a particular area of phantomis irradiated to that measured

whena reference phantom area is irradiated using the same jaw settings[61]. The

irradiated area can be changed without altering the collimator settings, either by
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Lead Mask

5 cm deep with a
2mm x 2 mm hole

on central axis

 

15 cm air gap

2mmx2mmx5cm

water build-up

2 mm cubical water

measurementvoxel

 

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the virtual milliphantom and lead mask. Con-

tamination of the dose measured in the 2 mm cubical voxel by electrons and

low-energy photons can be removed by appropriate Monte Carlo settings. In-air

fluence calculations have been performed using the virtual milliphantom alone,

while source occlusion has been calculated with the addition of the lead mask.
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using a lead mask with varying apertures or a series of phantoms with increasing

dimensions. This latter method directly produces a scaling factor which converts

the dose to a small phantom in air (equivalent to the collision kerma) to the dose

in a larger phantom, corresponding to the role of S, in equation 6.1. Phantom

scatter is quite inconvenient to measure, and therefore it is frequently determined

indirectly from equation 6.1 by dividing measured output factors by S¢.

McKerracher and Thwaites [74] have found experimentally that S, values, thus

defined, are independent of beam defining system andlinac design, and depend

only on the area of phantom irradiated and measurement depth. However, the

amount of phantom scattered radiation reaching the central axis depends not just

on the area of phantom irradiated but also on the fluence profile across that area.

For wide beams, changes in cross-field in-air fluence profile with penumbra width

(and thus electron spot FWHM) are small, making phantom scatter effectively

independent of focal spot size. But for very small fields the influence of spot size

on the in-air fluence profile around central axis will be greater, potentially causing

Sp to vary with spot width. To illustrate this effect, two schematic narrow-beam

in-air fluence profiles, with the same field width and central axis fluence but

different penumbra widths, have been modelled, Figure 6.2a. The profiles have

been convolved with a simple kernel to represent the effect of phantom scatter,

Figure 6.2b. The resulting schematic dose profiles showa difference in the central

axis value, a change in S,. To determine the situations in which such a change in

Sp might besignificant, the effect has been modelled using Monte Carlo methods.

6.2.2 Monte Carlo calculations

Using the Monte Carlo code FLURZnrc, energy spectra have been calculated

for the total and direct primary in-air photon fluences V and Wy, and head

scatter fluence spectra, Vs, have been derived by subtracting one from the other.

From spectra calculated for large (10 cm) and small (1 cm) fields, spectrally

averaged mass attenuation coefficients and energy absorption coefficients have

been calculated, and their uncertainties computed using a numerical statistical

simulation procedure.

To remove contaminant electrons and low-energy photons from in-air fluence mea-

surements, and to establish electronic equilibrium, detectors are generally placed

in a small amount of phantom material, often Perspex. However the required

‘miniphantom’ lateral dimensions (typically 3-4 cm) are larger than the sizes of

some smallfields, introducing a contribution from phantom scatter into relative
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Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic diagram of two small-field in-air fluence profiles with
the samefield width but different spot sizes and therefore penumbra shapes. Al-

though identical areas of phantom are irradiated (at the 50% fluencelevels) with
the same integral fluence, the dose to central axis calculated as the convolution

of the in-air fluence and a simple dose spread kernel (shaded region) differs as
illustrated in (b). Small-field phantom scatter factors may therefore vary with

the focal spot width.
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S, measurements. Various methods of overcoming this problem have been sug-

gested, such as increasing the distance at which the measurement is madeso that

beam divergence causes even the smallest field to cover the miniphantom|75].

Alternatively, Weber et al. [76] and others|77|'[78] used dense scatterers such as

gold to reduce miniphantom dimensionswhilestill providing sufficient material to

eliminate electron contamination and reduce the low-energy scatter reaching the

detector. McKerracher and Thwaites [79] experimentally demonstrated that the

effects of lateral electronic disequilibrium and electron contamination on head

scatter measurements are minimal, and therefore proposed using buildup tops

without the lateral walls. Here we Monte Carlo model such a narrow miniphan-

tom.

DOSXYZnrc has been used to model a 2 mm wide water-equivalent miniphan-

tom (a ‘milliphantom’) surroundedbyair, the lateral dimension being chosen to

mirror the width of the unshielded diode. Dose has been calculated in a 2 mm

cubical voxel of water placed at 105 cm from the source, the same position used

for output factor measurements in water. Low-energy forward-travelling photons

and electronsarefiltered out of the beam by placing a 5 cm water column in front

of the measurement voxel, Figure 6.1. Varying the value of PCUT from 10 keV

to 300 keVleads to only minimal changes in recorded dose — implying that low-

energy laterally-scattered photons from the head do not reach the measurement

voxel in any great numbers despite the narrowness of the milliphantom. Likewise

lateral electron contamination does not appear to present problems for the mil-

liphantom: such contamination can be completely eliminated by tracking only

photon histories from the linac phase-space file, but negligibly different results

are obtained when the contaminantelectrons are tracked.

Milliphantom simulations were also performed with ECUT set to 3 MeV, thus

blocking all electron transport within the phantom and effectively forcing the

calculated dose to equal total kerma, K. Total kerma differs from collision kerma

only in that it includes small energy contributions from photons generated by the

secondary electrons produced within the milliphantom (these photonswill usually

escape the phantom, but with ECUT set high they are never actually modelled

and their energy is effectively deposited locally). Because the difference between

K and K, is small and varies quite slowly with energy (shownlater), ratios of total

kermascalculated using these parameters are almost identical to collision kerma

ratios and have therefore been used to determine S, values, equation 6.2. Calcu-

lations have also been carried out with ECUT set to 700 keV to more accurately

replicate real physical measurements made using buildup tops[79].
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DOSRZnrc has also been used to model the ESTRO miniphantom|80] (4 cm

diameter) to provide a comparison with conventionally-measured large-field S,

data, for which measurement made with this miniphantom represents the gold-

standard. In order to best replicate physical measurements, PCUT and ECUT

values were set to 10 and 700 keV respectively and contaminant electron histories

from the phase-spacefile were included in the calculation.

For field sizes of 0.5-4 cm and focal spot widths of 0.1, 0.7 and 1.0 mm, the

validated large-field Monte Carlo beam model has been used to produce a phase-

space file. As the probability of a particle interacting in the virtual milliphantom

is low, the statistical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo calculations is quite high.

The initial number of histories has therefore been increased so that phase-space

file particle numbers (scored at the exit window of the linac head) exceeded

6x10° per cm?, leading to a final uncertainty in the dose to the measurement

voxel of around 0.5% (lo ). Kerma values normalised to the numberofinitial

incident electrons have then been determinedfor these field sizes and spot widths,

representing cases where small-field source occlusion might be expected to vary

from minimal to substantial. S, factors have been obtained from these kerma

values (calculated doses delivered to the measurement voxel with ECUT set to

3 MeV) using equation 6.2, working with a reference field size of 3 cm.

The same virtual geometry has been used to determine Ky(JS), the kerma from

direct primary radiation, over the same rangeoffield sizes and focal spot widths,

adding lead collimation between the linac exit and the virtual milliphantom to

eliminate flattening filter scatter, Figure 6.1 (similar to a geometry proposed

by Kubo [81]). The mask is 5 cm thick, has a 2 mm square hole on central

axis to allow non-scattered radiation to reach the milliphantom, and is placed

15 em in front of the virtual milliphantom to reduce the effect of scatter from the

lead. At this location the central 8.4 mm of the target will be visible from the

measurement point, ensuring the mask does not occlude the source but that any

radiation scattered through an angle of more than 0.2° is prevented from reaching

the detector. From the calculated AKy(JS) values, source occlusion factors So¢c

have been obtained using equation 6.6, assuming that at a referencefield size of

3 cm source occlusion is minimal and therefore Ky(3cm) = Ky. Using both

primary and total calculated kerma values Ky and K, flattening filter scatter

factors Spp have also been determined according to equation 6.11. Again, ratios

of kerma (obtained with ECUT=3 MeV) rather than collision kerma have been

used in these 5S... and Spp calculations, justified by the similarity of these ratios.
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Finally phantom scatter factors have been calculated as the ratio of output and

total head scatter factors, equation 6.1.

6.2.3 Spreadsheet calculations

To validate virtual milliphantom source occlusion calculations, a simple model

of linac collimation has been created in Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond,

WA), representing the normalised fluence distribution as a symmetrical two di-

mensional Gaussian focal spot gridded on an array with pixel width 0.05 mm.

The region of the focal spot visible from a detector at 105 cm on central axis is

calculated using simple geometry,

JH SCD
FL = —— ——_—_—. 12VEL JS an * (SGD — Ji) (6.12)

where VFL is the length of the focal spot visible from a detector on central axis

at a distance SCD from the source, with the jaws located at a distance JH from

the source and set for a field size JS at the isocentre SAD from the source. As

the X and Y jawsare at different heights, a rectangular area of the focal spot is

visible from the detector when a squarefield is delivered. Fluence contributions

of cells located within the visible rectangle are summed to give an estimate of the

unoccluded fraction of the primary fluence, equivalent to Socc.

This simple method can be used to rapidly generate approximate source occlusion

factors for each spot width and potentially can be extended to different spot

profiles. The calculations make no assumption about the energy of the beam,

and do not include the effects of transmission through the jaws; the modelled

source width describes the photon beam emanating from the target rather than

the electron beam impactingon it.

6.3. Results

6.3.1 Kerma, terma and energy fluence

Spectrally-averaged mass attenuation and energy absorption coefficients (4)

and (4) calculated for the direct primary component Wy of in-air fluence
Ul

using FLURZnrc are very similar for field sizes of 1 and 10 cm, as might be
  

expected, table 6.1. Interestingly however (4) and (42) values calculated
Py
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Table 6.1: Spectrally-weighted mass attenuation, energy absorption and energy

transfer coefficients (4), (4) and (4) for small (1 cm) and large (10 cm)

15 MV photon fields, together with 95% confidence limits (20), expressed in
units of cm?g"!. Data are shown for direct primary, head-scattered and total in-

air energy fluence and the percentage of the total in-air energy fluence coming

from head-scattered photonsis also listed.

  

for the head scatter in-air fluence component of the 10 cm field are 38 and 20%

higher than the values calculated for the primary component (30 and 17% for the

1 cm field). Consequently on-axis collision kerma K, can be expected to scale

roughly as (Wy (JS) + 1.2Vy (JS)) (equation 6.5) rather than with total energy

fluence W (JS'), and terma as (Wy (JS) + 1.35Vy (JS)).

For the both field sizes (e=) , the mass energy transfer coefficient of the head-
y  

scattered fluence, is 18% higher than (4)| the value calculated for the direct

primary component. This means that total kerma K, as calculated in the mil-

liphantom with ECUTset to 3 MeV,will scale as (Wy (JS) + 1.18Vy (JS)). This

expression is very similar to that for K,, especially since Vy is small compared to

Wy, and consequently these kerma values K will scale almost identically to Ke.
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4 cm:10 cm phantom dose ratios

Measurement 0.963

MC Miniphantom 0.957+0.011

MC Milliphantom (ECUT = 3.0 MeV) 0.955+0.012

MC Milliphantom (ECUT = 0.7 MeV) 0.938+0.010
 

Table 6.2: The 4 cm/10 cm field S, factor ratio as measured using an ESTRO
miniphantom, compared to Monte Carlo-derived values (equation 6.2) obtained
for several virtual phantoms and averaged over three focal spot sizes (0.1, 0.7 and

1.0 mm). Uncertainties are 20

6.3.2 Miniphantom and milliphantom

Monte Carlo estimates of S, based on doses calculated for 4 and 10 cm fields in the

4 cm diameter ESTRO miniphantom (including the effect of differences in mon-

itor chamber backscatter) agree with measured data, table 6.2. Similar results

are obtained for the virtual milliphantom with ECUT set to 3 MeV, validating

this particular approach. When ECUTis reduced to 0.7 MeV, modelling electron

transport to mimic physical measurements, the calculated 4 cm/10 cm in-airflu-

ence factor decreases somewhat — reflecting electronic disequilibrium differences

within the phantom between radiation generated by primary and head-scattered

photons. However, over the range 0.5-4 cm only quite limited differences (<1%)

are seen between milliphantom S, factors calculated using the 0.7 and 3 MeV

ECUT values. This suggests that reasonable S, estimates can be obtained for

small fields (<3 cm) using buildup tops, although for larger fields better results

will be obtained using conventional miniphantoms.

6.3.3 In-air fluence factor, S,

For three focal spot widths, total kerma values K (JS'), calculated as doses de-

livered to the measurement voxel of the virtual milliphantom with ECUTset to

3 MeV,are plotted against field size in Figure 6.3a. The values are normalised to

a 3cm field and numberof input histories and represent an ideal determination

of in-air fluence factor, S,. As expected, S, decreases as the field size is reduced,

falling off rapidly at very small jaw settings for the largest spot size. For fields

of 1 cm orgreater, differences in S, values determined for the range of spot sizes

lie within the uncertainty of the calculations. However for the 0.5 cm field the

S, value calculated using a 1.0 mm focal spot is significantly lower than those

calculated with 0.7 or 0.1 mm spot widths, (p = 0.001).
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6.3.4 Source Occlusion, Socc

Figure 6.3b shows source occlusion factors, Socc, obtained using equation 6.6 and

Monte Carlo kermacalculations made with the lead mask placed in front of the

virtual milliphantom to provide scatter-free conditions. Again the variation with

focal spot size is less than the uncertainty in the calculationsfor field sizes of 1 cm

or greater, with a significant (p = 0.001) decrease in S,.. being observed only for

the smallest field size and largest focal spot, confirming the earlier assumption

that for a 3 cm field the source is totally unoccluded.

Source occlusion is expected to becomesignificant when the central axis is within

the geometric penumbraof both jaws i.e. for field sizes less than twice the penum-

bra width. The linac beam modelled gave penumbrae ranging from 2-4 mm so

significant decreases in So¢¢ are expected to be visible for only for fields smaller

than 0.4-0.8 cm. The exact point at which this cutoff occurs will depend on the

source width, however the variation will be non-linear as small changes in source

width will move the penumbraslightly, significantly changing the central axis

dose. The cutoff position will also be affected by the linac geometry as collima-

tors placed further from the source (e.g. MLCs, Stereotactic cones) produce a

narrower penumbra and so the source is unoccluded down to smaller field sizes.

Occlusion factors calculated using the simple spreadsheet-based method are shown

in Figure 6.4. Given the approximate nature of these calculations they showrea-

sonable qualitative agreement with the Monte Carlo factors. For a 0.5 cm field,

spreadsheet-based S5<.¢ values for photon focal spot sizes of 0.1, 0.7 mm and

1.3 mm are 1.000, 0.998 and 0.914 respectively; this last figure is similar to the

0.91 + 0.02 Monte Carlo estimate obtained for an electron spot size of 0.7 mm

corresponding to a photon energy fluence width of 2.1 mm (Figure 5.2) — the

discrepancy in photon spot sizes presumably follows from the limitations of the

simple model andthestatistical noise on the Monte Carlo calculations.

6.3.5 Flattening filter scatter, Sp

Spr values have been obtained from equation 6.11 and the Monte-Carlo calcu-

lated K(JS) and Ky(JS') values. The results, Figure 6.5, showthere is a slow

progressive increase in Spp with field size, but no significant variation with focal

spot size. The size of this factor, which represents the scattered radiation as a

fraction of the maximum direct primary unscattered fluence, is comparable to

published results[60]'[72]. The large statistical uncertainty in K(JS) — Ky(JS)

leads to a couple of anomalousslightly negative Spr values being computed.
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6.3.6 Phantom Scatter, S,

Calculated phantom scatter factors, S,, decrease rapidly at small field size as

lateral electronic equilibrium is lost, Figure 6.6a. The variation in S, with spot

size can moreclearly be visualised by normalising 5,(JS, SS) by S,(JS,0.7), the

phantom scatter factor with a 0.7 mm focal spot, Figure 6.6b. Again, y? analysis

shows that, for the 0.5 cm field, Sp is significantly different for a 0.1 mm spot

size than a 0.7 mm spot size (p = 0.001) but varies insignificantly with spot size

for larger fields. This effect is unlikely to be seen on clinical linacs (with electron

focal spot widths typically>0.7 mm) but may become important for future linac

designs or field widths <0.5 cm.

6.4 Discussion and Conclusions

The choice of electron beam width requires careful consideration when construct-

ing a Monte Carlo model of a linac head to be used for small-field dosimetry

calculations. This parameter has only a small effect on PDDs and cross-beam

profiles, but a greater influence on penumbra widths. Consequently one might

expect to choose electron beam parameter values by obtaining a good match

between modelled and measured penumbra widths. However, the Monte Carlo

calculations presented here show that our measured penumbra widths were de-

termined only sufficiently precisely (0.1 mm) to limit the range of incident spot

widths suitable for modelling a Varian 15 MV beam to the range 0.4-0.7 mm,over

which there is a 5% relative change in the 0.5 cm field output factor. Therefore

it makes sense to choose the electron spot width used in Monte Carlo small-field

dosimetry modelling so that penumbra widths and small-field output factors are

both matched.

Overall, output factor depends on scatter from within the phantom (S,), scatter

from the flattening filter and other treatment head components, and occlusion

of the source by the linac jaws. The latter two factors are generally considered

together as a combined factor, S,. We have developed a formalism separating

S, into contributions from flattening filter scatter Spr, and source occlusion Socc.

Wehave shown that spectrally-averaged mass attenuation and energy absorption
 

coefficients (4) and (4) of head-scattered photonsare higher than the values
5 =  

 
p p

(4) and (4) obtained for the direct primary beam. Consequently, although
Ul 0

changes in S, are driven by changesin in-air fluence, because S, values based on
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measurements made in small phantomsreflect changes in a quantity very close

to collision kerma they will not scale exactly with total in-air energy fluence W.

Wehave designed a 2 mm widevirtual ‘milliphantom’ geometry, using whichflat-

tening filter scatter and source occlusion factors have been Monte Carlo calculated

for very small fields. There is good agreement between 4 cm/10 cm field S, ratios

obtained from measurements madeusing the conventional ESTRO miniphantom

and from Monte Carlo calculations carried out using the virtual milliphantom

with ECUT set high to remove any electron transport. Therefore we feel justi-

fied in using this technique to calculate in-air fluence factors for smaller fields,

so long as the measurement voxel is completely covered by the in-field region.

The 4 cm/10 cm field S, ratio obtained from Monte Carlo milliphantom cal-

culations carried out with ECUT set to 0.7 MeV (electron transport turned on,

simulating measurement conditions) is lower than values obtained experimentally

or using Monte Carlo with ECUT set to 3 MeV. Unlike the miniphantom, the

width of the milliphantom is insufficient to achieve lateral electronic equilibrium.

The fraction of electron energy leaving the phantom depends on the spectrum

of electrons present, which differs between 4 and 10 cm fields, causing the small

change in the 4 cm/10 cm S,. For small fields (<3 cm) differences between S,

values obtained using the milliphantom with ECUT set at 3 and 0.7 MeV are

fairly limited. Consequently (assuming that the Monte Carlo modelling of con-

taminant electron generation and electron transport within the miniphantom is

fairly accurate) it seems reasonable to use milliphantoms to physically measure

small-field S,, although for larger fields more conventional miniphantomsshould

be used.

Virtual milliphantom calculations show a 6% decrease in the kermaon the central

axis of a 0.5 cm field when the spotsize is increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mm,confirming

that the main reason for the substantial decrease in S, at very small field sizes

is source occlusion rather than a reduction in the amount of flattening filter

scattered radiation reaching the detector.

As expected, calculated phantom scatter factors vary slowly with field size above

2 cm, but decrease rapidly for smaller fields where lack of lateral electron equi-

librium reduces the dose on central axis. While phantom scatter is independent

of focal spot size for fields larger than 1 cm, S, values calculated for the 0.5 cm

field vary significantly with spot size, the fluence profile around the central axis

changing substantially with spot width for this field size.

In summary, it is important that source occlusion is correctly modelled if small-

field output factors are to be correctly predicted by Monte Carlo simulations.
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The degree of source occlusion depends on both the geometry of the linac and

the profile of the focal spot, which will vary slightly between linacs of the same

design and may drift with time. Simple, quick methods of measuring electron

or photon focal spot profile shapes and widths would therefore be useful, but do

not currently exist. While it is possible to predict small-field profiles and PDDs

using a Monte Carlo model matchedto large-field data, without a robust method

of determining the electron or photon focal spot profile it will remain necessary

to measure small-field output factors and optimise the Monte Carlo modelled

source width to match them. Chapter 8 investigates whether similar limitations

apply to small-field modelling carried out using superposition/convolution dose

calculation algorithms implemented in commercial treatment planning systems.
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Chapter 7

Small-field detector density factor

Chapter 4 briefly explored the effect of using a silicon diode to measure dose,

rather than the ideal (if impractical) water voxel. It was shown that the variation

in both restricted stopping power ratio (4s
p ) ers

coefficient ratio (4) with both field size and depth was minimal. Despite
water:Si

the near constancy of these factors, the dose-to-water to dose-to-silicon-in-water

and mass energy absorption

ratio at a fixed depth varied significantly for very small field sizes. Since this

effect was not due to the non-water equivalent atomic numberofsilicon (which

would affect (4) and (4) ), it was hypothesised that the higher
. . p water: Si, P water:Si . . . .

physical density of thesilicon altered the electron fluence distribution in the water

and thus the dose measured on the central axis.

Mobit et al. [42] modelled small chips of diamond in water phantoms,irradiated

by a wide range of large monoenergetic photon and electron beams. They found

no energy dependencefor electron beamsbut a significant decrease in sensitivity

for very low energy photon beams(25 kV).

Haryantoet al. [82] compared output factors measured with a numberof detectors

to Monte Carlo modelled doses calculated in small voxels of different materials

placed in a virtual water phantom. The paper modelled the 6 MV beam from

an Elekta Sli linac and calculated the dose to ‘detector’ voxels over a range of

field sizes (1-15 cm). They found that although the small-field output factors

measured with a silicon diode, diamond detector and pinpoint chamberdid not

agree with each other, they matched the respective Monte Carlo calculated val-

ues. However, the dimensions of the voxels were chosen arbitrarily (rather than

reflecting the detector being modelled) and the density of diamond used in the

study seemslow, 2.26 g/cm, closer to the density of graphite.
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This chapter explores the effect of increased detector density on detector response,

both on and away from the central axis for our 15 MV Varian linac beam model,

studying materials of different density and detectors of different volumes.

7.1 Methods

The validated Monte Carlo model was used to represent the output of a 15 MV

Varian linac. The dose received by various detectors in a water phantom over a

rangeoffield sizes was simulated in the DOSXYZnrc module of BEAMnrc. Doses

calculated in detector voxels embedded within a water phantom were compared

to the ideal dose calculated to a voxel of water in that position to find a dose-to-

water to dose-to-detector-in-water correction factor. For relative dosimetry, it is

the variation in this correction factor with field size and depth that is significant

rather than its absolute value.

To explore fully these effects at very small field size, data are also calculated

for a 0.25 cm square field collimated by the linac jaws. Whilst this field size

cannot actually, currently, be set using our Varianlinac,it illustrates the variation

that might be expected for such a small field produced by MLCs, lead blocks or

stereotactic collimators.

7.1.1 Silicon, Diamond and Pinpoint chambers

The detectors have been modelled as simple voxels of detecting material sur-

rounded by water, ignoring any metal contacts or epoxy casing. Although both

the diode and pinpoint chamberarecircular in cross-section, DOSXYZanrc (which

uses a Cartesian grid geometry) has been used as previous calculations have shown

that differences between output factors measured with circular and square voxels

were minimal.

All detectors were modelled with a lateral dimension of 2 mm to match the

baseline in-water calculations. The depths of the silicon and diamond voxels were

chosen to match the respective detectors. However the depth of the modelled air

voxel was set to 2 mm to match the depth of the baseline water voxel, rather than

the 2.9 mm maximum length of the pinpoint chamber, table 7.1. This results in

a cavity volume which is half the quoted value of the physical pinpoint chamber,

although the actual volume maybereducedslightly due to the presence of the

central electrode.
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Modelled dimensions Physical dimensions

Width Depth Density Width Depth Density

mm mm g/cm? mm mm g/cm?

Silicon Diode 2 0.06 2.3 2 0.06 23

Silicon Diode (dye) 2 0.44 23 2 0.44 2.3

Diamond Detector p 0.26 3.0 3 0.26 3.5

Pinpoint Chamber 2 2 0.0012 2.9 2.9 0.0012     
Table 7.1: Voxel dimensions used for simplified model of various detectors
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Figure 7.1: Variation in dose-to-water to dose-to-detector-in-water ratio for diode,

diamond and pinpoint detectors (with 20 uncertainty).
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Figure 7.2: The variation in the detector-in-water response with density (dashed
lines) with 2¢ error bars.

Figure 7.1 shows that the field size dependence of the dose-response correction

factor for a diamond detector follows a similar trend to that for the unshielded

silicon diode. The higher density of diamond steepens the reduction in correction

factor at small field sizes. The low density of air produces the inverse effect, the

correction factor increasing at smallfield sizes.

7.1.2 Varying the density of water

DOSXYZnrc allows the density of a voxel to be set independently of its elemental

composition. By creating virtual voxels of water with the densities of silicon,

diamond and air, it is possible to separate the effect of density on field size

dependent dose-responsevariation from that of elemental composition and atomic

number. The density-adjusted water voxels have the same dimensions as the

corresponding detector, to remove any volumeeffects from the comparison.

The variation of detector dose-response with field size mirrors that of a water

voxel with the same density, Figure 7.2. The absolute dose response at large field

sizes however depends on the elemental composition of the detecting voxel with

the response for water (of any density) being unity forfield sizes larger than 3 cm

whereas voxels of silicon, diamond andair give a constant off-set.
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Figure 7.3: Dose response curves for 2 mm x 2 mm square voxels ofsilicon-

density water of various thicknesses (in a water phantom) over a range of field
sizes. The 0.06 mm curve represents the dose to the upper-most of a stack of two

high density voxels. (with 20 uncertainty)

7.1.3. Voxel volume effects

The volumeofdense(or light) material in a beam will affect the degree to which

the fluence is distorted and therefore influencethesize of this effect. To investigate

this variation the dose-to-water to dose-to-detector-in-water ratio was calculated

for voxels of silicon-density water of different thicknesses. The thicknesses were

chosen to mimic those of the three detectors modelled above, with the diode

represented as a stack of two voxels, 0.06 mm and 0.44 mm deep. Obviously

increasing the width of the detecting voxel will change the dose recorded for

small fields as shown in the previous chapter, therefore the lateral dimensions of

the voxels were kept at 2 mm.

As Figure 7.3 shows, the effect of placing a dense voxel into the phantom at small

field sizes is intensified as the volume of the detector increases.

7.1.4 Varying the spot size

Thesize of the photon focal spot (which is partially determined by the diameter

of the incident electron beam) will alter the penumbra width, and for very small

fields this may change the dose on central axis. The dose recorded by a voxel on

central axis will depend on the dose profile in that area as well as on any distortion
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Figure 7.4: Variation of Dose-to-water to Dose-to-diode-in-water ratio with field

size for different modelled widths of the incident electron beam (with 20 uncer-

tainty).

caused by the presence of the detecting material. BEAMnrc phase-spacefiles were

therefore created for each field size for a range of incident electron beam widths.

Dosesto the silicon depletion zone voxel were compared to doses to water for the

same focal spot size.

As Figure 7.4 shows, the field size dependent dose response variation of a silicon

diode is approximately constant as the size of the incident electron beam (and

therefore the photon focal spot) is varied. Thus, although for very small fields the

focal spot may affect the penumbra width and therefore the profile shape, this

impact of these changes are small compared to the effect of changing the field

size.

A set of dose-to-water to dose-to-diode correction factors might therefore be ex-

pected to be valid for all focal spot sizes and perhapsfor all linac designs.

7.1.5 Variation of silicon diode response with depth

Although previous work (Section 4.3.2) showed that neither the silicon-to-water

restricted stopping power ratio nor the mass absorption ratio vary significantly

with depth, the possible impact of the detector density had been ignored. Asthis

effect has been shownto befield size dependent, we might expect its magnitude
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Figure 7.5: MC modelled depth dose for a 0.5 cm 15 MV beam with water voxels

(red line) and isolated silicon voxels in water (black points)

to decrease at depth where beam divergence means that the high dose region is

broader.

Therefore a virtual stack of silicon voxels was placed at various depths in water

for a 0.5 cm field and the dose to the depletion zone calculated. The resulting

depth dose curve was normalised (at 5 cm deep) and compared to calculated

dose-to-water values, Figure 7.5. This figure shows that the relative difference

between dose-to-water and dose-to-silicon-in-water remains constant with depth

with a possible exception of the buildup region, and consequently silicon diodes

can be used with some confidence for small-field PDD measurements.

7.1.6 Distortion of small-field profiles

Monte Carlo modelling

To simulate the effect of a silicon diode on measured small-field profile shape,

doses recorded by an isolated stack of two silicon voxels at different lateral posi-

tions across a 0.5 cm field have been calculated. Similar calculations have been

performed for a single air voxel representing the pinpoint chamber. The profiles

that would be measured with each of these detectors has then been compared to

an ideal (in-water) dose profile, calculated with 2 mm voxels.
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Figure 7.6: Monte Carlo calculated profiles (perinitial electron) for a 0.5 cm field
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of silicon or air in a water phantom, or running averages of four 0.5 mm water

voxels to mimic the detector width.

As Figure 7.6 shows the profile shapes calculated with isolated stacks of silicon

voxels are narrower than those for air voxels. Although the central axis dose of

the silicon profile is lower than the ideal in-water dose distribution, the FWHMis

identical (5.08 mm) whilst that for the air cavity is 6% higher. Thus normalised

profiles as shown in a previous chapter, Figure 5.4, have identical penumbra

widths for water or isolated silicon voxels.

Experimental measurements

For small square fields, the distortion in fluence due to a detector will act in two

dimensions. Therefore a large numberof Monte Carlo calculations are required to

fully characterise this effect. By using slit field (10 cm by 0.5 cm) the distortion

is limited to one dimension andis easier to model.

Cross-slit profiles were measured using both silicon diode and a pinpoint cham-

ber at 5 cm deep, Figure 7.7. The detector was then placed in the centre of the

field and the output measured (for the pinpoint chamberthe average of positive

and negative polarity readings was used). Similar profile and output measure-

ments were performed for a reference 3 cm squarefield.

As table 7.2 shows there is a significant difference between output factors mea-

sured with a pinpoint chamber and an unshielded diode. Unsurprisingly the
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Figure 7.7: a) cross slit profiles measured with the pinpoint chamber and un-

shielded diode at 5 cm deep b) similar profiles for a 3 cm square field. Both

graphs show the wider penumbra using a larger lower-density detector; for the

slit profile the FWHM isalso increasedsignificantly.
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X jaw Y jaw Pinpoint Unshielded Relative

(cm) (cm) OF diode OF difference %

0.5 10 0.614 0.667 -7.9

10 0.5 0.585 0.645 -9.3

B 1.000 1.000 -/-
 

Table 7.2: The difference betweenslit-field output factors (3 cm reference field

size) measured with two different detectors.

 

 

 

 

 

X jaw Y jaw Integral dose Integral dose Relative

(cm) (cm) Pinpoint Unshielded diode difference %

0.5 10 5.16 5.12 +0.8

10 0.5 4.96 4.81 +3.1

3 o 32.41 32.44 -0.1

 

        
Table 7.3: Integral doses across theslit field and a 3 cm square field measured

with two different detectors.

collimator exchange effect means that the output for a 0.5 cmx10 cm field is

approximately 4% higher (relatively) than for a 10 cmx0.5 cm field.

Theslit profiles were normalised to the output factor on central axis (Figure 7.7a),

showingsignificant differences between the detectors not seen at larger field sizes

(Figure 7.7b). The integral area under the curve wascalculated for both slit fields

and the 3 cm reference, table 7.3. The difference in the integral doses for the two

detectors is much lower than the difference between the on-axis output factors.

Possible reasons for this discrepancy are considered in the following section.

7.2 Discussion and conclusions

The variation with field size of dose response on central axis seen for silicon

diodes in the previous chapter has been demonstrated for other detectors. The

effect appears to be caused by the density of the detector rather than the atomic

numberof the detecting material. The average atomic number(Z) of the detecting

material does alter the dose-to-water to dose-to-detector-in-water ratio for all

fields although for relative dose measurements this is unimportant since the ratio

changeslittle with field size or depth. Consequently, an ideal small-field relative-

dose detector would have a water-like density in preference to a water-like Z

value.

Webelieve that the explanation for the field-size dependent variation in sensi-

tivity of non-water density detectors is that the reduced electron range in dense
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material results in more local energy deposition. This reduces the degree of elec-

tron disequilibrium comparedto that in water, causing the detector to ‘over-read’

as explained in the following paragraphs.

Figure 7.8 schematically illustrates wide and narrowfield irradiation of an array

of voxels, arranged at the same depth, centred on the beam axis. Secondary

electrons are created in each voxel (depending on the photon fluence it receives)

and deposit energy as they travel away, represented by an arrow. For simplicity,

electrons are only shown travelling from left to right however the symmetry of the

situation meansthat the central axis dose will be the sameif right to left travelling

electrons (and those travelling into and out of the page) are also included. The

path length of electrons in water has been set to 2 voxels, with the path length

halving in the dense central voxel (9 = 2 g/cm’). The density of the energy

deposition is illustrated by the thickness of the lines.

Figure 7.8a shows conditionsof lateral electronic equilibrium such that the num-

ber of electrons leaving a water voxel equals those entering the voxel, as in the

centre of a wide-beam. Increasing the density of a voxel increases the numberof

electrons formed and reduces the electron path length within it as more energy

is deposited per unit length (shown as a wider arrow). For isolated, high-density

voxels surrounded by water, this results in a higher dose as fewer electrons escape

from the volumeof interest. This is independent of any stopping power or mass

attenuation effect which also may cause the dose recorded in the voxel to differ

from that of water. Thus in Figure 7.8b a higher dose is recorded in the small

central detector than in the surrounding water.

For small fields there is a significant dose gradient across the beam and the

numberof electrons created in neighbouring voxels is not equal. Therefore lateral

equilibrium does not exist, and the dose to the central voxel is reduced compared

to the wide field case as shown by comparing Figures 7.8c and a. A larger fraction

of the dose to a voxel comes from electrons produced within that voxel as fewer

are scattered into the field, therefore the relative increase in dose in a dense voxel

is higher for the small field (Figure 7.8d) than for a larger field.

The path density crossing the voxel is strongly related to the dose deposited in

that voxel and estimated density values (taken by multiplying the length and

width of each arrow crossing the voxel) are shown on the right hand column of

Figure 7.8. The ratio of the central voxel dose for the narrow and widefields

broadly represents the output factor, which in the uniform density case would

be 0.863 but when measured with a dense detector (the ratio of situations d:b)
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the value is 0.938. The dose-to-water:dose-to-detector-in-water ratio relates these

two values and in this simplified model would be 0.920.

Output factor(in water) =< = 0.863

Output factor(in detector) =¢ =0.938

dose-to-water:dose-to-detector-in-water ratlo = 5 = 0.920
b

The reduction in the distance over which dose is deposited for dense materials

meansthat the recorded doseis slightly more kerma-like than true dose. Whilst

the (total) kerma for the beam will depend on the mass energy transfer coefficient

of the material on which it is incident, the resultant absorbed dose distribution

will depend on the density of both the detector and the phantom. Therefore the

density of the detecting voxel only distorts the profile rather than changing the

integral dose measured across the field. For real materials with non-water-like

density, the effect is complicated further by the small change in stopping power

and mass energy absorption ratio. The expected distortion of a 0.5 cm field profile

when measured with silicon rather than water voxels is not seen, but the use of

a pinpoint chambersignificantly widens the profile. As the density ofairis less

than 1/800th of the density of water whilst silicon is only 2.3 times more dense,

the effect will be much more pronounced for the pinpoint chamber. Therefore,

the decision in section 3.5.2 to use the electron diode has been justified, as both

the diamond and the pinpoint chambers would producea larger distortion of the

true profile width.

It has been shown that the detector material affects both the overall dose response

(due to masscollision stopping power and mass energy transfer) but also that the

density causes field size dependent variation in the output measured on central

axis. If the measurements are to be used to commission a treatment planning

system, it might seem logical to use a Monte Carlo calculated correction factor

to convert the detector measured output factor into the ‘true’ in-water value.

However, this ignores the effect of the distortion on the profiles. The widening

of the pinpoint measured profiles means that while the central axis dose is much

lower than that measured with a diode, the total (integral) dose is similar. Thus

correcting the output factor by a simple on-axis correction ratio would lead to

an overdose in a planned treatment consisting of a large number of overlapping
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small fields (such as IMRT). Such a correction factor should be applied only with

the utmost care.
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Chapter 8

Pinnacle modelling

Pinnacle! is a commercial radiotherapy treatment planning system which uses a

superposition algorithm to calculate dose distributions. The dose is calculated by

convolving the photon fluence at a point with a Monte Carlo-derived dose spread

kernel to account for electron transport and photon scatter. Commissioning the

planning system involves creating a model of the photon beam by specifying the

physical properties of the linac (jaw position etc) and then adjusting parameters

such as the energy spectrum, jaw transmission, and focal spot size to obtain a

good match to measured data. Starkschall et al. [83] recommended an order in

which the parameters should be adjusted, explaining the effect of each value on

the dose distributions calculated. An automodel feature iteratively adjusts the

parameters in a similar order. Bedford et al. [84] successfully commissioned Elekta

linac photon beam models using either the auto-model feature or Monte Carlo

derived parameters. Their in-house stereotactic blocking system was modelled

separately so the main model only described field sizes above 3 cm.

This chapter aims to explore whether a Pinnacle model based onlarge-field data

could be used to predict small-field profiles, PDDs and output factors in an anal-

ogous way to the Monte Carlo model presented earlier.

8.1 Pinnacle’s dose calculation algorithm

Unlike earlier treatment planning algorithms such as that proposed by Bent-

ley and Milan [85], Pinnacle aims to determine the dose distribution from first

principles. The initial photon fluence leaving the accelerator head is modified

to account for attenuation and scatter from the flattening filter (modelled as a
 

1Philips Radiation Oncology Systems, Fitchburg, WI
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Gaussian fluence distribution). As the incident fluence travels through the pa-

tient/phantom the algorithm accounts for inhomogeneities, depth hardening and

off-axis softening to produce a terma (total energy released per unit mass) distri-

bution. A polyenergetic dose deposition kernel is superposed with the terma to

produce the final dose distribution.

Whilst the photon fluence (and therefore terma) is softened/hardened according

to the position in the phantom, the kernel is based on the central axis energy

spectrum. The kernel is density-scaled to account for heterogeneities but not

tilted to follow the ray line: instead variable-zenith-angle sampling is used to

replicate the slope of the ray line and reduceartifacts.

Whenused clinically it is possible to select a quicker (less accurate) algorithm

to calculate the dose to the patient which may be useful when iteratively select-

ing beam angles and weights. The physics module used for this work uses the

Collapsed Cone Convolution algorithm described above.

8.2 Modelling

8.2.1 Data

PDDsandcross-field profiles at 5 depths were measured with the unshielded

diode and imported into the Pinnacle 8.0h physics module. Since the automod-

elling process cannot distinguish between true data and noise, the profiles were

smoothed to removeartifacts and centred before modelling.

8.2.2 Dose grids

The Pinnacle physics module models the dose to a water phantom described by a

lateral and longitudinal dimension, composedof cubic voxels of a specified width.

There is a limit to the number of voxels the computer memory can store; so

for a large phantom covering a 40 cm field the voxel resolution must be at least

2 mm, but for narrowerfields whereless scattering medium is required laterally a

smaller voxel can be used. Using too small a phantom results in a truncation of

large-field profiles and a reduction in scatter that leads to a PDD whichfalls off

too quickly. Using too large a voxel size means that the penumbraareartificially

widened, which makesit difficult to obtain a good match by varying the focal

spot size. For the 0.5 cm field, even 1 mm voxels cause a substantial distortion

of the cross-field profile, and the PDD was seen to vary significantly with voxel
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size. When automodelling, the same dose grid must be usedforall field sizes and

therefore the 0.5 cm field has been excluded from the automodelling.

Unless otherwise specified a phantom of volume 505050 cm? containing 2 mm

cubical voxels has been used for evaluation of large field sizes (10 cm and 40 cm)

and a smaller phantom of volume 202050 cm? with 1 mm cubical voxels used

for smaller field sizes (0.5-4 cm).

8.3 The models

A number of different beam models were compared in this study, briefly de-

scribed in table 8.1. The Pinnacle automodelling feature was used to produce

good matches to measured data. The automodelling iteratively adjusts each pa-

rameter in turn (in a similar order to that suggested by Starkschall et al. [83]),

later repeating the iterative process to fine-tune the model, accounting for the

inter-relationship between various parameters. By automating the iterative pro-

cess of adjusting the parameters it is possible to test many more combinations.

However, the final result is dependent on the initial starting conditions and may

not be physically plausible and therefore it is important to check the automodelled

parameters carefully. The datasets available for automodelling were restricted so

that a model based only on large-field data could be generated. A similar small-

field model was created to show the optimal match for fields less than 3 cm in

diameter.

Whereas BEAMnrc produces an energy spectrum with bins of constant width,

the Pinnacle software specifies spectra in terms of a numberoffixed position bins

with the width increasing with energy. There is some ambiguity about exactly

what the values entered into Pinnacle represent, whether the energy specified is

the top or centre of the bin and whether the columnlabelled ‘relative particles

per MeV’ represents the total numberof particles in the bin or the number of

particles divided by the bin width. This issue was addressed briefly by Bedford

et al. [84], however they increased the numberof particles in wider bins which

seems counter-intuitive. A 15 MV spectrum from Mohan’s paperis available in

the BEAMnrcsoftware and this was used to validate our method of converting

to Pinnacle format, Figure 8.1. The equispaced bins of the BEAMnrc spectrum

were summed to produced a cumulative spectrum which was then sub-divided

into bins with the Pinnacle-specified energy interpreted as the centre of the bin.

The number of particles in each bin was then divided by the width of the bin

to give the number of particles per MeV. Using this method gave reasonable
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Model | Comments

All fields Automodelled based on measured data over the range
Automodel of field sizes 1-40 cm. This acts as a baseline asit

(AFA) should produce the best match.

Large-field Automodelled using only measured data in the range

Automodel (LFA) 3-40 cm.

Small-field Automodelled using only measured data in the range
Automodel (SFA) 1-3 cm, the lateral dimension of the phantom was

reduced to 20 cm allowing a reduction in the voxelsize
to 1 mm

Mohan 15 MV Using the same parameters as the AFA but with the
(M15) photon spectrum taken from the standard library

based on Mohanet al. [86]. Automodelling of the
electron contamination and off-axis softening was

repeated with this spectrum.

Monte Carlo (MC) Using the same parameters as the AFA but with the
photon spectrum taken from our Monte Carlo model.

Automodelling of the electron contamination and

off-axis softening was repeated with this spectrum.  
Table 8.1: Pinnacle beam models investigated.

agreement between the Mohan spectra from BEAMnrc and Pinnacle, allowing

for rounding and the conversion between Mohan’s original spectrum and the

BEAMnhnrc version. This agreement supported our conversion technique and so

the same method has been used to convert the Monte Carlo spectrum calculated

for our linac into Pinnacle format.

More recently Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [41] calculated the spectrum for a Var-

ian 15 MV beam, modern computer power meaning it was possible to produce

data with much higher energy resolution than Mohan,this is includedfor interest

although it is not used by Pinnacle.

Since the dose at shallow depth is affected by both the photon spectrum and

electron contamination it was necessary to re-optimise the latter to produce a

good match to PDDswith either the Mohan or Monte Carlo spectra. Similarly

the amountofoff-axis softening required to match large-field profiles was adjusted

after the on-axis photon spectrum was altered.

8.3.1 Spot size

The Pinnacle software models the photon source as an ellipse representing the

focal spot, and a second, diffuse, circularly-symmetric Gaussian-shaped fluence
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Figure 8.1: Mohan’s 15 MV spectrum from BEAMnrc (directly from the pa-

per) compared to the standard Mohan model from Pinnacle and the BEAMnrc

following our conversion method to transform the spectrum into the Pinnacle

bins. Sheikh-Bagheri’s dataSheikh-Bagheri and Rogers [41] is more detailed than
Mohan’s but agrees well, the converted spectra being indistinguishable.

distribution modelling scatter from the flattening filter. The in-plane and cross-

plane focal spot widths mainly adjust the steepness of the penumbra. Meanwhile,

the height and width of the Gaussian affect the shape of the dose distribution in

the out-of-field region, the average dose in this region also being affected by the

jaw transmission. Values of the parameters used in the models investigated are

shown in table 8.2.

The photon focal spot sizes were significantly lower than those found by our

Monte Carlo modelling (0.3 mm vs 2.1 mm), possibly due to the large voxel

size used in the dose grid making it difficult for Pinnacle to model the sharp

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In-plane Cross-plane Gaussian} Gaussian X jaw Y jaw

Spot size Spot size Height Width transmission transmission

(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) % %

AFA| 0.023 0.016 0.059 1.17 0.265 0.281

LFA} 0.028 0.021 0.058 1.22 0.237 0.324

SFA] 0.073 0.014 0.068 1.61 0.358 0.349

M15] 0.023 0.016 0.059 1.17 0.265 0.281

MC 0.023 0.016 0.059 1.17 0.265 0.281        
 

Table 8.2: Spot size parameters for the Pinnacle beam models
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penumbrae measured with the silicon diode with a 0.5 mm step size. The small-

field automodel, SFA, was optimised with a higher resolution dose grid, so for

this model a larger spot size might be expected to give an adequate match to

the penumbra. This is seen for the in-plane spot size but not for the cross-plane

direction, possibly implying a limitation in the automodelling of focal spot size.

As shown in chapter 6, the flattening filter scatter increases with field size and

represents around 4% of the maximum direct primary unscattered fluence for

a 4 cm field, which is comparable to other researchers’ results [60],|72]. The

Gaussian Height parameteris expressed in centimetres but represents the fraction

of central axis energy fluence that is due to flattening filter scatter [87]. For the

reference 10 cm field we would therefore expect the value to be a little higher

than 4%. All Pinnacle models produced Gaussian height values between 5.8 and

6.8%.

It is unclear whether the Pinnacle Gaussian width refers to the FWHM or o of

the scatter distribution. The flattening filter is far from Gaussian in shape but

has a FWHMofaround 2 cm. Assuming that the scatter distribution would have

a similar width, it would seem likely that the Pinnacle parameteris the o of the

distribution.

Modelled X and Y jaw transmissionsareslightly high (typical values of around

1% are suggested by the literature[88]) but by no means unreasonable.

8.3.2 Spectra

Figure 8.2 shows that the spectra produced by the automodelling are generally

broader than either of the Monte Carlo generated spectra (from Mohan or from

our model). This is in part counteracted by a relatively large high-energy com-

ponent in our Monte Carlo modelled data. There appears to be a trend towards

lower energy spectra for models based on small-field data with the AFA spectrum

lying between the SFA and LFA.

8.3.3. Electron contamination

At shallow depths, the dose is augmented by electrons, produced in the air and

treatment head, which deposit their energy within the patient (or phantom).

Pinnacle models this electron contamination as additional dose that decays ex-

ponentially with depth (beyond a specified cut-off depth), the size of the dose

contribution dependingonthe field size[87].
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Figure 8.2: Spectra for each Pinnacle beam model normalised to the total number

of photons.

The electron contamination dose (ECD) is described as the product of a field-

size-dependent depth-dose factor, Fheptn, and an off-axis factor, Foa.

ECD (fs,r, d) = Foepth(fs, d) x Foa(r)

The variation of electron contamination with off-axis distance is modelled as a

Gaussian whose width is determined by the off-axis coefficient OAC’. In modelling

our data it was found not to be necessary to include this variation, howeverit is

included here for completeness.

Foa (r) = eOM?

The depth dependence is modelled as linear at very shallow depths followed by

an exponential decay

Frs(fs) (1+ (gaitaxs) (4ate- 1) d < DF-MAXD

Frepth(fs, 4) = Fes(fe) .eeearp d > DF-MAXD
0 d > MAXD

where MAXD is the maximum depthof electron contamination and K is the depth

coefficient which affects the slope of the exponential fall off. SF is the surface

fraction and represents dose at the surface, expressed as a fraction of the surface
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Venselaar’s proposed limits
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Region Simple geometry Complex geometry

CAX depth in buildup region 2 mm DTA (or 10%) 3 mm DTA (or 15%)

CAX depth dose beyond dmax 2% 3%

Profile (inside beam) 3% 3%

Profile (outside beam) 3% 4%

FWHM 2mm or 1% 2mm or 1%

Fringe (50-90%) width 2mm 3 mm   
Table 8.3: Venselaar’s tolerances for homogeneous phantoms and simple geometry

beams, specified as the relative difference in dose, the distance to agreement

(DTA) or absolute width for the FWHM andfringe.

dose predicted by extrapolating the exponentialfall off in electron contamination

back to d= 0. DF is the depth fraction representing the position at which the

curve changes from linear to exponential. Fs(fs) is the electron contamination

dose at the surface and which is dependent on thefield size

Frs(fs) = ECD9x10 + C1(fs no 10) L Cy(e~0810 _ eCFs)

where Ci, Cz and C3 are arbitrary parameters and ECDy9x 19 is the electron

contamination at the surface for a 10 cm field. The exact details of the model

are described by Starkschall et al. [83].

Figure 8.3a shows that the modelled levels of electron contaminationfor the differ-

ent depths vary widely between models. The variation of electron contamination

with field size follows a similar shape for all models (Figure 8.3b). As large-field

depth doses were not used for automodelling the SFA it is unsurprising that its

electron contaminationis in poor agreement with the other models for these fields.

8.4 Results

8.4.1 Tolerance levels

Venselaar et al. [62] suggested tolerance limits for the accuracy of photon beam

calculations using modern treatment planning systems, table 8.3. Ideally we

would obtain a match at all field sizes within the levels specified for simple ge-

ometries, however very small beams(such as the 0.5 cm field) may be described

as ‘complex geometries’ and justify the less stringent tolerances.
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Figure 8.3: a) variation of the electron contamination with depth for a reference
10 cm field and b) variation of surface electron contamination dose withfield size

for each Pinnacle model
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Ratio of modelled to measured field width

Field Width (cm) 0.5 1 2 3 10 40

AFA 1.03 1.06 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.99

LFA 1.04 1.06 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.99

SFA 1.06 1.06 1.02 1.01 0.98 0.99

M15 1.02 1.05 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.99

MC 1.01 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.98      
Table 8.4: Ratio of modelled to measured field width at 5 cm deep for various

field sizes and beam models

8.4.2 Cross-field profiles

Comparisons of modelled and measuredcross-field profiles are shown in Figure

8.4. For the smallest 0.5 cm field the modelled profiles are asymmetric, possibly

due to the voxel size and position. Thus although the average field width is

around 4% wider than the measurement (table 8.4), the error in the apparent

field edge position maybe as much as 0.4 mm or 7%. These differences are well

within the tolerances specified by Venselaaret al. [62].

The match over a 2 cm profile is more symmetric, Figure 8.4b, although the

modelled field widths also tend to be too wide.

The wide-field profile match is fitted by adjusting the ‘arbitrary profile’ which

models variation due to the flattening filter. Obviously automodelling will not

alter the profile when no wide-field data are present. Generally there is quite

good agreement in Figure 8.4c between measurement and the models other than

the SFA for which no wide-field data were available for automodelling of the

large field profile. In the out-of-field region, the measured dose is lower than that

calculated by any model. This may be due to the truncated virtual phantom

(50 cm wide) altering the scatter into and out of this region. This is particularly

noticeable for deeper profiles where beam divergence meansthe out-of-field region

is even closer to the edge of the phantom, resulting in a modelled dose that is

significantly lower than measurement. The automodelling algorithm will try to

compensate for this lack of scatter by increasing the Gaussian height and width

parameters, resulting in too much dose being predicted for shallower profiles.

8.4.3 Output factors

Creating a Pinnacle model requires output factors to be entered for the whole

range of field sizes. Pinnacle treats the output factor as the product of two
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Figure 8.4: Profile matches for a) 0.5 cm, b) 2 cm, and c) 40 cm field sizes.
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quantities OF, and OF, which are analogous (but not identical) to S, and Sp.

The OF, for a particularfield size is calculated as the ratio of the dose computed

using the superposition/convolution beam modelfor that field size to the dose

computed for the reference field size. It therefore includes a portion of the head

scatter which is modelled by the Gaussian flattening filter source. The OF, is

derived by dividing the user-entered output factor by the Pinnacle-generated

OF',. Ideally the head scatter is completely accounted for by the Pinnacle beam

model affecting the initial incident fluence on the phantom and included in the

OFcalculation, resulting in OF, values that are constant and close to unity, but

in practice a slight increase in OF, with field size is often seen.

The OF, values vary with focal spot size and, for smallfields, with voxel size as

shown in Figure 8.5.

The peaked dose distribution of small fields understandably means that OF), re-

duces with voxel size; larger fields with less peaked dose distributions showingless

of an effect. It is important to consider this variation with voxel size when using

the beam modelfor clinical plans, as for small fields the dose to isocentre for a

given number of MU will depend on the dose grid resolution. The variation of

OF with focal spot size is as expected from our previous Monte Carlo modelling

of Sp, section 6.3.6, and S,, section 6.3.3.

The overall phantom dimensions were also seen to affect the OF, for small fields

by up to 2%. This may be dueto loss of scatter from the edges of the phantom

(although for a 0.5 cm beam and a 20 cm phantom this seems unlikely) or imply

that the position of the voxels relative to the central axis is dependent on the

total phantom dimensions.

It might have been possible to iteratively adjust the small-field OF values entered

in Pinnacle so that OF, showed a similar variation with field size to that of S¢,

thereby avoiding the need to measure small-field output factors. However, given

the large uncertainty in OF, and the lack of direct equivalence between S, and

OF, this approach is unlikely to be valid. This is unsurprising as it has been

previously shown that it is difficult to predict small-field output factors using a

Monte Carlo model based on large-field data.

8.4.4 Depth dose curves

Depth doses calculated for the appropriate phantom and voxel dimensions, (sec-

tion 8.2.2), were compared with measured data. It proved impossible to achieve

a good match between measured PDDsand those calculated by Pinnacle for all
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Figure 8.5: OF, values calculated for the AFA model for a) various spot sizes.
The crosses represent the automodelled spot size, averaged over in-plane and

cross-plane directions b) a range of voxelsizes.
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Relative % dose difference at 5 cm deep for variousfield sizes (cm)

0.5 1 2 3 10 40

AFA -2.7 -0.3 0.6 -0.2 0.3 0.9

LFA -3.6 -1.1 0.3 0.1 -0.2 0.5

SFA -2.7 -0.1 0.6 0.7 -0.1 0.5

M15 -1.9 0.4 1.3 1.3 0.5 0.9

MC -0.8 1.4 1.7 2.4 1:2 es

(a)

Relative % dose difference at 15 cm deepfor variousfield sizes (cm)

0.5 1 2 3 10 A0

AFA 2.0 1.8 0.6 -0.8 -0.8 -0.5

LFA 2.6 2.6 1.5 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3

SFA 2 1.7 0.4 -0.8 -1.1 -0.9

M15 1.3 1.1 -0.2 -1.3 -1.3 -0.9

MC -1.5 1.2 -0.8 oe -1.9 -1.0

(b)

Relative % dose difference at dmax for variousfield sizes (cm)

0.5 1 2 3 10 40

AFA -5.4 -0.7 0.9 0.9 0.5 -1.3

LFA -7.3 -2.4 -0.8 -0.4 -0.3 -1.2

SFA -5.8 -0.8 -0.1 -0.6 -2.8 -6.5

M15 -4.3 0.1 1.1 0.6 -0.2 -1.2

MC -2.9 2u0 3.3 2.4 1.0 -2.0
 

(c)

 

 

 
Table 8.5: Percentage difference between the calculated and measured doseat a)

5 cm, b) 15 cm and c) dmax for depth dose curves that were matched at 10 cm

field sizes with any of the models investigated, although many might proveclin-

ically acceptable, table 8.5a and b. All models showed field size dependence,

with calculated depth dose curves being too shallow at small field sizes and too

steep for large fields, Figure 8.6. The model using the Mohan spectrum gives the

best match over the range offield sizes.

Achieving a good match in the build-up region for all field sizes also proved

difficult, table 8.5c, especially for the smallest field size, implying that the electron

contamination model used by Pinnacle hasdifficulty dealing with the large range

of field sizes. Whereas for depths of 5 and 15 cm there is a clear trend in the

discrepancies with field size, no such relationship exists for the discrepancies near

dmax. AS expected the agreement is worst for large fields with the SFA model
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Figure 8.6: Pinnacle calculated depth doses for a selection of models compared

to measurements for a) 1 cm and b) 10 cm fields. The curves are normalised by
Pinnacle to a depth of 10 cm, beyond the range of the electron contamination.
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Figure 8.7: Depth dose curves for a 0.5 cm field measured with the unshielded

diode and calculated using the LFA model with two different voxel sizes. The

dose grid was 10x10x50 cm? for both calculations.

and for small fields with the LFA model where a limited dataset was available for

automodelling.

For the smallest field size, the dose at dmax was also seen to vary significantly

with both voxel size and phantom dimensions. Figure 8.7 shows that the PDD

calculated with a 2 mm voxel is steeper (as expected due to beam divergence) and

closer to the data measured using a 2 mm diameter diode, than that calculated

using 1 mm voxels. However the PDD calculated for the larger voxel size has

kinks at around 12, 17 and 23 cm depth which are presently unexplained. The

number, position and magnitudeof the kinks depends on both voxel and phantom

dimensions.

8.5 Discussion and Conclusions

The Pinnacle superposition algorithm aims to derive dose distributions from first

principles, but in order to be significantly faster than a Monte Carlo modelit uses

a simplified model of the linac head rather than a mechanistic approach. These

simplifications meant it proved impossible to produce a Pinnacle model based

on large-field data that accurately predicted small-field profiles and depth doses.

Even when a complete dataset was available, it was difficult to find a model that

matched measurements over the complete rangeoffield sizes.
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The model created by automodelling with a complete dataset, AFA, produced a

match for field sizes ranging between 1 and 40 cm that was within Venselaar’s

tolerance limits. For most clinical applications field sizes will lie within this

range and so the model would besufficient, but for some stereotactic or IMRT

treatments beamlets will be smaller than 1 cm. It appears that even a model based

on small-field data (SFA) has difficulty modelling fields below 1 cm, perhaps due

to voxel size issues. A specialised treatment planning system may berequired to

plan these techniques.

Like the Monte Carlo modelit is still necessary to measure the output factor for

all field sizes.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Theoretical findings

The greater part of this work is based on Monte Carlo modelling, both of the

dose distributions produced by small photon fields and of the response of voxels

of different detector materials placed in these fields. Monte Carlo techniques are

frequently used to calculate the output from clinical linacs, but the quality of the

model dependslargely on the geometrical data provided by the manufacturers

and the measured data used to validate the choice of parameters.

Accurately-measured large-field data was used to iteratively produce a Monte

Carlo model of a 15 MV photon beam from a Varian 2100C linac. The model was

then used to comparecalculated dose distributions with small-field measurements

made using an unshielded silicon diode, resulting in good agreement for profiles

and depth dose curves. However, there wasa significant difference between Monte

Carlo calculated and measured output factors for the smallest (0.5 cm) field size.

A numberof possible reasonsfor this discrepancy, such as detector size and com-

position, were explored but failed to produce sufficient variation in the modelled

output factor to fully account for the 4.5% difference between modelled and mea-

sured values.

The next section studied the effect of focal spot width on penumbra width, off-

axis profile and output factor. The photon focal spot width is determined by the

energy, divergence and lateral spread of the electron beam, however neither the

photon northe electron focal spot width is easy to measure and they are not part

of the linac specifications provided by the manufacturer. They must therefore be

iteratively altered to produce the best match to the measured profiles. Although

both the penumbra width and the large-field off-axis profile were affected by the
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focal spot width, the sensitivity of the small-field output factors to changes in

the electron spot width was shown to be much moresignificant. Therefore the

focal spot width used in the Monte Carlo model wasrefined to produce good

agreement for the 0.5 cm output factor whilst maintaining a good match to the

profiles, PDDs and output factors for larger fields. Thus, we conclude that whilst

it is possible to produce a Monte Carlo model, based on large-field data, which

accurately predicts small-field profiles and depth dose curves, the model should

be adjusted to match measured small-field output factors.

The next section investigated the reason the focal spot affects the small-field out-

put factor, separately considering its influence on flattening filter scatter, phan-

tom scatter and source occlusion. In order to model this, a new formalism wasde-

vised which describes each parameterin a self-consistent way and enables Monte

Carlo techniques to be used to calculate the dependence of these parameters on

both field size and focal spot width.

Monte Carlo modelling was used to investigate a number of methods of measuring

head scatter for very small fields where the standard ESTRO miniphantom is not

fully covered by the high dose region. Whilst aiming to measure changes in

in-air fluence, miniphantom measurements actually represent a quantity closer

to collision kerma. However, we have shown that the change in spectrum, and

therefore («) and (42), between primary and scattered photonsis small enough

that this measured quantity scales very similarly to Sx.

A formalism is introduced that separates the contributions to S, from flattening

filter scatter and source occlusion. Our Monte Carlo modelling shows that, for

the 15 MV beam studied, the influence of the variation of flattening filter scatter

due to the jaw position dominated for field sizes above 1 cm. However, below

this value source occlusion becomes moresignificant. Surprisingly, a source size

dependence in S, wasidentified for these very small fields where scatter onto the

central axis is affected by the shapeof the fluence profile, however the variation in

electron source width required to producea significant variation in Sp is outside

of the range currently seen in commercial medical linacs and so the effect may

not beclinically significant.

In modelling the small-field linac response, a brief exploration was made of the

energy andfield size dependenceof silicon diodes in water. The work wasrevis-

ited and expanded to include other detectors, (diamond and pinpoint ionisation

chambers). We demonstrated a pronounced field-size dependence for non-ideal

detectors which appears to be due to their density and finite size rather than

their atomic composition. To our knowledge this detector-density effect has not
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been described elsewhere in the literature. This effect will distort small-field pro-

files slightly. Dense detectors narrow the profile and the dose to the central axis

(and thus the output factor) is increased accordingly. The effect is reversed, and

intensified for ion chambers as their density is much less than water.

Finally, the modelling of large-field data was replicated on a commercial plan-

ning system using a superposition/convolution algorithm. Unfortunately this did

not create a sufficiently good model to predict small-field PDDs, profiles or out-

put factors. The simplifications required to design a planning system that can

calculate the dose to a patient in a clinically reasonable period of time, meant

that extrapolation to small field sizes was not possible and a full dataset was

required. Even with such a dataset, it proved difficult to match the small-field

PDDsand profiles, possibly due to voxel-size effects or simplified modelling of

the electron transport being moresignificant when electronic equilibrium has not

been achieved.

In total, this work highlights the effect reducing field size below 1 cm has on

the ability to measure dose distributions accurately, specifically at 15 MV. Lack

of lateral electronic equilibrium means that any non-water density detector will

distort the fluence significantly, resulting in a variation in the dose-to-water:dose-

to-detector-in-water ratio for small fields. Without correcting for this, measured

small-field output factors will be wrong. Since for thesefields profile shape is also

distorted, applying a simple scaling to the dose distribution will falsely increase

the integral-dose delivered by the beam. For pinpoint chambers the correction is

confounded by a large difference in the central axis dose measured with positive

or negative polarity, presumably also dueto lack of lateral electronic equilibrium.

Whilst Monte Carlo modelling can predict small-field profiles and PDDs, it is

difficult to use it to predict small-field output factors ab initio as these have been

shown to depend heavily on the electron source width. Without a robust method

of determining the focal spot profile, there will be uncertainty about the value of

small-field output factors.

9.2 Practical Measurement technique

For practical small-field dosimetry it is important to use as small a detector as

possible, as we have shown wide detectors affect the PDD and output factor as

well as the more obvious penumbral broadening. It may be advantageous to de-

convolve the measured profile with the detector’s response profile to obtain the

true profile, this would be especially important if the expected patient movement
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is less than the detector width, e.g. stereotactic treatments. Ideally a second

method of determining the profiles and depth doses would be used, either film

measurement which has minimal volumetric blurring or a Monte Carlo modelfit-

ted accurately to large-field data which can be used to predict the results expected

with a detector of finite width, however the latter requires accurate knowledge of

the focal spot size.

The non-water like atomic numberof the detector material has been shown to

have negligible effect on small-field dosimetry although widerfields have a larger

fraction of low-energy scattered radiation and so might be affected more. Ideally,

therefore, small-field measurements should use an intermediate-sized reference

field (3 or 4 cm) which is itself compared to the standard reference field size

(10 cm).

The small-field detector density factor has been shown to change the measured

output factor for very small fields. The fluence distortion caused by the non-water

like density will also affect the field width as the integral dose remains constant,

however this effect will be smaller due to the peaked shape of small-field dose

distributions. The effect is much greater for ion chamberssince the density of air

is around 1/800th of that of water than for silicon or diamond (p ¥2-3 g/cm*).

Therefore using an unshieldedsilicon diode will give better results than a similar

sized pinpoint chamber.

For applications such as sliding window IMRT orIntensity Modulated Arc Ther-

apy (IMAT), the integral dose will be much moreclinically significant than the

dose to a single voxel and so a correction need not be applied. For fixed-field

stereotactic treatments, where the patient movement is likely to be less than

1 mm, it may be more important to correct the dose on central axis and ensure

the dose profile is the correct width so that nearby organs at risk can beeffec-

tively spared. This requires a full Monte Carlo model, and care must be taken

to ensure the source width is accurately determined as this has been shown to

significantly alter the output factor.

Small-field head scatter factors are difficult to measure, however we have shown,

using Monte Carlo methods, that using a ‘top’ instead of a mini-phantom forfield

sizes below 3 cm produces accurate results. A more conventional miniphantom

should be used for larger fields.
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Chapter 10

Future Work

While it has been informative to study a 15 MV beam,it is more commonto use

an energy of 6 MV for stereotactic radiosurgery (at least in the head) and either

6 or 10 MV for IMRT. It would therefore be interesting to repeat much of this

work at a lower energy and ascertain how significant the effects are for the full

range of beam energies usedclinically.

Another possible extension of the work would be to compare the dosimetry of

linacs from different manufacturers. For example, the jaws of an Elekta linac are

further from the target so source occlusionis likely to be less significant (for the

same focal spot size andfield size). For MLC-shapedfields the source occlusion

would vary with MLC aperture and it may prove interesting to investigate this

further, including the influence of roundedleaf ends.

Althoughfixed circular collimators are used less frequently now (with the ability

of microMLCs to perform dynamic arcs thereby improving conformality) they

offer an advantage in that the physical field size can be accurately measured thus

eliminating the uncertainty about the jaw position from small-field output factor

measurements.

The work on the small-field density factor could easily be extended to other

materials such as Lithium Fluoride or Alanine to determinethesize of the effect

for a wider range of detectors. Ideally it would be possible to model the metal

contacts and surrounding epoxy for the diode and diamond detectors, but the

small size of these components makes it hard to use some of the approximations

used in Monte Carlo calculations. A possible solution to this is to model the

entire capsule as one object made of a compoundof gold and epoxy(in the ratio

in which they are found in the detector casing) although this would lose some

spatial accuracy.
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Appendix A - Uncertainty Analysis

Assessing and Minimising Measurement Uncertainty

Four major sources of measurement uncertainty have been identified:

e random errors due to geometric positioning uncertainty

e random errors due to reading-to-reading variation of the dosimeter

e systematic errors due to inaccuracies in the linac calibration

e systematic errors due to non-idealness of the detectors

The influence of these factors and methods employed to minimisetheir effects are

considered below.

As discussed in Chapter 1, geometric imprecision can lead to significant distor-

tions of the measured small-field profiles and PDD as well as decreasing the dose

recorded on central axis and therefore the output factor. When setting up the wa-

ter tank, care was taken to ensure the detector moved parallel to the cross-wires

on the Mylar exit window and therefore parallel to the jaws. A spirit level was

used to ensure that the water tank scanning mechanism waslevel. The detector

was centred on the cross-wires and driven to depths to check that the linac beam

wasaligned vertically. Once these tests of the physical geometry were made, the

detector was positioned with its centre aligned with the photon beam. This was

done by scanning X and Y profiles at two depths. Differences in the distance to

the left and right 50% positions for any one curve implied that the detector was

not centred, differences in the predicted centre position between the upper and

lower profiles showed that the beam was not aligned with the vertical direction

of the scanning mechanism. Before making any changes to detector position, the

centring measurements were repeated with the collimator rotated by 180°to check

that the differences were not due to jaw positioning errors. Once the detector
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position and gantry angle had been adjusted the centring measurements were re-

peated to confirm the alignment. Similar centring profiles were taken at the end

of each measurement session for reassurance that the geometrical accuracy was

maintained.

Profiles at all depths were measured with the detector carriage travelling in the

same direction to eliminate the effect of hysteresis in the scanning mechanism. As

this tends to increase the size of waves produced a low scanning speed has been

used which combined with a high resolution (0.5 mm) made the measurement

process time consuming.

The centre of the measured profiles, defined as the point half way between the

50% dose positions, was within 0.2 mm of the scanningisocentreforall profiles so

we can be confident that the PDDs were measured within this distance of the true

beam axis. The surface of the water was positioned to be at 100 cm SSD with an

estimated accuracy of 0.1 cm. Evaporation throughout the scanning session was

also assessed to be less than 0.1 cm. Since the dose in air decreases approximately

as the square of the distance this uncertainty would result in a negligible error in

the dose at depth of less than 0.0004%.

Wherever possible all profiles, PDD and output factors were measured during

the same scanning session to provide a self-consistent dataset. Since profiles and

depth dose curves were normalised to the dose at 5 cm before comparison with

predicted data the effect of small, daily changes in machine output were minimal.

Similarly, the output factor is itself normalised by the dosefor a referencefield size

and so should be independent of daily output. To confirm the linac output and

detector sensitivity was constant throughout the output factor measurements the

dose to a 10 cm field was recorded at both the beginning and endofthe session.

Thus the effect of any linac miscalibration, in either the jaw position or output

per monitor unit is accounted for in the Monte Carlo model, simulating how

the linac acted on the day of measurement rather than on any future day. The

daily variation in output is maintained within clincialclinical limits of +2% by a

quality assurance and maintenance programme. The jaw positions are generally

calibrated to within 0.5 mm (confirmed in section 4.3.3), however for machines

delivering very narrow beams a tighter tolerance is required if the small-field

output factor is to be reasonably stable.

For small fields, centring of the detector for output factor measurements was

critical so the detector was moved to positions either side of the central axis

predicted by the profiles to see if a higher reading could be obtained. Once

the true central axis had been established, repeated measurements were madeto
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reduce the uncertainty in the dose. For the very small fields the jaws were then

opened andreset to determine the size of the error due to the small uncertainty

in jaw position. In all cases this error was indistinguishable from the random

variation in the dose recorded with the electrometer for repeated readings with

the same jaw settings.

Systematic errors in the measuredresults due to the detector properties are harder

to assess empirically. The linearity of the detectors was tested before use and

found to be excellent. Similarly the signal to noise ratio of each detector was

assessed and found to be adequate although for the pinpoint chamberthe noise

was rather high, so methodsof reducing the length of cable irradiated were intro-

duced. However to evaluate the significance of the variation in detector response

with requires a Monte Carlo calculation such as those presented in chapter 7.

The effect of detector volume wasalso analysed using Monte Carlo models, table

4.4 and figure 5.4.

Assessing and Minimising Monte Carlo Uncertainty

BEAMnrcuses a history-by-history method|89] to estimate the uncertainty in the

dose calculated to each voxel, grouping all interactions according to the primary

history which generated them. This gives a large sample size (N = numberof

initial histories) and therefore the resulting uncertainty estimates are quite stable

and not subject to the large fluctuations seen with other batch-based approaches

to estimating the uncertainty. This methodalso allows correlations between par-

ticles created by the sameinitial electron to be considered as this will alter the

‘true’ uncertainty.

Obviously increasing the numberofinitial histories will increase the statistical

accuracy although at the expense of increased calculation times. Variance re-

duction techniques (discussed in section 3.4.2) were used to increase the number

of useful particles modelled without excessively lengthening the calculation, the

history-by-history method accountingfor the correlations between these split par-

ticles. Another way of reducing the uncertainty in the calculation is to increase

the size of the scoring voxel, however the resulting decrease in resolution is not

always acceptable.

The user codes output the relative uncertainty (1c) in the value being calculated

(usually the dose to a voxel) and so for graphical results generated by the BEAM-

nrc programs(i.e. profiles and depth dose curves) these are the values quoted in

the thesis.
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It is usual to quote values with the 95% confidence interval (CI), a range we can

be 95% certain encompasses the true value. For normally distributed data the

95% CI is given by 1.960 where oc is the standard deviation or uncertainty in

the value. In this thesis, unless otherwise specified, the uncertainty in calculated

values (such as the output factor, mass energy absorption coefficient ratio) is

quoted as 20 to represent the 95% confidence interval.

For such calculated values the normal rules for combining uncertainties were

applied, thus for ratios such as the output factor

 OF(z) =

oe, = |(seen)’. (mee2)
The Monte Carlo approach used in this thesis stores phase-spacefiles detailing

 

  

the particle distribution at the exit of the linac for each field-size/source-width

combination. This phase-spacefile has then been used to calculate a number of

different results (profiles and PDDs, the energy spectra at a range of depths, the

output factor, Soce etc). Thus, any errors in the initial phase-space file will be

systematically repeated in all calculations. An example of this can be seen in

figure 4.3a where a small (insignificant) decrease in the energy spectrum for one

field size results in a= that are high for all depths.

To estimate the uncertainty in the stopping power ratios a numerical modelling

method was used. The BEAM software produced a fluence spectrum consisting

of i bins each containing n, particles with an uncertainty of o;. Using MATLAB’,

a dummy spectrum was generated by randomly selecting an error for each bin

from a normaldistribution whose width was defined by o; and adding it to n;.

This dummy spectrum was then used to calculate both the stopping power in

water and the stopping powerin silicon and the ratio determined. The process

was then repeated for 100000 generated spectra to find the range of ($)

from which the mean value and variance were calculated. A similar approach was

used for mass energy absorption (attenuation, or transfer) ratios.

 

The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA
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Monte Carlo modeling of small photon fields: Quantifying

the impact of focal spot size on source occlusion and output
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measurements
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(2009)
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Accurate characterization of small-field dosimetry requires measurements to be made with precisely
aligned specialized detectors and is thus time consuming and error prone. This work explores
measurement differences between detectors by using a Monte Carlo model matchedto large-field
data to predict properties of smaller fields. Measurements made with a variety of detectors have
been compared with calculated results to assess their validity and explore reasonsfor differences.
Unshielded diodes are expected to produce some of the most useful data, as their small sensitive
cross sections give good resolution whilst their energy dependence is shownto vary little with
depth in a 15 MV linac beam.Their response is shown to be constant with field size over the range
1-10 cm, with a correction of 3% neededfora field size of 0.5 cm. BEAMnrc has been used to
create a 15 MV beam model, matched to dosimetric data for square fields larger than 3 cm, and
producing small-field profiles and percentage depth doses (PDDs) that agree well with unshielded
diode data for field sizes down to 0.5 cm. Forfields sizes of 1.5 cm and above,little detector-to-

detector variation exists in measured output factors, however for a 0.5 cm field a relative spread of

18% is seen between output factors measured with different detectors—values measured with the
diamond and pinpoint detectors lying below that of the unshielded diode, with the shielded diode
value being higher. Relative to the corrected unshielded diode measurement, the Monte Carlo
modeled output factor is 4.5% low, a discrepancy that is probably due to the focal spot fluence
profile and source occlusion modeling. Thelarge-field Monte Carlo model can, therefore, currently

be used to predict small-field profiles and PDDs measured with an unshielded diode. However,
determination of output factors for the smallest fields requires a more detailed model of focal spot
fluence and source occlusion. © 2008 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Small radiation fields are used increasingly in the delivery of

advanced techniques such as intensity modulated radio-

therapy (IMRT)andstereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), requir-
ing their geometry and dosimetry to be accurately character-

ized so that dose distributions calculated by treatment

planning systemscorrectly reflect the doses delivered. How-
ever, accurate measurement and modeling of small radiation

fields presents some challenges not encountered for larger

fields.
Because the physics of small radiation fields differs from

larger fields, measurements are more sensitive to the proper-

ties of the radiation detectors used. Differences in beam

physics include loss of lateral electronic equilibrium for

small fields and possible source occlusion, the field size at

which these become significant depending on beam energy,
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focal spot size, and jaw design. Measurement-based effects

include fluence perturbations caused by detectors with di-

mensions similar to the dimensions of the radiation field,

dose averaging effects for measurements of peaked dosedis-
tributions, and the increased errors introduced, for very small

fields, by slight geometrical detector misalignment. For ex-

ample, Paskalev et al.’ found for a 1.5 mm diameter beam
that a 0.2 mm misalignment caused a 5% variation in mea-
sured dose with resultant distortions in the percentage depth

dose (PDD).

There is little consensus about which detector type might

be best for measuring profiles and PDDs for small fields; a
comprehensive review by McKerracher and Thwaites” con-
cluded that no single detector was ideal. Westermark et al?

found good agreement between small-field PDDs measured
with a diamond detector, unshielded p-type diode, and a

plastic scintillator. However they foundsignificant variations

© 2008 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med. 4671
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in measured output factors, which they were unable to fully
account for in terms of detector construction. More recently,

Sauer and Wilbert’ catalogued the wide range of detectors
used in the literature to measure small-field output factors.
They investigated variation in the energy response ofsolid-
state detectors, reporting that for a shielded diode the re-
quired correction wasless than 1%.

The size of most detectors used for measuringlargerfields
(e.g., RK cylindrical ion chamber, Scanditronix-Wellhéfer,
Schwarzenbruck, Germany) makes them unsuitable for use

in fields narrower than 2 or 3 cm. For such narrow fields,

lateral electronic equilibrium does not hold on central axis
resulting in a peaked dose profile. Small geometric impreci-
sion, which would have no effect in largerfields, will there-
fore alter the measuredprofile, and using too large a detector
will average out the dose on the central axis by an amount
that varies with depth due to divergence. However, the de-
sign of smaller solid-state detectors and pinpoint ion cham-
bers may affect their energy and dose-rate dependence.

Monte Carlo modeling of linear accelerators (linacs) is

well established—numerous codes exist which accurately

model particle transport, allowing users to define the exact
geometry and composition of the various components. Hey-
darian et al.° used EGS4 to model the output from a 6 MV
Siemens mevatron linac with fixed circular collimators of
diameter 5-23 mm. They found good agreement between

Monte Carlo modeled PDDsand those measured with a dia-
mond detector, diode measured PDDs falling off more

steeply, and RK ion chamber PDDsdecreasing less rapidly.
Morerecently a combined approach of Monte Carlo model-

ing and measurement using a range of detectors for 6 MV
beams has been used by Cheng ef al.® to extrapolate small-

field PDDs to the zero-field size case, and by Francescon

et al.’ to calculate scatter factors for the small circular colli-

mators of the Cyberknife radiosurgery system (Accuray Inc,

Sunnyvale, CA). Both papers report good agreement be-

tween Monte Carlo calculations and measurements made

with diodes and microionization chambers, and raise doubts

about the use of diamond detectors due to instability and

variability in manufacture.

This paper describes Monte Carlo modeling of a Varian

linac beam (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA), match-

ing the model to large-field data. The model’s small-field

dose calculation is then checked against measurements, and

further modeling is used to explore the causes of measure-

ment variation between detectors for very small fields.

Whereas Heydarian et al.” used published Monte Carlo spec-

tra as an input for their EGS4 model, here the linac is modeled

explicitly, beginning with an electron beam hitting the target

and including the effects of spot size, flattening filter, jaw
divergence, and any sources of headscatter.

The majority of small-field dosimetric papers concern

SRS (Verhaegenetal.;° Viamyncket al.;? Heydarian et al.°),
which is almost universally conducted at 6 MV. However,
IMRT may bedelivered at higher energies, Zelefsky et a=

using 15 MVto treat prostate cancer and Pirzkall et al."

reporting that use of a higher energy beam reduceshot spots

in organs at risk for plans with fewer than ninefields. Little
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dosimetry research has beencarried out for small fields using
higher energy beams. The range of secondary electrons pro-
duced increases with energy and so the size at which small-
field effects start to become apparent mayalso increase. We
therefore decided to model our Varian 2100C linac’s 15 MV
beam.

ll. METHODS

ll.A. Dosimetry

ILA.1. Detectors used

Ion chambers are frequently used to measure dosedistri-
butions because they are widely available, can easily be cali-
brated, and their recombination factors are almost constant

over the range of dose rates delivered by a linac. The varia-
tion of their response with energy is well defined, Sanchez-
Dobladoet al.'” showing that the energy dependenceleads to
a variation with field size of around 1% in the ratio of the
measured ionization to dose to water. The Scanditronix RK
ionization chamber is commonly used for measuring larger
fields; however its dimensions (4mm diameter, 10 mm

length, 0.125 cm? sensitive volume) make it unsuitable for

use in the smallest fields. It is used here as the gold-standard
detector for large-field measurements, whilst for small fields

RK readings are compared to measurements made with a
variety of other detectors. The detector has been used with its
long axis aligned perpendicular to both the beam and the
direction of travel to give the best resolution.

The PTW Omni-directional pinpoint chamber (Model

31016, PTW, Freiburg, Germany)has a volumeof 0.016 cm?
(diameter and length=2.9 mm). While other similar sized

chambers havesteel central electrodes which may cause their

output to vary significantly with beam energy, the PTW pin-

point chamberhas an aluminum electrode, reducing (though
as Ma and Nahum’? show, not eliminating) the non-water
equivalence of the central electrode material. The small

chamber volume makesit particularly sensitive to irradiation

of the stem and cable. Initial investigations showedthat the

dose recorded for stem irradiation alone was about 1% of

that when the chamber was in the beam. To minimize this

effect, the detector has been used with its stem aligned with

the beam to ensure uniform stem irradiation, the cable being

positioned to minimize its irradiated length while allowing

full movementofthe detector. Whilst Stasiet al.'* reported a

polarity effect of less than 0.2%, Francescon et al.’ reported

a value of 2.2%. For our detector, the effect was 1.7% for

field sizes above 2 cm, dropping rapidly for smaller fields.

The average value measured with positive and negative po-
larities was therefore used for output factor calculations.

Diodes have been used to measure beam profiles because

their small active volumes give them superior spatial reso-

lution. The Scanditronix shielded and unshielded diodes both

have active volumes of 2 mm diameter and 0.06 mm depth.

While it may seem logical to orientate them perpendicular to

the beam axis, so as to optimize their spatial resolution

across the beam, here they have been aligned with the axis

parallel to the beam to avoid measurementdistortions caused
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TABLE I. Summary of properties of detectors used, @ represents the diameter andL the length ofthe sensitive

 

 

 

volume.

Sensitive

Manufacturer Dimensions/mm Potential problems

RK Scanditronix 0=4, L=10 Size

Chamber

Pinpoint PTW O=L=2.9 Energy dependence—Al anode?

chamber Size?

Diamond PTW 0=2.96, L=0.26 Dose-rate dependence?

detector Size?

Shielded Scanditronix O=2, L=0.06 Energy dependence—Si?

diode Energy dependence—W backing?

Unshielded Scanditronix @=2, L=0.06 Energy dependence—Si?

diode

X-OMAT Kodak Scannerresolution Energy dependence,

film set to 0.5 mm supralinearity
 

 

by the unequal distribution of material around the chip, as
recommendedby Beddar et al.'° The diodes differ due to the
addition of a small amount of tungsten-doped epoxy located
behind the silicon chip in the shielded diode. This reduces
the number of low-energy photons backscattered from the
surrounding water which reach the detector, with the inten-

tion of makingit less energy dependent. Rikner and Grusell’®
showed the addition of a small amount of tungsten behind
the silicon reduced the overestimation of depth dose from
3% to 1% for a 20 cmX 20 cm ™Cofield. However, since

the amountof scattered radiation is low in smallfields, this
additional shielding may not be useful under the conditions
studied in this paper, and of course locates non-water equiva-

lent material in close proximity to the sensitive volume of

the detector. Indeed Griessbachetal.'’ favored an unshielded
diode for measurement of small-field output factors in a

6 MV beam and showed it gave good agreement for PDDs

measured in an 18 MV beam (they did not measure small

field output at 18 MV). Lee et al.'® used Monte Carlo mod-
eling to show that a low-buildup diode (with carbon-epoxy
rather than tungsten-epoxy shielding) correctly measured

small field output factors at 6 MV. Sauer and Wilbert* ex-

trapolated a linear relationship between diode response and

field size (fitted to fields bigger than 5 cm) to small fields to
give good agreement of output factors measured with a va-

riety of solid-state detectors.

Planskoy’® first discussed the properties of diamond de-
tectors for radiation measurements in 1980; since then their

use has become widespread. A small dose-rate dependence
has been reported by Hoban et al.” and Laubet al.”' How-
ever, comparing PDDs for a 10 cm square field, measured
with a standard RK chamber and our diamonddetector, the

diamondreading (R) was found to vary with doserate (D) as

R=aD‘+c with A=0.995+ 0.001, resulting in an apparent
increase in the diamond PDD ofless than 0.5% at a depth of

15 cm. The responseof this particular diamond chamber was

therefore considered to be essentially independent of dose
rate. The detector was preirradiated to a dose of 10 Gy im-

mediately before taking readings to ensurestable sensitivity.

The active volume consists of a chip of natural diamond and
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consequently there is some variation in size and degree of
dose-rate dependence between detectors. Our detector has a

certified sensitive volume of 1.8mm? and an area of
6.9 mm? (implying a thickness of 0.26 mm), although the
diamond chip’s shape is not defined in the specification cer-
tificate. McKerracher and Thwaites” reported unexplained
differences between the measured chip dimensions and those
specified by the manufacturer, suggesting some uncertainty
in the lateral dimension estimate of 2.96 mm (diameter of

circle) or 2.6mm (side of square). McKerracher and

Thwaites” have also shown that the center of measurement
may not be perfectly aligned with the central axis of the
detector casing, for our detector this displacement was just

under 1 mm. As with the diodes, the detector casing was

aligned parallel to the beam axis.
The properties of the different detectors are summarized

in Table I. Diodes should provide the best determination of

beam profiles because of their small dimensions; however,

the possible energy dependenceofsilicon has caused their

suitability for PDD or output factor measurements to be
questioned. Conversely, the diamond detector is expected to

have minimal energy dependence and so produce accurate

PDD and output factor measurements, but the uncertainty

about its size makesit difficult to correct for the effects of

dose averaging in the smallest fields.

I1.A.2. Measurementdetails

Profiles and central axis depth doses have been measured
for square fields, with edge lengths ranging from

0.5 to 40 cm in a Scanditronix RFA300 water tank. All mea-

surements have been madeata source to surface distance of

100 cm and with the multileaf collimator (MLC) fully re-

tracted, field edges being defined by jaws alone. Throughout

this paperfield sizes are specified by their edge length at the

isocenter—a square field of size 2X2 cm? at the isocenter
being referred to as a 2 cm field.

For the larger fields, the signal from a reference diode has
been used to correct for any linac output instability. For

fields smaller than 3 cm this was not possible, as the pertur-
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bative effect of the reference detector distorts their profiles.
Therefore, measurements for small fields have been made

without using a reference chamber, instead monitoring dose-
rate changes during the course of measurements. Although
dose rate fluctuated rapidly, the amplitude of the fluctuation
wasless than 0.2% and there was no overall trend with time.
The scanning speed wasset low to reduce the effect of this

fluctuation.
Although measuring tissue maximumratios (TMR) offers

several advantages over PDD,including minimizing detector
positioning errors and the effect of beam divergence,the lat-
ter are easier and quicker to measure as there is no need to
change the water level in the tank. Therefore in this study,
PDDs have been measured, and the effect of small-field di-

vergence studied separately.

Output measurements have been made 5 cm deep in water
to reduce the impact of contaminant electrons on both mea-
surements and calculations, delivering 100 monitor units
(MU) for every measurement. In this work, output factor is

defined as

D(x,5)

D(3,5)’
 OF(x) = (1)

where x is the length (cm) ofthe side of a squarefield, 5(cm)
indicates the measurement depth in water, and D is the dose

measured per 100 MU. The 3 cm reference field size used

here is convenient, since it is closer to the small-field dimen-

sions than the more standard 10 cm field whilst still being

easily measurable with a variety of detectors.
Scans were performed before each measurementto verify

the detector was centered, and repeated readings displaced
by 0.5 mm weretaken to ensure that the highest (and there-
fore central axis) dose had been found. For small fields, out-
put factors have also been measured using Kodak X-OMAT
film (Carestream Health, Rochester, NY) in solid water. This

approach eliminates detector positioning errors, since the

central axis dose can be located after irradiation; however,

film measurements are affected by oversensitivity to low en-

ergy scatter and supralinear dose response. The film was cali-

brated using 4 cm fields, which are close enoughto the ref-
erencefield size to minimize the effect of low energyscatter,
whilst still offering a plateau region where the dose is well
defined. The dose delivered was reduced to 80 MU (70 cGy)
to ensure the film was used in the near-linear region of the
response curve. Additionally, a large number of calibration

points have been used to correct for any residual supralinear-
ity. Profiles have not been measured acrossthe films, as this

would involve analyzing a large range of dose levels (from

central axis to out-of-field region) over whichthe calibration

would no longer hold. Films have been analyzed using a

Vidar scanner (Vidar Systems Corporation, Allergd, Den-

mark) together with Poseidon software (PrecitronAB, Upp-

sala, Sweden), and checked with a spot densitometer (R.Y.

Parry Ltd, Newbury, UK).
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Il.B. Monte Carlo calculations

1.B.1, Matching the beam data

BEAMnrc component modules (Rogers et al.*) have
been used to model the 2100C Clinac, setting the physical
machine dimensions to values provided by Varian Medical
Systems Ltd. Previously, Zee and Welleweerd™ have sug-
gested splitting the linac into two sections and modeling the
upper part (which is field size independent) and the lower
section (consisting of jaws and MLCs) separately. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that the passage of particles
throughthefirst section of the linac need only be calculated
once, the resulting phase-space file being used as a source
file for multiple subsequentfield size dependent calculations.
However, Liu et al.> and Lau et al.° have shown that

changes in the backscatter from the jaws with field size
causes significant variation of the dose to the monitor cham-
ber, and so it is important to model the jaws and monitor

chamberin the samesection to correctly determine the out-

put factor. Likewise we have found that monitor chamber
doses calculated in a BEAMnrc “dose region” consisting of

the volumeof air within the chamber vary by 0.11% percm
changein field size. Consistent with the size of changes mea-
sured and modeled by Verhaegen et al.,”’ 4.1% less dose is
recorded perinitial incident electron for a 40 cm than for a

3 cm field.
Consequentially, in this study the whole linac is modeled

in one section, comprising standard component modules rep-
resenting the target and primary collimator, flattening filter,
monitor chamber, secondary shielding (which adds a small

amountof scattered radiation), jaws, MLC,and the exit win-

dow. Directional bremsstrahlung splitting (DBS) has been

used at the level of the flatteningfilter, with a splitting num-
ber of 100. DBSis a variance reduction technique that pref-

erentially creates particles directed toward thefinal region of
interest (Kawrakow etal.*’). The splitting radius was set to
be 10 cm larger than the field size to account correctly for

scatter into the field. Photon and electron cutoff values,

PCUT and ECUT, were set to 0.01 and 0.7 MeV,respec-

tively. Calculations for particles with total energies (kinetic

and rest mass) below these values were terminated, with the

energy deposited in the current voxel, in order to reduce

calculation times. The numberof histories was adjusted for

each field size so that particle numbers in the final phase-

space file exceeded 1.5 10° per cm*: 20% 10° histories
were needed for the 10 cm field, but only 13 x 10° histories

for the 3 cm field. This gave an uncertainty in the dose to the
monitor chamber of 0.3%.

The Monte Carlo linac model produces a phase-spacefile

which acts as a source of particles for the DOSXYZnrc pro-

gram used to model the water phantom in which dose mea-

surements are made. The dimensions of the modeled water

phantom have been set large enough to fully account for

scatter, even for the largest fields. Voxel lateral dimensions
have been selected flexibly to maximize resolution whilst
minimizing calculation time: hence 0.5 mm X0.5 mm Xz
voxels have been used in penumbralregions, while voxels of

up to 1 cmX 1 cm Xz have been usedin the central section
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of the 40 cm field. On central axis, lateral voxel dimensions
of 2 mm have been used for all field sizes to minimize the
effect of volume averaging on calculated depth dose curves.
Similarly, while a voxel depth (z) of 2 mm has been used

close to d,,x, the depth of the maximum central axis dose,
this was increased to 1 cm at depths below 20 cm. Dose in
regions shielded byjaws (attributable to scatter and transmis-
sion) varies slowly and has therefore been calculated in
1 cmX 1 cm Xz voxels to 5 cm beyondthe field edge. The
uncertainty in dose to a central axis voxel, 5 cm deep, was
less than 1% for all field sizes, whilst in the out-of-field

region the uncertainty rises to 3% as the numberofparticle
interactions is lower.

User-definable model parameters have been selected so
that the dose distributions generated by the Monte Carlo cal-
culations match measured data for fields between 3 and
40 cm, 3 cm being chosen as a lowerlimit since good agree-

ment between measurements made with the range of detec-
tors is expected and achieved downtothis field size.

Initial beam modeling assumed a 15 MeV monoenergetic
electron beam with a Gaussian focal spot of 1 mm full width

at half maximum (FWHM), and because no noticeable dif-

ference in profiles or PDDsresulted from introducing a “re-
alistic’” 3% energy spread into the model, monoenergetic
beams have been used for simplicity in all further calcula-
tions. Spot size was varied between 0.1 and 2 mm and the
resulting penumbra widths compared with those measured
with the unshielded diode, this detector being chosen for
matching becauseofits small sensitive area. An average spot

size of just less than 1 mm produced a good match to pen-
umbra measured for fields between 3 and 10 cm. Electron
energy wasthen varied iteratively to produce the best match

to PDDsfor 40, 10, and 3 cm fields. After achieving a good
PDD match using a beam energy of 14.8 MeV the spot size
wasfine tuned, as Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers” have shown
that large-field profiles change with spot size. The spot size

producing the best agreement for both the profile and pen-

umbra measurements was found to be 1.0mm for the
14.8 MeV beam,agreeing well with the literature (Jaffray et

al.° and Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers”’). The final model
used a monoenergetic 14.8 MeV electron beam with a

Gaussian focal spot of 1.0 mm FWHM.

I.B.2. Using the model to investigate small-field

properties

The Monte Carlo modelhas been used to calculate PDDs,

profiles, and output factors for small fields (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and

2 cm), repeating the calculations with central axis voxel lat-

eral dimensions ranging from 1 to 4 mm to estimate the im-

pact of varying detector size. The value of ECUT wasre-
duced to 0.521 MeV to account for the smaller voxel size.

The water phantom is represented in the DOSXYZnrc

code using a Cartesian arrangementof voxels; however, most

detectors, with the possible exception of the diamond, have

circular symmetry—a difference that may be significant for

very small fields where the dose distribution across the area

of a detector placed on central axis is affected by beam di-
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vergence and the distance from the edge of the detector to
the penumbral region. Therefore, calculations have also been
performed using the DOSXYZnrc code, which allows a cy-
lindrical voxel geometry to be specified. PDDs and output
factors have been generated for a range of circular voxel
diameters (1, 2, and 3 mm) by summing the doses recorded
in annular voxels.

1.B.3. Energy dependence ofsilicon detectorin
water

Although generally used to modelthe linac head, BEAM-
nrc can also be used to simulate a cylindrical water phantom
by repeated use of the CHAMBER module, using a phase-
space source file generated from the simulation of the linac
head. Output phase-spacefiles, produced after each module,
have been analyzed (using BEAMdp)to determine differen-
tial particle fluence spectra for both photonsandelectrons in
75 keV bins between 0 and 15 MeV. These spectra have
been calculated for a region 2 mm square aroundthe central

axis, at depths between 2.5 and 15 cm forfield sizes between

0.5 and 10 cm. __
The average mass energy absorption coefficient (,,/p)

for a beam offield size, x, at depth, d,is

E=15 MeV
OV (x,d E

Pon,) = >. 0d)Healgp (2)

p E=0 OE

where SV,(x,d)/6E is the normalized differential photon en-

ergy fluence specified in bins 5E wide and yu,,(£)/p is the
mass energy absorption coefficient at the specified energy as

published by NIST (www.physics.nist.gov). Similarly, the
averagerestricted mass collision stopping poweris

E=15 MeVL 8D, (x,d) Ly(ELaude Y MPLA (3)
p E=A OE

where O®,(x,d)/6E is the normalized differential electron

particle fluence specified in energy bins SE wide and
La(E)/p is the restricted mass-collision stopping power at
the specified energy, excluding energy deposition from sec-

ondary electrons above the energy, A, also from NIST.Asin

Yin et al.,7! A was set to 189 keV representing an electron

range of around 0.5 mm in silicon, comparable to the aver-
age dimensions of the detector.

Substituting the calculated spectra into Eqs. (2) and (3),
the average restricted mass stopping powers and mass ab-

sorption coefficients have been determined for variousfield

sizes, at a range of depths, for both silicon and water.

For small sensitive volumes for which the Bragg—Gray

conditions hold, energy response is dominated by stopping
powerratios, whilst for large volumes the responseis deter-
mined by the mass energy absorption ratio, dose being pre-

dominately due to photon interactions within the detector.

Yin et al.*' provide a thorough analysis of the interaction of
these two factors for intermediate volumessuch asthe diode.
However, if both the average mass absorption and stopping

power ratios change minimally as field size is varied, then

the diode’s energy dependence will be unimportant when
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making output factor measurements. Likewise, if these quan-
tities vary little with depth, as field size is held constant, then
one would expect the diode to be quite reliable for measuring
PDDs.
A more explicit set of calculations has also been per-

formed to determine the combined effect of mass energy
absorption andrestricted stopping power on the dose mea-

sured in silicon. The unshielded diode was simulated in
DOSXYZnrc as two voxels of silicon at 5 cm deep, with
lateral dimensions of 2 mm. The depth ofthe first voxel was

set to 0.06 mmrepresentingthesensitive region of the diode,
whilst the second voxel was 0.44 mm deeprepresenting the
silicon chip. For simplicity, neither the small volume of the
metal contacts nor the tungsten-epoxy backing of the
shielded diode were included in the simulation. The dose to
the thin silicon voxel was then calculated for field sizes be-
tween 0.5 and 10 cm and comparedto the dose for a similar
voxel of water.

lil. RESULTS

In the following the relative differences (x,;/x,-1) be-
tween two values (x,,xz) are reported, rather than absolute

differences (x,;—x), and quoted uncertainties are 1 s.d. un-
less otherwise specified. When considering the match be-
tween modeled and measured data, Venselaar et al.*” recom-

mend tolerances of 3% across the field and up to 30%
outside the beam edges, where both differences are relative
to the central axis dose. Difference plots are provided for
profiles at 5 cm deep, for which the dose on central axis has
been normalized to 1. Ratios of the measured dose to Monte
Carlo calculation are provided for PDDs beyond d,,,,, Vense-

laar’s tolerance for this region being 2% or a ratio between

0.98 and 1.02.

lll.A. Large-field data match

The model replicated large-field profiles well, as illus-

trated in Fig. 1. The agreementis within the tolerances sug-

gested by Venselaar et al.” within the main beam,in the
penumbral region and outside the beam edges. A slight mis-

match between the modeled and measured profiles in the

upper part of the penumbrais evident for the 10 cm field but

not for the 3 cm field. The difference may be dueto differ-

ences in resolution between the measurementandcalculation

at that point.

Depth dose measurements made with the diodes, diamond

detector, and RK and pinpoint chambers are quite consistent,

differences between PDDs measuredusing the various detec-

tors for the 3 cm field size being less than 1% down to 15 cm

deep. Modeled depth doses also agree well with measure-

ments for fields between 3 and 40 cm (see Fig. 2) with a

slight deviation at dyax, possibly due to electron contamina-

tion as discussed by Ding?3
Output factors measured using the various detectors over

the range 3-40 cm (normalized to a 10 cm field) agree with
each other and the Varian golden data set to within 1%, while

the match to Monte Carlo factors is within calculation errors

(<1%).
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111.B. Energy dependenceofsilicon in small fields

The variation with depth of the spectrally averaged mass
energy absorption ratio (Men/P)waters; and mass collision

stopping powerratio (L/P)water.si is Shown in Fig. 3 forfield
sizes from 0.5 to 10 cm at 15 MV. The variation of both
mass energy absorption ratio and stopping powerratio with
either field size or depth is small, less than 1.1%. Whilst the
stopping powerratio varies monotonically with field size, the
mass absorption ratio appears to be highest for a 3 cm field
size at all depths. However, a numerical analysis shows the
variation with field size is within the errors of the calcula-
tion. Since the central axis spectra for a given field size are
calculated from the same Monte Carlo phase-spacefile, the
values at each depth will be correlated, hence the variation

with field size is approximately constant with depth.
The minimal changes in stopping power ratio with depth

and field size will have negligible effect on diode-based dose
measurements. Althoughthe variation of the mass absorption
ratio with depth andfield size is slightly more pronounced,it

too should have little impact on solid-state detectors, sug-

gesting that output factors and depth doses determined from
the diode reading uncorrected for changes in (Men/ P) water:si OF

(La/P) waters; Should be quite accurate.
A moreexplicit calculation of the difference in the dose to

a silicon voxel positioned at 5 cm deep in water, compared to

the dose to a voxel of water in the same location shows a

variation of around 0.06% with field size between 1 and
10 cm, Fig. 4. However, for the 0.5 cm field, the ratio falls

by around 3%. Unlike the mass absorption and stopping

powerratio calculations, this method takes into account per-

turbations in the particle fluence due to the presence of the
small, relatively dense (p=2.33 kg m™°) silicon detector in

the field and accurately mirrors the depth of the sensitive

depletion region in the silicon. Since the diode covers over
15% of the field area for a 0.5 cm field, we might expect
perturbations due to the presence of the detector to be sig-

nificant.

Of course, these calculations do not account for the pres-

ence of any high Z material within the detector; and while

the unshielded diode response will probably be relatively

unaffected by the presence ofelectrical contacts due to their

small volume, the tungsten backing added to the shielded

diode may well modify its energy response.

ll1.C. Profiles

1.C.1, Small-field penumbra

A marked variation is seen in (20%-80%) penumbra

widths measured using the range of detectors, with the di-
odes consistently measuring the narrowest penumbra whilst

the RK chamber produces the widest penumbra—see Fig. 5

and Table II.
The effect of averaging over the sensitive region of a

detector is most notable in beam penumbra, with diode de-

tectors expected to be the most accurate in this region due to
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Fic. 1. Profiles (at depths of 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 25 cm)forfield sizes of (a) 40 cm, (b) 10 cm, and (c) 3 cm. The continuousline represents the Monte Carlo
model and the dashed line the measurement. The 40 cm field data were measured using an RK ion chamberand so the penumbra measurementswill not be
accurate, a lowresolution calculation was therefore used and no difference data are shown in the penumbraregion.Theprofiles for 10 and 3 cm fields are

measured with a shielded diode and so are expected to give good resolution in the penumbral region.

their small volume.
Monte Carlo penumbra widths match those measured

with the shielded and unshielded diodes over the full range

of field sizes (also see Table II). The pinpoint chamber ap-
pears to broaden (by 0.6+0.2 mm) the penumbra ofthe 0.5

and 1 cm fields less than the penumbra of larger fields

(1.2+0.1 mm broadening for fields between 1.5 and 3 cm),

perhapsdue to the increased irradiation of the stem and cable

for the larger fields. Martens et al.** found a small energy
dependencefor the pinpoint detector which madeit less suit-

able for measuring in areas with significant scatter contribu-

tions (penumbraandoutoffield regions), although that work
used an earlier model of PTW pinpoint chamberwith steel

electrode.
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I11.C.2. Field widths

Field width, W,, defined as the distance between the two

points with 50% ofthe central axis dose along a profile mea-

sured at depth, d, can be calculated from

100+d

“100.” ”Wa=Wsap

where Wap is the field size measured at 100 cm.Forfields

with central plateau regions wider than the detector diameter,

Wsap Will equal the value set on the machine, Wj,to within

calibration tolerance. However, for very small fields, reduc-

tion of the measured central axis doses, caused by either

detector averaging over the peaked dose distribution or oc-
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Fic. 2. Depth dose curvesforfield sizes of (a) 40 cm, (b) 10 cm, and (c) 3 cm. The continuousline represents the Monte Carlo model and the dashedline

the measurement. Diodes were used for the 10 and 3 cm fields whilst the 40 cm depth dose was measured using a small ion chamber (RK).

clusion of the source by the jaws, will lower the measured

maximum dose andtherefore increase Wgap relative to Wjay.

Monte Carlo calculated small-field profiles match mea-

sured profiles well, in particular those measured using the

diodes which have minimal penumbra broadening, Fig. 6(a).
Measuredfield widthsall lie within 0.5 mm of their machine

set values (i.e., Wsan=Wjaw)—except in the case of the
0.5 cm field measured with the diamond and pinpoint detec-
tors, for which the measured widths, Wsap, of the 0.5 cm

field are larger than the set value, Wj, by 1.0+0.1 and

1.4+0.1 mm,respectively, perhaps because of central axis

dose averaging. For the same field, the shielded and un-
shielded diode widths are 0.1+0.05 and 0.3+0.1 mm too
narrow, respectively.

Monte Carlo field widths are slightly, but consistently
higher than machine set values.For field sizes between 1 and

10 cm this discrepancy of 0.2 +0.1 mm maybe explained by

the 0.5 mm dosecalculation resolution in the penumbral re-

Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 10, October 2008

gion. However, the Monte Carlo width for a 0.5 cm field is

0.55 cm —0.5+0.1 mmlarger than the set value and there-

fore around 0.7+0.2 mm larger than the width measured

several times with the diodes [Fig. 7(a)], perhaps suggesting
a mismatch betweenthe jaw positions specified in the Monte
Carlo calculation and the physical jaw position. A reduction

of 0.5 mm in the 0.5 cm jaw width set in the software pro-
vides a good match between the resulting Monte Carlo pro-

files calculated for a nominal 0.45 cm field and those mea-

sured with the unshielded diode with a physical jaw width

Wjaw Of 0.5 cm,Fig. 7(b).

ll1.D. Small-field depth doses

For consistency with profile and output factor measure-

ments, PDDs are normalized to 100% at 5 cm rather than
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Fic. 3. Variation with depth in water of the water:silicon mass absorption
ratio (a) and restricted stopping powerratio (b) for various field sizes at
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dinax Variation between PDDsis conveniently characterized

by relative PDD differences averaged over the range

13-15 cm.

Because beam energy spectra change with depth due to

beam hardening and increased scatter, it is often assumed
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Fic. 5. The penumbral region of a 1.5 cm beam at 5 cm deep in water
measured using several detectors. The shielded and unshielded diode results
are indistinguishable at this scale and thus are represented by a single black
continuous line. Diamond (green dotted line), pinpoint chambers (blue
dashed line), and RK chamber(red dot-dashed line) all show broader pen-
umbra. The Monte Carlo result is shown as blueclosed circles.

that diodes should not be used for PDD measurement as

silicon is not water equivalent. However, the small changes
in water-to-silicon mass stopping power and mass energy

absorption ratios with depth found earlier suggest diodes
maystill provide accurate depth dose data.

lll.D.1. Detector-to-detector differences

PDDs measured using the various detectors differ by less

than 1% for the 2 cm field,rising to 2% for the 1.5 cm field
at a depth of 15 cm as shownin Fig. 6(b).

Detector-to-detector variation is greatest in the case of the
0.5 cm field as shown in Fig. 7. The diamond and pinpoint
PDDsare 3% and 5% higher, respectively, than those mea-

sured with the unshielded and shielded diodes (which are

indistinguishable), while the RK chamber PDD is 13%
higher because the divergence of the beam causes more of

the chamber to lie within the high dose area at greater

depths.

TaBLE II. Increase in measured penumbra width comparedto the unshielded

diode and Monte Carlo calculated data. Values are averaged overall field

sizes between 0.5 and 10 cm and at two depths, 5 and 15 cm and quoted

tlo.
 

 

Average increase in
penumbra width (mm)

Sensitive dimension ———————____—__

Unshielded diode Monte Carlo
 

(mm)

Shielded diode 2 —0.15+ 0.24 —0.09 + 0.09

Unshielded diode 2 NA 0.12 +0.09

Diamond detector 3 0.62 + 0.23 0.7140.19

Pinpoint chamber 8 0.89 +0.41 0.99 + 0.32

RK chamber 4 1.23 £0.29 1.32+0.14
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Fic. 6. (a) Cross beam profiles (at 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 25 cm deep) for a

1.5 cm field, measured with a shielded diode (dashed line) and calculated
(continuous line). (b) Depth dose curves (normalized at 5 cm) for the same
field. Over the range 13—15 cm deeptheshielded diode measurement(black

line) is lowest, with the unshielded diode 1% higher(red line), the diamond

detector 1.5% higher (green line), and pinpoint and RK chamber both 2%
higher (blue and yellowlines). The Monte Carlo result is represented by the
closed bluecircles.

111.D.2. Monte Carlo calculations

PDDshavebeencalculated with circular and square vox-
els of 2 mm diameter/length to represent the size of the di-
odes’ sensitive region; however, the difference between the

PDDscalculated with circular and square voxels is less than

0.5%, even for the 0.5 cm field. The PDDs measured by

diodes show excellent agreement with the Monte Carlo cal-

culated PDDs (<0.05%) down to the 1 and 0.5 cm field

sizes. Correcting the jaw positions for the calculation of the

smallestfield from 0.5 to 0.45 cm has no discernible impact
on the Monte Carlo PDD.

There is no difference between the PDD for a 2 cm field
measured with a diamonddetector and that calculated with

Monte Carlo. For the 1.5 and 1 cm fields, PDDs measured

with the diamond detector are slightly higher (0.5% and
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0.8% relatively) than the Monte Carlo calculation, whilst for
the 0.5 cm field the diamond is 2.6% higher [Fig. 7(c)]. To
some extent the 0.5 cm diamond PDDis increased because

the detector’s sensitive diameter is 3 mm rather than 2 mm.
However repeating the calculation using 3 mm square and
circular voxels only raises PDD(0.5,15) by 0.8+0.7% and

1.1+0.4%, respectively, not fully accounting for the mea-
sured differences—although repeating the calculation with
4mm voxels does generate increases of 2.1+0.7% and
1.9+0.4% for square andcircular voxels, respectively.

Effects of possible geometric set-up errors of the detector

relative to the linac jaws have also been investigated using
the Monte Carlo model. An offset of 1 mm from central axis
results in an increase in the calculated PDD(0.5,15) of

0.8+0.2%, while a 0.3° rotation of the measurement axis
from the beam direction leads to a 1.5+0.3% decrease in
this value assuming correct centering of the detector at the
water phantom surface. Thus, the most likely cause of the
discrepancy between PDDsobtained with diamond detector
measurements and Monte Carlo calculations is that the dia-
mond detector volumeis slightly larger than that specified
(as suggested by McKerracher and Thwaites”), possibly
combined with a small offset in detector position.

I11.E. Small-field output factors

The small sensitive cross-sectional area of unshielded di-

odes, together with the limited variation in calculated dose-
to-water dose-to-silicon ratio with field size, suggests that
diodes should be useful for measuring output factors (at least

for fields between 1 and 10 cm). This would be convenient

as ideally a self-consistent data set should be measured using
one size of detector, so that dose averaging effects on mea-

sured profiles and PDDsare also reflected in the measured

output factors. Consequently, it might be expected that the
Monte Carlo model, which describes small-field diode pro-
files and PDDs well, would also agree with diode output

factors.

lll.E.1. Detector-to-detector differences

Figure 8 shows output factors measured for field sizes

below 4 cm: The different output factors (excluding film re-

sults) agree to within 1% downto field size of 2 cm, and

2.8% for a 1.5 cm field. However, for a 0.5 cm field the

absolute spread in measured output factors is 8.5%, repre-
senting a relative spread of 17.8%. Forall field sizes below

3 cm, the shielded diode output factor is higher than that

measured with the unshielded diode, a difference attributable

to the presence of tungsten-epoxy backing in the shielded
diode. The diamondand pinpoint chamber small-field output

factors are consistently lower than those measured with the

unshielded diode, probably because of their larger sensitive

areas. The difference between the diamond and pinpoint
(which have similar dimensions) is likely to be caused by

perturbations of the fluence caused by the density of dia-

mond andair differing from that of water
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Fic. 7. Cross beam profiles (at 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 25 cm deep) measured with a shielded diodefor a field size of 0.5 cm set on the linac (dashed line)

compared to Monte Carlo (continuousline) with the software jawposition set to (a) 0.5 cm and (b) 0.45 cm to achieve a better profile match. The difference

in field width averaged overall depths for(a) is 0.62 + 0.12 mm,whilst for (b)it is 0.09 + 0.08 mm. Corresponding measured andcalculated depth dose curves
(normalized at 5 cm deep) are shown in (c), there being no noticeable difference in PDDsfor jaw settings of 0.5 and 0.45 cm. The shielded and unshielded

diode results are indistinguishable (continuous line), whilst diamond (dotted line), pinpoint chamber(dashedline), and RK chamber(dot-dashedline) are all

higher at depth. Monte Carlo results are shownas closedcircles.

I1.E.2. Monte Carlo calculations

Monte Carlo output factors have been derived by dividing
the dose calculated at a depth in water of 5 cm, by the moni-

tor chamber dose for the samefield size, and then normaliz-

ing by the 3 cm field value. A 2 mm cubical voxel provides

good error statistics and matches the lateral dimensions of

the diode. As illustrated in Fig. 8, Monte Carlo calculations

agree well with output factors measured by the diamond de-

tector, pinpoint chamber, and unshielded diode detector

downto a field size of 1 cm, the tungsten-backed shielded

diode giving a slightly higher value for the 1 cm field.
With the jaw width set to 0.5 cm in the Monte Carlo

calculation, an output factor of 0.49+0.01 is obtained, in

good agreement with the unshielded diode value of

0.48+0.01, Table II. However, reducing the Monte Carlo
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jaw width to 0.45 cm (to give good agreement between cal-

culated and measured 0.5 cm profiles) lowers the Monte

Carlo output factor to 0.45+0.01, asillustrated by Fig. 8.
Correcting the unshielded diode measurement to account for
the reduction in the water-to-silicon dose ratio at very small

field sizes reduces the measured output factor to

0.467 + 0.01, 4.5% higher than the Monte Carlo calculation.

At first sight, the Monte Carlo value calculated for the

0.45 cm field agrees well with the diamond output factor
(0.44+ 0.01). However, this apparent agreementis mislead-
ing, since the sensitive area of this detector (~3 mm width)

is larger than the 2 mm voxel used for the calculation. Re-

peating the calculation using a 3 mm voxelsize leads to an
output factor of 0.42+0.01, which agrees better with the
pinpoint chamberresult.
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Fic. 8. Output factors measured with a variety of detectors (pinpoint
chamber—closed circles, diamond detector—diamonds, shielded diode—
squares, unshielded diode—triangles, film—crosses). The continuous line

represents the Monte Carlo calculated output factor using 2 mm square vox-
els, whilst the dashed line is the calculated value including a 0.5 mm reduc-

tion in the modeled jaw width for the 0.5 cm field to make the Monte Carlo
profiles match those measured. If the larger sensitive areas of the diamond
and pinpoint chamber are modeled, the calculated 0.5 cm output factor
drops further.

The effect of detector size on measured outputfactors has
been further explored by repeating the Monte Carlo calcula-

tion for square and circular voxels sizes between 1 and
3 mm. Results are summarized in Table IV. As expected, the
larger voxels reduce the calculated outputs for the smallest

fields, due to averaging, although for fields larger than 1 cm

this voxel size effect is minimal because a fluence plateau
region exists at the center of the field. No significant differ-

ences are seen in output factors calculated using square and

circular voxels.

IV. DISCUSSION

Ideally dosimetric data should be measured using detec-
tors of the same size to provide a self-consistent data set,

although there may need to be some compromise since no

one detector offers both a perfect energy response and high
resolution. However, calculation of water-to-silicon re-

stricted mass stopping power and energy absorption ratios

showsthat silicon’s response is almost independentof energy
changes with depth and field size for the 15 MV beam stud-
ied, making diodes a good choice of high resolution detector
for measuring such self-consistent data sets for this beam.
The reduction of around 3% in the water-to-silicon dose ratio
for the smallestfield (0.5 cm) is not predicted by the simple
estimates of the variation of mass stopping power or energy
absorption ratios andis likely to be due to the greater density
of the silicon perturbing the photon distribution. More accu-
rate calculations including the contacts are considered be-

yond the scope of this study. However, given the 10% in-
crease in the shielded diode’s 0.5 cm output factor compared
to the unshielded diode, it is likely the effect of the tungsten
epoxy is to further decrease the dose-to-water dose-to-diode
ratio.

Whilst profiles and PDDs measured with the shielded and

unshielded diodes agree well with each other, shielded diode
small-field output factors are greater than those measured
using the unshielded diode. The sole difference in the design
of these detectors is the small quantity of tungsten-epoxy

backing included in the shielded diode design and as tung-
sten is highly non-water equivalent it seems reasonable to
assume that the unshielded diode results represent dose-to-

water-based output factors more accurately than those ob-
tained with the shielded diode.
A Monte Carlo model fitted to large-field data (for which

there is good agreement between different detectors) accu-
rately predicts both unshielded and shielded diode PDDs,
profile and penumbra measurements for field sizes down to
0.5 cm. Differences between Monte Carlo values and data

measured with diamond and pinpoint chambers for such
small fields can be explained by the larger volume of these
detectors and small geometric misalignments.

Monte Carlo calculated output factors also agree well

with unshielded diode measurements for fields down to
1.5 cm. For the 0.5 cm field, the output factor measured with

the unshielded diode, corrected for the water-to-silicon dose

TABLE III. Measured and calculated output factors for smallfields. Sensitive dimensions are shown in paren-
theses below the detector types to illustrate the area over which doses are averaged, larger areas resulting in

lower measured doses. Unshielded diode values are also showncorrected by the ratio of dose to water and dose

to silicon. Quoted uncertainties are 1a averaged overall field sizes.
 

 

 

Monte Diamond Pinpoint Unshielded  Unshielded Shielded X-OMAT
Field size Carlo detector chamber diode diode diode film

(cm) (2 mm) (3 mm) (3 mm) (2 mm) corrected (2 mm) (0.5 mm)

0.45° 0.446 0.440 0.416 0.479 0.467 0.525 0.506

0.5 0.488

1.0 0.740 0.747 0.724 0.752 0.749 0.772 0.781

1.5 0.862 0.864 0.854 0.869 0.871 0.880

2.0 0.918 0.931 0.926 0.934 0.941 0.939 0.911

Approximate 0.010 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.018

uncertainty
 

 

“Values are calculated with the jaw separation in the Monte Carlo calculation reduced by 0.5 mm in order to

match 0.5 cm field profile measurements.
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TaBLE IV. Percentage increases in calculated output factors (+1) with central axis voxel size and shape

relative to a standard 2 mm square. All voxels are 2 mm thick.
 

 

Square voxel length (mm) Circular voxel diameter (mm)
 

 

2 mm square

Field size (cm) Outputfactor 1 3 1 2 3

0.45 0.446 + 0.010 39212 -6.1+1.0 4.1413 1341.1 -3.3241.1

0.5 0.488 + 0.009 2.2+08 -4.9+0.6 2.7+0.7 0.5+0.6 -3.3+0.6

1 0.740 + 0.008 0.3+0.6 -0.4+£0.5 0.5408 -01+06  -04+0.6

0.918 + 0.009 16+0.8 0.5+0.6 10+0.8 0.7+0.7 0.3+0.7
 

 

ratio, is 4.5% higher than that calculated by the Monte Carlo
model, although the output factor measured with the pinpoint
detector agrees well, once the larger size of the detector is

accounted for.

The poor agreementofthe silicon diode output factor for
a 0.5 cm field was not expected as good agreement between

measured and modeled profiles and depth dose curves had
been achieved, and the water-to-silicon dose ratio correction
had been explicitly modeled. The output factor measure-
ments were repeated over several days obtaining highly re-

producible results. Precise geometric setups were used to en-

sure the center of the detector was aligned with the beam
axis. However, even if the detectors wereslightly offset from
the centre of the radiation field, this would act to reduce

rather than increase measured output factor values. There-
fore, it is unlikely that the discrepancy between the Monte
Carlo and unshielded diode output factors is caused by a
measurementerror.

For small fields, output factors depend on several

factors—phantom scatter, head scatter, and source occlusion.

The Monte Carlo model correctly accounts for changes in
head scatter and phantomscatter for field sizes of 1.5 cm and

abovesince, for fields of this size, measured and calculated
output factors are in good agreement. As head scatter can be

expected to vary little for fields smaller than 1.5 cm, and

because the Monte Carlo physics should continue to cor-

rectly account for changes in phantom scatter for small

fields, the discrepancy between the 0.5 cm Monte Carlo and

measured output factors is presumably due to the modeling

of source occlusion, a factor that only becomes relevant

when the physical jaw separation and spot size, both viewed

from the point of measurement, are similar. Together with the

jaw setting and location of the measurementpoint, the extent

of any source occlusion is determined by the shape of the

photon spot, which in turn depends on the size, shape, and
fluence profile of the electron beam hitting the target. In this

work, as in, Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers,”” it has been as-

sumedthat the electron focal spot profile is Gaussian shaped,

with the spot size set so that the 20%-80% penumbra width
reasonably matches unshielded diode measurements. How-

ever, for very small beams the size and shape of the focal

spot influences the dose on central axis.*> To ensure these
parameters are correctly modeled a very tight penumbra
match, particularly around the 90% level, may be needed for
accurate central axis dose prediction. In a future paper we

will explore the impact on calculated source occlusion fac-
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tors of using different focal spot profile models, and links
between the modeled profiles and penumbra shapes.

Lastly, it should be noted that any adjustment of the
Monte Carlo model to match the corrected unshielded diode
0.5 cm output factor will make the pinpoint chamber appear
to read low compared to the model—aresult that may be due

to the air in the chamber being substantially less dense than
water and therefore perturbing particle fluence in the oppo-
site way to the high density silicon diode.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The small cross section of the sensitive region of a diode

detector suggests that unshielded diodes are a good choice of
dosimeter for measuring small radiation fields. There is mini-
mal variation in the dose-to-water to dose-to-silicon ratio for
field sizes between 1 and 10 cm at 15 MV,although a cor-

rection of around 3% is required for the diode output factor
measured in a 0.5 cm field.
A Monte Carlo model of a Varian 2100C 15 MV beam

has been matched tolarge-field data, and successfully used to
predict dosimetric properties for field sizes down to 1.5 cm

measured using an electron diode. For fields of 1 and 0.5 cm
the model continues to accurately predict unshielded diode

measured profiles and PDDs. However, a difference of
around 4.5% exists between the modeled and measured out-

put factors for the 0.5 cm field. This discrepancy is most
likely related to source occlusion—Monte Carlo modeled

source occlusion factors for smallfields being highly sensi-

tive to the fluence profile of the electron beam incident on

the linac target, which in turn defines the fine detail of the

penumbrashape. Detailed modeling of connections between

electron fluence profile, penumbra shape, and source occlu-

sion factors will be described in a future publication.
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The accuracy with which Monte Carlo models of photon beams generated by linear accelerators
(linacs) can describe small-field dose distributions depends on the modeled width of the electron

beam profile incident on the linac target. It is known that the electron focal spot width affects

penumbraandcross-field profiles; here, the authors explore the extent to which source occlusion

reduceslinac output for smaller fields and larger spot sizes. A BEAMnrc Monte Carlo linac model
has been used to investigate the variation in penumbra widths and small-field output factors with
electron spot size. A formalism is developed separating head scatter factors into source occlusion

and flattening filter factors. Differences between head scatter factors defined in terms of in-air
energy fluence, collision kerma, and terma are explored using Monte Carlo calculations. Estimates

of changes in kerma-based source occlusion and flattening filter factors with field size and focal

spot width are obtained by calculating doses deposited in a narrow 2 mm wide virtual “milliphan-
tom” geometry. The impact of focal spot size on phantom scatter is also explored. Modeledelectron
spot sizes of 0.4-0.7 mm FWHMgenerate acceptable matches to measured penumbra widths.
Howeverthe 0.5 cm field outputfactoris quite sensitive to electron spot width, the measured output

only being matchedbycalculations for a 0.7 mm spot width. Because the spectra of the unscattered
primary (‘¥};) and head-scattered (Wy) photon energy fluences differ, miniphantom-basedcollision
kerma measurementsdo notscale precisely with total in-air energy fluence V=(V}j)+Vy) but with
(W),+1.2Vy). For mostfield sizes, on-axis collision kermais independentof the focal spot size; but
for a 0.5 cm field size and 1.0 mm spot width, it is reduced by around 7% mostly due to source

occlusion. The phantom scatter factor of the 0.5 cm field also shows somespot size dependence,
decreasing by 6% (relative) as spot size is increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mm. The dependence of

small-field source occlusion and output factors on the focal spot size makesthis a significant factor
in Monte Carlo modeling of small (<1 cm) fields. Changes in penumbra width with spot size are

notsufficiently large to accurately pinpoint spot widths. Consequently, while Monte Carlo models

based exclusively on large-field data can quite accurately predict small-field profiles and PDDs,in

the absence of experimental methods of determining incident electron beam profiles it will remain
necessary to measure small-field output factors, fine-tuning modeled spot sizes to ensure good

matching between the Monte Carlo and the measured output factors. © 2009 American Associa-

tion of Physicists Medicine. [DOI: 10.1118/1.3152866]
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Il. INTRODUCTION

Small photonfields are often used in the delivery of intensity

modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and stereotactic radiosur-
gery. Consequently, it is important to accurately characterize

their dosimetry so that dose distributions can be correctly
calculated by treatment planning systems. However measure-

ment of small radiation fields presents challenges not en-

countered for larger fields.'? In particular, the electronic
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equilibrium that exists on the central axes of larger fields

breaks downfor narrow fluence profiles. Additionally, small-

field dose measurements are more susceptible to geometric

imprecision and to the dose-averaging effects of larger detec-

tors. The use of small ion chambers andsilicon diodes less-

ens dose-averaging effect, but design compromises intro-

duced to reduce detector dimensions mayaffect their energy,

dose-rate, and polarity dependences. Some small-field do-

simetry detector issues are analyzable using Monte Carlo

© 2009 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med. 3132
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simulations. The advantages of being able to directly calcu-
late doses delivered to small water voxels make this method

appealing, but the linear accelerator (linac) model must

obviously be well validated for the calculated results to be
useful.

In a previous paper,’ we showed that a Monte Carlo
model matched to large-field measurements of a 15 MV
Varian 2100C beam (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto,

CA) could accurately predict small-field profiles and percent-
age depth doses (PDDs). This beam energy is used for IMRT
in some centers,”4 and becauseits secondary electron range

is larger than that for lower energy beams, it might be ex-
pected to show somesmall-field effects at slightly wider field
sizes. For square fields down to 1X1 cm’, Monte Carlo
calculated output factors agreed with unshielded silicon di-
ode measurements after making (Monte Carlo-based)
corrections! for the size and density of the diode’s sensitive
region. Howeverevenafter this correction, the output factor
calculated for a 0.5 cm field worked out 4.5% (relative)

lower than the measured value. This discrepancy may have
been caused by an incorrect choice of electron focal spot size
in the Monte Carlo model, although the Monte Carlo mod-

eled penumbra widths appeared to agree quite well with
measurements.

The current study aims to quantify the variation in both

penumbra width and output factor with electron focal spot

size and to explore the mechanisms that cause small-field
output factors to vary with focal spot size. This article is
divided into two mainsections, each containing methods and

results segments. In Sec.II, the interdependencesofthe focal

spot size, penumbral width, and output factor are explored
using Monte Carlo modeling. A spotsize is found that simul-

taneously matches beam penumbra andoutput factors forall
field sizes down to 0.5 cm, completing the data matching of

the small-field linac Monte Carlo model. Then in Sec. III, a

formalism is developed splitting output factor into constitu-
ent parts—phantom scatter, flattening filter scatter, and

source occlusion. Monte Carlo modeling is used to explore

which components are mostsensitive to changes in the focal

spot and field size, to relate variations in the different com-
ponents back to changesin overall output factor, and to study

the design of miniphantoms used in small-field dosimetry.

ll. INTERDEPENDENCES OF PENUMBRAWIDTH,
OUTPUT FACTOR, AND FOCAL SPOTSIZE

Il.A. Background

The penumbra width of a radiation field at depth is deter-

minedbythe range of scattered electrons in the phantom and

the width of the in-air photon fluence penumbra. Thefirst
factor is governed by the radiation energy spectrum, while

the second depends onthesize of the photon focal spot, and

thus the incident electron beam width and the source-to-

collimator distance (SCD). The nonlinear relationship be-

tween the width of the incident electron beam and penumbra

width, together with penumbra measurementaccuracy limi-

tations, may meanthat a range of electron spot sizes generate

experimentally indistinguishable penumbra.
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Fic. 1. Schematic illustration of the effect of field size on dose profile,
adapted from Daset al. (Ref. 2). For mostfield sizes the whole of the focal

spot can be seen from the detector location on the central axis, and so the
direct primaryfluence component remains approximately constant. However
for very small fields the jaws are so close that the outer edges of the focal
spot are occluded and the dose onthe central axis drops significantly.

The dose delivered to a point comprises of scatter from
the linac head and the phantom, which varies with jaw set-
ting, and nonscattered “primary”fluence direct from the pho-
ton radiation source (electron target) which changes little
with thefield size. But at very small-field sizes, the jaws may
be so close together that the photon focal spot is partly oc-

cluded when viewed from the isocenter, reducing the on-axis
primary fluence as described by Daset al.” (Fig. 1).

Sharper portal images” and improved dose distributions

can be generated by linac beams with smaller focal spots.
However, the thick targets needed to produce stable, high

fluence photon beamsinevitably broaden photon focal spots

beyondincident electron beam widths, limiting the sharpness

of the resulting photon beam penumbra. Karzmark et al.®

reported typical focal spot widths of 2-4 mm and angular

divergences of +1—5 mrad. More recently Shiekh-Bagheri

and Rogers’ have Monte Carlo modeled Varian and Elekta
linacs using a nondivergent beam with a Gaussian full width
at half maximum (FWHM)of 1-2 mm,selecting the spot

size to produce the best match to the large-field profiles and

PDD. Keall et al.® reported similar FWHM values for a

Varian linac at 6 and 18 MV.
Jaffray et al.” used a CTreconstruction technique to mea-

sure photon focal spot profiles for several linacs. They found

spot widths in the range of 0.5-3.4 mm FWHM,which were
relatively stable for linacs of the same design (~1.3 mm for

a Varian 18 MV beam) and overa time period of at least 2
years. Measured spot profiles were approximately Gaussian

in shape and the spots of Siemens and Varian machines were

roughly circular.
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Fic. 2. Photon spot widths (scored at the bottom of the target) for various
widthsof incident electron beam calculated using BEAManrc.

The quantitative relationship between the width of the ini-
tial electron beam andtheresulting photon focal spot profile
is unclear. Wang and Leszezynski' reported for the Siemens
Primus linac 6 MV beam that the photon focal spot width
(scored just after the target) varied from 2.8 to 4 mm as the
incident electron beam width changed between 0.5 and 2
mm. This perhaps explains some of the differences in spot
widths cataloged in literature, as it is sometimes unclear
whether electron or photon spot widths are being reported.
As in our previous paper,’ modeled focal spot widths re-
ported here refer to the FWHM ofthe incident electron
beam, unless otherwise specified. A comparison between

Monte Carlo calculated electron and photon focal spot
widths for our beam model, produced by a similar method to
Wang and Leszezynski,’” is presented in Fig. 2. Note that
although the incident electron beam has a uniform energy

spectrum across its width, this is not true for the resultant
photon beam, and so the width of the photon energy fluence

is less than that of the photon particle fluence.

1l.B. Methods

I1.B.1. Monte Carlo beam model

The Monte Carlo system BEAMnrc (Ref. 11) has been

used to model a Varian 2100C 15 MV beam, ! achieving vari-

ance reduction by employing directional bremsstrahlung

splitting’ (DBS) at the level of the flattening filter with a

splitting number of 100. DBSpreferentially creates particles

directed toward the final region of interest, which in this

work is set 10 cm larger than the field size to account cor-

rectly for scatter into the field. For each field size, the num-

ber of histories has been adjusted so that particle numbers in
the final phase-space file exceed 1.5 X 10°/cm?. Photon and

electron cutoff values (PCUT and ECUT) have beenset to
0.01 and 0.7 MeV,respectively, transport of particles with
total energies below these values being terminated with the
energy deposited in the current voxel.

In our previous paper,' the model was matched to dose

distributions measured using a variety of detectors for square
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field size of 3-40 cm. The electron source was modeled as a

14.8 MeV monoenergetic beam with a Gaussian profile
whose width was chosen by matching wide-field calculated

penumbra widths (using SCDs of 28 and 36.7 cm for the two

sets of jaws) to those measured with the smallest detector, an

unshielded silicon diode (Scanditronix-Wellhéfer,

Schwarzenbruck, Germany) with a 2 mm diameter, 0.06 mm

deep sensitive volume. An FWHM of 1.0 mm gave a match
between modeled and measured 20%-80% penumbra widths
that was good to around 0.1 mm. For quite small (1-3 cm)
fields, PDDs,profiles, and output factors calculated using the

large-field model agree well with those measured using the
unshielded diode. For a 0.5 cm field, the Monte Carlo model

also matches the measured PDD andprofiles (after a small

reduction in the modeled field size required to fit the mea-
sured field width correctly! possibly due to a miscalibration
of the linac jaws); however, the calculated output factor is

4.5% too low as outlined in Sec.I.

1.B.2, Measurements

Small-field measurements were made with the Varian
2100C’s multileaves retracted so that square fields were de-
fined by the linac jaws alone, with the collimator rotation set

to 90°. Profiles and output factors were measured using a

Scanditronix unshielded diode placed 5 cm deep in a Well-
héfer Blue water phantom, set up with a source-to-phantom-
surface distance (SSD) of 100 cm. Both X (in-line) and Y
(cross-line) profiles were measured to explore any angular
variation in the focal spot width. Although profiles can be
measured with a high spatial sampling rate using modern
water tanks, penumbra widths are broadened bydetector vol-

ume averaging. We have used a diode detector to provide a

data set consistent with previous work.’ Film might be ex-
pected to yield higher resolution data, but Metcalfe et aL
found no difference between penumbra widths measured

with film and the Scanditronix unshielded diode. The posi-

tional tolerance of our water tank (manufacturer’s specifica-

tions) is +0.2 mm,corresponding to a 5%-10% uncertainty

in 20%—-80% penumbra widths of 2-4 mm.

Profiles have been measured with the diode aligned both

parallel and perpendicular to the central axis of the radiation

field (Fig. 3). The small width of the silicon diode’s depletion

zone, whenit is aligned with its stem perpendicular to the

beam, might be thought to make this orientation preferable.
However, electron ranges in the material behind the deple-
tion zone are shorter than those in the water in front ofit,

asymmetrizingthe sensitivity of the diode in this perpendicu-
lar orientation and leading to asymmetries in measuredpen-
umbra widths and shapes as described by Beddar et al.'* For
the perpendicular diode orientation, we have found that pen-

umbra widths measured as the diode exits the beam (Fig. 3)
are around 0.2 mm larger than widths measured as the diode
enters the beam. We view the wider exit measurements as

more accurately reflecting the true in-water dose distribu-

tions because the decreased electron ranges in the material

behind the depletion zone will artificially narrow rather than
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Fic. 3. Parallel and perpendicular orientations of the unshielded diode[after
Beddar et al. (Ref. 14)]. The curved line drawn at one end of the diode
represents the position of the depletion region within the epoxycasing.

broaden the measured penumbra." Therefore for the perpen-
dicular diode orientation, exit penumbra widthsare tabulated

and analyzed here.

Repeat profile measurements have been averaged to give
best estimates of 20%-80% widths. The averaged values
have a 1 standard deviation (s.d.) uncertainty of around 0.1

mm, which could be reduced further by averaging over more

profiles but is already small in comparison with factorslikely

to create systematic errors in measured penumbra widths,

such as the 0.5 mm spacing of measurement points and the

finite size of the detector.

As well as profiles, we have also measured outputfactors,

Scp, defined nonisocentrically here (according to our clinical

usage),

D(JS,SSD, dyes)

P™ DISrepSSD, res)” m

where D is the dose measured on the axis of a square field

per 100 monitor units (MU), JS (cm) is the jaw setting pro-
jected to isocenter, and d,.¢ (cm) is the measurementdepth in
water. A reference field JS,.¢ with size of 3 cm is used here,

closer to small-field dimensions than the more standard 10

cm field, but still accurately measurable using the unshielded
diode! and large enough for photon fluence and dose to be

changing quite slowly with field size. The reference depth is

taken as 5 cm, reducing the influence of electrons and low-

energy photons, and measurements have been made at 100

cm SSD. The amountof backscatter to the monitor chamber
varies minimally for small fields [less than 1% over the

range of 0.5—4 cm (Ref. 1)] and has therefore not been fac-

tored into Monte Carlo calculations.

The on-axis doses D have been measured using an un-

shielded silicon diode oriented parallel to the field axis. Mea-
surements have been corrected by a Monte Carlo-derived

factor, which accounts for changes with field size in the

water:unshielded-silicon-diode-in-water dose ratio, as calcu-

lated in Scott et al.' The doseratio accounts for the perturb-

ing effect of the higher density silicon being placed in water.

This effect is virtually constant for mostfield sizes and there-

fore the factor is unity except at the smallest field-size stud-
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ied here (0.5 cm) for which the doseratio increases, causing

an artificial over-read of 2.5% compared to wider field mea-
surements.

11.B.3. Monte Carlo calculations

In-water profiles have been calculated for a variety of
electron spot sizes using a 0.5 mm voxel resolution in pen-
umbraregions. This voxelsize is significantly larger than the
width of the sensitive region of the diode when aligned per-
pendicular to the beam (60 mm) but has been chosen to
match the spatial sampling of the water tank measurements
and to keepstatistical errors reasonably small. The increased
width of the unshielded silicon diode in the parallel orienta-
tion is accounted for by averaging over four adjacent voxels,

creating calculated penumbra with the same 0.5 mm sample
spacing as the measured profile and with the 2 mm spatial
resolution of the diode. For output factor calculations, doses

have been computed for 2 mm wide voxels located on axis.
We havealso explored the validity of penumbra measure-

ments made using the Scanditronix unshielded diode ori-
ented parallel to the beam central axis by calculating profiles

for a 0.5 cm field with voxels representing the silicon diode

placed at various isolated positions in a phantom otherwise
entirely composed of water. The detector was modeled as
two silicon voxels with lateral dimensions of 2 mm and

depths of 0.06 and 0.44 mm,representing the sensitive
depletion region and the silicon dye, respectively, stacked
parallel to the field axis. Calculations have been carried out

with the detector placed at several positions in and around

the penumbra region, to give a good estimate of the 20%-
80% penumbra width while not requiring an excessive num-

ber of Monte Carlo runs.

I.C. Results

Ratios of Monte Carlo calculated to measured penumbra

widths are plotted in Fig. 4 and can be seen to vary appre-
ciably with modeled spot size. Data measured with the diode
oriented perpendicular to the radiation beam are compared to

Monte Carlo calculations for a 0.5 mm voxel size and sam-

pling, while parallel oriented diode measurements are com-

pared to calculated profiles with 2 mm spatial averaging and

0.5 mm sampling. Each plotted point is an average of the

individual ratios obtained for 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 4 cm field

sizes. With the experimental uncertainty in the averaged pen-

umbra measurements (displayed as the shaded region), it can

be seenthat a spot size between 0.4 and 0.7 mm provides the
best match between the measured and calculated penumbra

widths. It may also be observed that the best-fit spot size is
slightly larger in the Y direction, the degree of ellipticity

being comparable to that reported by Jaffray et al.” for
Varian 2100C linacs. Thereis little difference between the

spot sizes suggested by matches of calculations to measure-
ments made using parallel and perpendicular diode orienta-

tions.

Effects of the width and composition of the voxels used to
calculate a 0.5 cm field profile are shown in Fig. 5. As ex-

pected, the 20%-80% penumbrawidth calculated for 0.5 mm
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Fic. 4. Ratios of the calculated penumbra widths to those measured with an
unshielded diode for a 15 MV beam.Plotted points are average ratios for
field sizes between 0.5 and 4 cm. The shaded region represents 2 s.d. un-
certainty in the measurement.

wide water voxels is narrower than that for 2 mm voxels.
Interestingly, little difference is seen between penumbra ob-

tained from calculations in a grid of 2 mm water voxels

alone and from calculations in 2 mm silicon voxels (repre-

senting the detector in the parallel orientation) embedded at

isolated measurement points in water—suggesting that used

in this orientation, the diode distorts penumbra measure-

ments simply by spatial averaging over its sensitive volume.
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Fic. 5. Monte Carlo simulated profiles of a 0.5 cm 15 MV field at 5 cm
depth [calculated for a 0.45 cm jawsetting (Ref. 1)] calculated using 0.5
mm wide water voxels (squares), 2.0 mm wide water voxels (crosses), and

repeatedly using an isolated stack of two 2.0 mm widesilicon voxels to
represent the unshielded diode in the parallel orientation (circles).
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2 3
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Fic. 6. Theeffect of electron spot size on the ratio of Monte Carlo calcu-
lated output factor to that measured with an unshielded diode [and corrected
by a Monte Carlo calculated factor (Ref. 1)], plotted as a function offield
size for a 15 MV photon beam.Error bars represent 2 s.d. uncertainty.

The effect of spot size on output factor is shownin Fig.6.
x? analysis showsthatdifferences between the output factors
calculated for the spot sizes in the range of 0.1—-1.0 mm are
insignificant at the 0.05 level for field sizes of 1 cm or more.

However the 12% variation for the 0.5 cm field is highly
significant (p=0.001), with the best match to measured data
being obtained at a spot size of 0.7 mm.

ll.D. Summary of dose distribution characteristics

influenced by spot size

A +0.1 mm measurementuncertainty (1 s.d.) in the mea-

sured penumbra width leads to around 0.3 mm uncertainty in
the electron focal spot FWHM of a Monte Carlo linac model
matching the measured penumbra width. For the smallest
field studied here (0.5 cm), this 0.3 mm FWHMrangecor-

responds to a 5% relative variation in the predicted output.
Consequently, when fine-tuning small-field Monte Carlo

models,it is important to choose spot widths that adequately

match both penumbra and very small-field output factors.

Electron spot sizes obtained by the penumbra matching
are around 0.5 mm FWHM in the X direction and 0.7 mm

FWHM in the Y direction. As elliptical focal spot shapes

cannot be modeled in BEAMnrec,the 0.7 mm value, which

also produces a good match to the measured 0.5 cm field

output factor, is used as a reference spot size in this work.
This FWHM is smaller than some literature values—

although it corresponds to a photon focal spot width of

around 2.1 mm (Fig. 2), and the general trend is for narrower
focal spots on more modern linacs.

Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers’ and Keall et al.® showedthat

large-field profiles change to some extent with modeled spot

size, and soit is important to check that fine tuning of the

focal spot size to match the penumbra and small-field output
factors does not degrade the matching of measured and

Monte Carlo large-field profiles. For our model, large-field

profiles calculated with electron focal spot FWHMsof0.7
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and 1.0 mm agree well with the measured data, while a spot
size of 0.1 mm increases calculated off-axis dosesa little at
shallow depths.

The 0.7 mm spot size used hereis slightly narrower that
the 1.0 mm spotusedin the original beam model.’ However
the earlier study ignored small (0.1 mm) discrepancies be-
tween measured and calculated penumbra widths and pro-
duced a Monte Carlo calculated output factor that was 4.5%
lower than the measured value for the smallest (0.5 cm) field

size. Both inconsistencies are removed by using the smaller

focal spotsize.

lil. A DESCRIPTIVE FRAMEWORKFORLINAC
OUTPUT, SOURCE OCCLUSION, AND
HEAD SCATTER FACTORS

Ill.A. Background

In this section we explore further the mechanisms behind
the dependence of small-field output factors Sp on electron
beam focal spot size. Zhu and Bjarngard!> esnorind a steep
decrease in head scatter factors at small-field sizes and sug-
gested this may be dueto occlusion of the photon focal spot.
The effect of focal spot size on head scatter factor has also

briefly been discussed by McKerracher and Thwaites.'° Here
we develop a framework that splits the output factor into
constituent parts; then we use Monte Carlo modeling to ana-

lyze the variation in each component with field size and spot

width.
The developmentbeginsclassically by separating S,, into

phantom andheadscatter factors S, and S, and then explores
the dependence of S, on jaw setting. S, is often thought of as

the ratio of in-air energy fluence for a given jaw setting to
that for a reference jaw setting.’’ In practice, however, ratios
of doses in small miniphantoms are usually measured rather
than energy fluences. In miniphantoms wide enough forlat-

eral electronic equilibrium to exist on axis, but narrow
enough for most phantom-scattered photons to escape, these
doses will be proportional to collision kerma (the photon

energy transferred to electrons in the phantom and not sub-

sequently reirradiated as photons). Because unscattered pri-

mary and head-scattered radiation do not necessarily have

the same energy spectrum, the spectrally averaged mass en-

ergy absorption coefficient (4.,/p) may change with field

size [see Eq. (6), below], causing collision kermanotto scale

exactly with total energy fluence. In the developmentof this

formalism, we model miniphantom-based S, as depending on

the collision kerma, later presenting results to justify this
assumption. In larger, patientlike phantoms some dose will

also be deposited by secondary photons generated within the

phantom. This additional contribution is accounted for by the
Sp factor, which varies with the area of phantom irradiated.

Given the collision kerma-based S, factors, S, [defined by

Eq. (2), below] scales collision kerma into the delivered

dose, which lies somewhere between collision kerma and

terma (total energy transferred to scattered photons and sec-
ondary electrons by the incoming energy fluence) except

when chargedparticle equilibrium breaks down, when dose

falls below collision kerma.
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Il1.B. Methods

l.B.1. Framework development

Output factor is split into head and phantom scatter
factors,’™S. and S,,

Scp(JS,SSD,deep) = S.(JS) X S_(IS,SSD,dyes) (2)

and S, is defined as the ratio of the on-axis in-miniphantom
collision kerma per MU,K,yu,at the jaw setting JS to that at
the reference setting, JS,e.,

K.yuWS) _ BOS) KS)
KeyuUSret) BUS) Ke(ISre9)’

where K, is the collision kerma perelectron fluence incident
on the linac target and the factor B(JS,.,)/B(JS) describes the
ratio of monitor chamberreadingsper electron target fluence
for field sizes JS,.; and JS. For small fields and a 3 cm JS,¢¢,

we have previously shown’ that B(JS,.,)/B(JS) is generally
close to 1, and therefore, this factor is set to unity throughout
the rest of this development.

Because S, variation is driven by in-air fluence changes
with field size, which can result from source occlusion as

well as changing amounts of linac headscatter, we refer to S,
throughoutthis article as the in-air fluence (rather than head
scatter) factor. For ease of reading, only the dependences of

Sop Sc, and S, on JS are written explicitly in the following

nomenclature—although these factors are all potentially
functionsof electron spot size SS, and S,, and S, also depend

on source-to-surface distance SSD and measurement depth

ret.
The total in-air photon energy fluence (per electron inci-

dent onthe target) on axis V slbe expressed as the sum of
two independent contributions'*°_the true direct primary
radiation Vy, from photons, which do not interact between

the target and the detector, and scattered radiation Vy from
photonsthat interact with the flattening filter and other com-
ponents of the linac head,

W(JS) =Wy(S) + Vy(JS). (4)

 S(JS) = (3)

This energy fluence corresponds to a collision kerma

K.(JS) = (4)was) z | (eal)PSae, (5)
p p dE

which can be split into components K,y, and K,y describing
the collision kerma from the primary and head-scattered el-

ements of in-air energy fluence,
  

KS) = (=Hes)sas) + (He:+)v8)

= K.n(JS) + K,x(JS), (6)

where (i-,/p)y and (4,,/p)s are spectrally weighted mass
energy absorption coefficients calculated for primary and

head-scattered photons in the water-equivalent phantom ma-

terial.

For small fields, the direct primary photon unscattered

in-air fluence (per incident electron fluence) Wy will be re-
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duced as the source becomesoccluded; but for larger fields

source occlusion will be negligible and Vy; will be a constant
Wy, equal to the total energy fluence from the photon source

attenuated by the flattening filter, and generating a collision
kerma K,y*. A source occlusion factor S,,, can then be de-

fined as the fraction of the total direct primary energy fluence
Wy, or collision kerma K,,;+, reaching a detector on central

axis for a given jaw setting,
 

Men

Wy(IS) | p hn WuGs) _ Ken(S)

Vir ( Ha) Vir Kor
I

p

 Soce(JS) = (7)

An analogous factor can be defined for the head scatter ra-
diation,

 

 SEAS) = SS> 8US) = (2) = (8)
Il

p

We refer to Spp as the flattening filter scatter factor since
Ahnesjé”””! showed that the majority of radiation scattered
within the linac head emanates from the flattening filter. No-
tice that Spp does not necessarily reduce to a simple ratio of

energy fluences because the primary and head-scatter energy

fluence spectra maydiffer.
Consequently,

K,(JS) me K(5S) + K,y(JS) = Kop x (Soce(JS) + Spp(JS))

(9)

and from Egs.(3) and (9) it follows [for B(JS)=B(JS,-,) | that

Soce(IS) + Spp(JS)
S(JS) = ;

Socc(ISree) + Srp(ISre¢)

(10)

so for a reference field size large enough for source occlusion

to be negligible

Socc(JS) + Spx(JS)
S)=

SIS) TT SISen) (11)

Source occlusion factors S,,, can be calculated if values of

K,.1(JS), the collision kerma(perincidentelectron fluence)

excluding contributions from head-scattered photons, can be
determined. This can be achieved by allowing radiation only
to reach the detector from a small solid angle either by using

lead shielding or by computationally excluding head-

scattered photons from Monte Carlo calculations (Fig. 7).
The flattening filter scatter factor Spp can then be evaluated

from total and direct primary kerma values by rearranging

Eqs. (7) and (9),

K(JS) — Key(JS)
12= (12)SpeJS) =

Phantom scatter is often defined as the ratio of dose mea-

sured (at a given reference depth and SSD) whena particular
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Lead Mask
5 cm deep witha

2 mm x 2 mm hole

on central axis

 

15 cm air gap

2mmx2mmx5cm

waterbuild-up

2 mm cubical water

measurementvoxel

Fic. 7. Schematic diagram of the virtual milliphantom and lead mask. Con-
tamination of the dose measured in the 2 mm cubical voxel by electrons and
low-energy photons can be removed by appropriate Monte Carlo settings.
In-air fluence calculations have been performed using the virtual milliphan-
tom alone, while source occlusion has been calculated with the addition of

the lead mask.

area of phantomis irradiated to that measured whena refer-
ence phantom area is irradiated using the same jaw

settings.'’ The irradiated area can be changed withoutalter-
ing the collimator settings by using either a lead mask with
varying apertures or a series of phantoms with increasing

dimensions. This latter method directly produces a scaling
factor, which converts the dose to a small phantom in air

(equivalent to the collision kerma) to the dose in a larger
phantom,correspondingto the role of S, in Eq. (2). Phantom

scatter is quite inconvenient to measure, and therefore, it is
frequently determined indirectly from Eq. (2) by dividing
measured output factors by S,.

McKerracherand Thwaites” found experimentally that Sp
values, thus defined, are independent of beam defining sys-

tem and linac design and depend only on the area of phantom

irradiated and measurement depth. However, the amount of
phantom-scattered radiation reaching the central axis de-
pends notjust on the area of phantom irradiated but also on

the fluence profile across that area. For wide beams, changes
in the cross-field in-air fluence profile with penumbra width

(and thus electron spot FWHM)are small, making phantom
scatter effectively independent of the focal spot size. But for

very small fields the influence of spot size on the in-air flu-
ence profile around central axis will be greater, potentially
causing S, to vary with spot width. Toillustrate this effect,
two schematic narrow-beam in-air fluence profiles, with the

same field width and central axis fluence but different pen-
umbra widths, have been modeled [Fig. 8(a)]. The profiles
have been convolved with a simple kernel to represent the

effect of phantom scatter [Fig. 8(b)]. The resulting schematic
dose profiles show a marked difference in the central axis

value, a change in Sp:

111.B.2. Monte Carlo calculations

Using the Monte Carlo code FLURZnrc, energy spectra

have been calculated for the total and direct primary in-air
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Hic. 8. (a) Schematic diagram of two small-field in-air fluence profiles with
the samefield width but different spot sizes and therefore penumbra shapes.
Althoughidentical areas of phantom are irradiated (at the 50% fluence lev-
els) with the same integral fluence, the dose to central axis calculated as the

convolution of the in-air fluence and a simple dose spread kernel (shaded
region) differs as illustrated in (b). Small-field phantom scatter factors may
therefore vary with the focal spot width.

photon fluences YW and Wy, and head scatter fluence spectra
Ws have been derived by subtracting one from the other.
From spectra calculated for large (10 cm) and small (1 cm)

fields, spectrally averaged mass attenuation coefficients and

energy absorption coefficients have been calculated, and

their uncertainties computed using a numericalstatistical

simulation procedure.

To remove contaminantelectrons and low-energy photons

from in-air fluence measurements andto establish electronic

equilibrium, detectors are generally placed in a small amount

of phantom material, often Perspex. However the required

“miniphantom” lateral dimensions (typically 3-4 cm) are
larger than the sizes of some small fields, introducing a con-
tribution from phantom scatter into relative S, measure-

ments. Various methods of overcoming this problem have

been suggested, such as increasing the distance at which the

measurement is made so that beam divergence causes even

the smallest field to cover the miniphantom.”” Alternatively,

Weber et al.”* and others”””° used dense scatterers such as

gold to reduce miniphantom dimensions whilestill providing
sufficient material to eliminate electron contamination and
reduce the low-energy scatter reaching the detector. McKer-

racher and Thwaites~’ suggested that the effects of lateral

electronic disequilibrium and electron contamination on head

Medical Physics, Vol. 36, No. 7, July 2009

scatter measurements are minimal and therefore proposed us-
ing buildup tops without the lateral walls. Here we Monte
Carlo model such a narrow miniphantom.

Wehave used DOSXYZarc to model a 2 mm wide water-
equivalent miniphantom (a “milliphantom”) surrounded by
air, the lateral dimension being chosen to mirror the width of

the unshielded diode. Dose has been calculated in a 2 mm
cubical voxel of water placed at 105 cm from the source, the
same position used for output factor measurements in water.
Low-energy forward-traveling photons and electronsarefil-
tered out of the beam by placing a 5 cm water column in
front of the measurementvoxel (Fig. 7). Varying the value of

PCUTfrom 10 to 300 keV leads to only minimal changes in
the recorded dose—from which weinfer that low-energylat-
erally scattered photons from the head do not reach the mea-
surement voxel in any great numbers despite the narrowness
of the milliphantom. Likewise lateral electron contamination
does not appear to present problems for the milliphantom:
Such contamination can be completely eliminated by track-
ing only photon histories from the linac phase-spacefile, but
negligibly different results are obtained when the contami-
nant electrons are tracked. We have carried out milliphantom

simulations with ECUT set to 3 MeV,thus blockingall elec-

tron transport within the phantom andeffectively forcing the
calculated dose to equal total kerma K. Thetotal kermadif-
fers from collision kerma only in that it includes small dose

contributions from photons generated by the secondary elec-
trons produced within the milliphantom (these photons will
usually escape the phantom, but with ECUTsethigh they are

never actually modeled andtheir energy is effectively depos-

ited locally). Because the difference between K and K, is
small and varies quite slowly with energy (shownlater), ra-
tios of total kermas calculated using these parameters are

almost identical to collision kerma ratios and have therefore

been used to determine S, values [Eq. (3)]. Calculations have
also been carried out with ECUT set to 700 keV to more
accurately replicate real physical measurements made using

buildup tops.””
DOSRZnrc has also been used to model the ESTRO

miniphantom’® (4 cm in diameter) to provide a comparison
with conventionally measured large-field S, data, for which

measurement made with this miniphantom represents the

gold standard. We have set PCUT and ECUTvalues to 10
and 700 keV andtracked contaminantelectron histories from

the phase-space file to best replicate physical measurements.

For field sizes of 0.5—4 cm and focal spot widths of 0.1,

0.7, and 1.0 mm,the validated large-field Monte Carlo beam
model has been used to produce a phase-space file. As the

probability of a particle interacting in the virtual milliphan-

tom is low, the statistical uncertainty in the Monte Carlo
calculations is quite high. The initial numberof histories has

therefore been increased so that phase-space file particle

numbers (scored at the exit window of the linac head) ex-

ceeded 6 X 10°/cm”,leadingto a final uncertainty in the dose
to the measurement voxel of around 0.5% (1 s.d.). Kerma

values normalized to the numberofinitial incident electrons

have then been determined for these field sizes and spot

widths, representing cases where small-field source occlu-
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sion might be expected to vary from minimal to substantial.

S, factors have beenobtained from these kerma values (cal-
culated doses delivered to the measurement voxel with

ECUT set to 3 MeV)using Eq. (3), working with a reference
field size of 3 cm.

The same virtual geometry has been used to determine
Ky(JS), the kerma from direct primary radiation, over the
same range offield sizes and focal spot widths, adding lead
collimation between the linac exit and the virtual milliphan-
tom to eliminate flatteningfilter scatter (Fig. 7) (similar to a
geometry proposed by Kubo”). The mask is 5 cm thick, has
a 2 mm square hole on central axis to allow nonscattered
radiation to reach the milliphantom, and is placed 15 cm in
front of the virtual milliphantom to reducethe effect of scat-

ter from the lead. At this location the central 8.4 mm of the
target will be visible from the measurementpoint, ensuring
that the mask does not occlude the source but that any radia-

tion scattered through an angle of more than 0.2° is pre-
vented from reaching the detector. From the calculated

Ky(JS) values, source occlusion factors S,,, have been ob-
tained using Eq. (7), assumingthat at a reference field size of
3 cm source occlusion is minimal and therefore K;;(3 cm)
=Ky-. Using both primary andtotal calculated kerma values

Ky and K,flattening filter scatter factors Spp have also been

determined according to Eq. (12). Again, ratios of kerma
(obtained with ECUT=3 MeV)rather than collision kerma

have been usedin these S,,, and Srp calculations,justified by

the similarity of these ratios. Finally phantom scatter factors
have been calculated as the ratio of output and total head
scatter factors [Eq. (2)].

/11.B.3. Spreadsheet calculations

To validate virtual milliphantom source occlusion calcu-
lations, a simple modeloflinac collimation has been created

in EXCEL (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA), represent-
ing the normalized fluence distribution as a symmetrical two

dimensional Gaussian focal spot gridded on an array with

pixel width of 0.05 mm. The region of the focal spot visible

from a detector at 105 cm on the central axis is calculated

using simple geometry,

JH SCD
VILESS X =——K (13)

SAD (SCD-JH)

where VFL is the length of the focal spot visible from a
detector on central axis at a distance SCD from the source,

with the jaws located at a distance JH from the source andset

for a field size JS at the isocenter SAD from the source. As

the X and Y jawsare at different heights, a rectangular area
of the focal spot is visible from the detector when a square
field is delivered. Fluence contributions of cells located

within the visible rectangle are summedto give an estimate

of the unoccluded fraction of the primary fluence equivalent

to Soce-

This simple method can be used to rapidly generate ap-
proximate source occlusion factors for each spot width and

potentially can be extended to different spot profiles. The

calculations make no assumption about the energy of the
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TABLE I. Spectrally weightedmass attenuation, energy absorption, and en-

ergy transfer coefficients (42/p), (4,/p), and (,,/p) for small (1 cm) and

large (10 cm) 15 MV photonfields, together with 95% confidence limits,

expressed in units of cm? g~!. Data are shown for direct primary, head-
scattered, and total in-air energy fluence and the percentage of the total

in-air energy fluence coming from head-scattered photonsis also listed.
 

 

 

 

 

 

Field size 10 cm lcm

% energy scattered 2.8 0.2

(4) n (primary)p 0.0328 + 0.0002 0.0326 + 0.0001

£ ys (scatter)
p 0.045 + 0.002 0.042 + 0.001
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( p + fio) 0.0332 + 0.0002 0.0327 + 0.0001
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1.20 + 0.02 1.17+£0.02

(*), (primary)p 0.0201 + 0.0001 0.019 99 + 0.000 02

(= y (scattered)
p 0.0237 + 0.0005 0.0236 + 0.0005

Heyou 1( p ¢ otal 0.020 18+0,00003 0.019 99+ 0.000 02

oIpr 1.18 +0.02 1.18 +0.02
 

 

beam and do notincludethe effects of transmission through
the jaws; the modeled source width describes the photon

beam emanating from the target rather than the electron

beam impacting onit.

lll.C. Results

l1.C.1. Kerma, terma, and energy fluence

Spectrally averaged mass attenuation and energy absorp-
tion coefficients (44/p)y and (2,/p)y calculated for the di-
rect primary component Wy, of in-air fluence using

FLURZanrcare very similar for field sizes of 1 and 10 cm, as

might be expected (Table I). Interestingly, however (4/p)

and (,,/p)s values calculated for the head scatter in-air

fluence component of the 10 cm field are 38% and 20%

higher than the values calculated for the primary component

(30% and 17% for the 1 cm field). Consequently on-axis
collision kerma K, can be expected to scale roughly as

(Wy(JS)+1.2Ws(JS)) [Eq. (6)] rather than with total energy

fluence V(JS) and terma as (Wp_(JS)+1.35Vs(JS)).
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TABLEII. The 4 cm/10 cm field S, factor ratio as measured using an ESTRO

miniphantom compared to Monte Carlo-derived values [Eg. (3)] obtained

for several virtual phantoms and averaged over three focal spot sizes (0.1,

0.7, and 1.0 mm). Uncertainties are 2 s.d.
 

 

4 cm:10 cm phantom doseratios
 

Measurement 0.963

MC miniphantom 0.957 +0.011

MCmilliphantom (ECUT=3.0 MeV) 0.955 + 0.012

MC milliphantom (ECUT=0.7 MeV) 0.938 + 0.010
 

 

For the both field sizes (j,,/p)s, the mass energy transfer
coefficient of the head-scattered fluence is 18% higher than
(44,/p), the value calculated for the direct primary compo-
nent. This means that total kerma K, as calculated in the

milliphantom with ECUT set to 3 MeV, will scale as
(Wy(JS)+1.18¥s(JS)). This expression is very similar to
that for K, especially since Vy is small compared to Vy; and,
consequently, these kerma values K will scale almost identi-
cally to Ky.

Ii.C.2. Miniphantom and milliphantom

Monte Carlo estimates of S, based on doses calculated for

4 and 10 cm fields in the 4 cm diameter ESTRO miniphan-
tom (including the effect of differences in monitor chamber

backscatter) agree with the measured data (Table II). Similar

results are obtained for the virtual milliphantom with ECUT
set to 3 MeV, validating this particular approach. When
ECUTis reduced to 0.7 MeV, modeling electron transport to
mimic physical measurements, the calculated 4 cm/10 cm
in-air fluence factor decreases somewhat—likely reflecting
electronic disequilibrium differences within the phantom be-

tween radiation generated by primary and head-scattered

photons. However, over the range of 0.5-4 cm only quite

limited differences (<1%) are seen between milliphantom S,
factors calculated using the 0.7 and 3 MeV ECUTvalues.

This suggests that reasonable S, estimates can probably be

obtained for small fields (<3 cm) using buildup tops, al-
though for larger fields better results will be obtained using

conventional miniphantoms.

11.C.3. In-air fluence factor S,

For three focal spot widths, total kerma values K(JS), cal-

culated as doses delivered to the measurement voxel of the

virtual milliphantom with ECUTset to 3 MeV,are plotted

againstfield size in Fig. 9(a). The values are normalized to a
3 cm field and number of input histories and represent an

ideal determination of in-air fluence factor S,. As expected,
S, decreases as the field size is reduced,falling off rapidly at

very small jaw settings for the largest spot size. For fields of

1 cm orgreater, differences in S, values determined for the
range of spot sizes lie within the uncertainty in the calcula-

tions. However for the 0.5 cm field the S, value calculated

using a 1.0 mm focal spot is significantly lower than those

calculated with 0.7 or 0.1 mm spot width (p=0.001).
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Fic. 9. Monte Carlo computed doses delivered to the virtual milliphantom
normalized to a 3 cm reference field size for various focal spot widths
calculated: (a) Without the lead mask,representing total in-air fluence S, and
(b) with the lead mask in place, representing source occlusion S,,,. The error

bars represent 20 uncertainty.

11.0.4. Source occlusion Soc

Figure 9(b) shows source occlusion factors S,,, obtained
using Eq. (7) and Monte Carlo kermacalculations made with

the lead mask placed in front of the virtual milliphantom to
providescatter-free conditions. Again the variation with fo-
cal spot size is less than the uncertainty in the calculations
for field sizes of 1 cm or greater, with a significant (p

=(0.001) decrease in S,,, being observed only for the smallest

field size and largest focal spot, confirming the earlier as-

sumption that for a 3 cm field the source is totally unoc-

cluded.

Occlusion factors calculated using the simple spreadsheet-

based method are shown in Fig. 10. Given the approximate

nature of these calculations, they show reasonable qualitative

agreement with the Monte Carlo factors. For a 0.5 cm field,
spreadsheet-based S,,, values for photon focal spot sizes of
0.1, 0.7, and 1.3 mm are 1.000, 0.998, and 0.914 respec-

tively; this last figure is similar to the 0.91+0.02 Monte

Carlo estimate obtained for an electron spot size of 0.7 mm

corresponding to a photon energy fluence width of 2.1 mm
(Fig. 2)—the discrepancy in the photon spot size presumably

following from the limitations of the simple model and the

statistical noise on the Monte Carlo calculations.

liLC.5. Flattening filter scatter Srr

Srp values have been obtained from Eq. (12) and the

Monte Carlo calculated K(JS) and Ky(JS) values. The results
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Fic. 10. Source occlusion calculated using a simple EXCEL spreadsheet
model for square fields between 0.2 and 2 cm using Gaussian photon focal
spots ranging from 0.1 to 1.2 mm FWHM.

(Fig. 11) show that there is a slow progressive increase in Spp
with field size, but no significant variation with focal spot

size. The size of this factor, which represents the scattered

radiation as a fraction of the maximum direct primary un-

scattered fluence, is comparable to published results.””” The
large statistical uncertainty in K(JS)-—Ky(JS) leads to a

couple of anomalousslightly negative Spp values being com-
puted.

I1.C.6. Phantom scatter S,

Calculated phantom scatter factors S, decrease rapidly at

small-field size as lateral electronic equilibrium is lost [Fig.
12(a)]. The variation in S, with spot size can more clearly be
visualized by normalizing S,(JS,SS) by S,(JS,0.7), the

phantom scatter factor with a 0.7 mm focalspot [Fig. 12(b)].
Again, x* analysis shows that S, changes significantly with

spot size for the 0.5 cm field (p=0.001) but varies insignifi-
cantly with spot size for larger fields.
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Fic. 11. Variation in Monte Carlo calculated flatteningfilter scatter Spp with
field size and focal spot width.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The choice of electron beam width requires careful con-

sideration when constructing a Monte Carlo modelofa linac

head to be used for small-field dosimetry calculations. This

parameter has only a small effect on PDDs and cross-beam

profiles, but a greater influence on penumbra widths. Conse-

quently, one might expect to choose electron beam parameter

values by obtaining a good match between the modeled and

measured penumbra widths. However, the Monte Carlo cal-

culations presented here show that our measured penumbra

widths were determined only sufficiently precisely (0.1 mm)

to limit the range of incident spot widths suitable for model-

ing a Varian 15 MV beam to the range of 0.4-0.7 mm,over

which there is a 5% relative change in the 0.5 cm field output

factor. Therefore it makes sense to choose the electron spot

width used in Monte Carlo small-field dosimetry modeling
so that penumbra widths and small-field output factors are
both matched.

Overall, output factor depends on scatter from within the

phantom (S,), scatter from the flattening filter and other
treatment head components, and occlusion of the source by

the linac jaws. Thelatter two factors are generally considered

together as a combined factor S,. We have developed a for-

malism separating S, into contributions from flattening filter

scatter Spp and source occlusion S,,,. We have shown that

spectrally averaged mass attenuation and energy absorption

coefficients (44/p)y and (#,,/p)s of head-scattered photons
are higherthan the values (y/p); and (1,,/p) obtained for
the direct primary beam. Consequently, although changes in
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S, are driven by changes in in-air fluence because S, values
based on measurements made in small phantomsreflect

changesin a quantity very closeto collision kerma, they will
not scale exactly with total in-air energy fluence V.
We have designed a 2 mm wide virtual milliphantom ge-

ometry using which flattening filter scatter and source occlu-
sion factors have been Monte Carlo calculated for very small
fields. There is good agreement between 4 cm/10 cmfield S,

ratios obtained from measurements made using the conven-

tional ESTRO miniphantom and from Monte Carlo calcula-
tions carried out using the virtual milliphantom with ECUT
set high to remove any electron transport. Therefore we feel
justified in using this technique to calculate in-air fluence
factors for smaller fields, so long as the measurement voxel

is completely covered bythe in-field region. The 4 cm/10 cm
field S, ratio obtained from Monte Carlo milliphantom cal-
culations carried out with ECUTset to 0.7 MeV (electron

transport turned on, simulating measurement conditions) is
lower than values obtained experimentally or using Monte

Carlo with ECUT set to 3 MeV. Unlike the miniphantom,the

width of the milliphantom is insufficient to achieve lateral
electronic equilibrium. The fraction of electron energy leav-
ing the phantom depends on the spectrum of electrons

present, which potentially differs between 4 and 10 cm

fields, probably causing the small change in the 4 cm/10 cm

S.. For small fields (<3 cm), differences between S, values

obtained using the milliphantom with ECUTsetat 3 and 0.7

MeVare fairly limited. Consequently (assuming that the

Monte Carlo modeling of contaminant electron generation
and electron transport within the miniphantomisfairly accu-
rate), it seems reasonable to use milliphantoms to physically

measure small-field S,, although for larger fields more con-
ventional miniphantoms should be used.

Virtual milliphantom calculations show a 6% decrease in
the kermaonthe central axis of a 0.5 cm field when the spot
size is increased from 0.1 to 1.0 mm, confirming that the

main reason for the substantial decrease in S, at very small-

field sizes is source occlusion rather than a reduction in the

amount of flattening filter scattered radiation reaching the

detector.

As expected, calculated phantom scatter factors vary

slowly with field size above 2 cm but decrease rapidly for

smaller fields where lack of lateral electron equilibrium re-

duces the dose on the central axis. While phantom scatteris
independentof the focal spotsize for fields larger than 1 cm,
S, values calculated for the 0.5 cm field vary significantly
with spot size, the fluence profile around the central axis

changing substantially with spot width forthis field size.

In summary, it is important that source occlusion is cor-

rectly modeled if small-field output factors are to be cor-
rectly predicted by Monte Carlo simulations. The degree of

source occlusion depends on both the geometry of the linac

and the profile of the focal spot, which will vary slightly

between linacs of the same design and may drift with time.
Simple quick methods of measuring electron or photon focal
spotprofile shapes and widths would therefore be useful but

do not currently exist. While it is possible to predict small-
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field profiles and PDDs using a Monte Carlo model matched
to large-field data without a robust method of determining

the electron or photon focal spot profile, it will remain nec-

essary to measure small-field output factors and optimize the
Monte Carlo modeled source width to match them. We are
currently investigating whether similar limitations apply to
small-field modeling carried out using superposition/
convolution dose calculation algorithms implemented in
commercial treatment planning systems.
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